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ABSTRACT OF DOCTOR OF MUSICAL ARTS PROJECT
ENGAGING THE ECLECTIC BULGARIAN SOUL IN
VIOLA CONCERTO NO. 1 BY MARIN GOLEMINOV (1908-2000):
A FACETED ANALYSIS WITH NEW PEDAGOGICAL STUDIES
The main purpose of this monograph is to provide a faceted study of Marin
Goleminov’s Concerto for Viola No.1, a work of art complexly revealing its creator’s
constructive study of style – including national style. It is hoped that this will, among
other things, assist in deepening relevant performances and researches.
This document examines the M. Goleminov Concerto for Viola and Orchestra
no.1, 1950 (Концерт за Bиола и Oркестър Hомер 1 Марин Големинов, р.1908–
п.2000). It would bring essential features of it to the attention of a broader audience,
perhaps beginning with inquisitive violists. If, with the necessary selectivity, this project
addresses relevant historical, theoretical, poetic, and technical aspects. Herein, it also
actively if non-exhaustively contemplates several simultaneous personal and cultural
contexts. Some senses of Goleminov’s mature period, that in which the Concerto
emerges, are uniquely compelling. This monograph considers these while considering
applicable aspects of Bulgarian folk and European art music worlds. It elucidates
theoretic and poetic features of Goleminov’s masterpiece largely by glimpsing the
research impetus that perhaps most deeply marks it. The composer’s vigil intended to
find and express authentic personal and national voices – finally within a ‘complexly
complex’ set of circumstances – is indicated here.
This resourceful work for the viola is rife with eclectic if strategic solutions. The
latter suggest far more than the relatively superficial, contemporaneous grafting of folk
tunes together on a perhaps as-vaguely classical corpus. Original etudes by the author
that are variously derived from salient episodes in the Goleminov Concerto are also
included here. Each also pertains to relevant technical issues, and a hopeful notion of the
violist-interpreter as a kind of ‘after-the-fact co-composer’ - that is, by virtue of a hoped,
ever more robustly empathic responsiveness enlivening the work by bringing
interpretation into a relative intimacy with its unique genesis). Here we also suggest how
a certain harmonic-emotive ambivalence in the work may perhaps be uniquely wellserved by the instrumental voice for which it is written. This ambivalence is also
addressed in terms of Goleminov’s active researches on – according to his own
theorization – the binary spring of Bulgarian style: Thracian bodiliness in rite-like rhythm
in confluence with Slavic-Orthodox spirit – the latter, in ever-extending, proto-liturgical
[that is, melodic] narrative. Pedagogical and technical points pertaining to the Concerto’s
amalgam-like invention (as well as to its responsive performing) should assist players in

an ever more imaginative grappling with this unique attempt at national [or, somewhat
as much, micro-administrated ‘socialist-nationalist’] style.
KEYWORDS: Marin Goleminov, Bulgarian Viola Concerto, National Style,
Original Viola Etudes, Musical Poetics, Viola Harmonics
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PART I
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The Concerto for Viola No.1 may constitute a peculiarly rich case of musical
syncretism. Particular Western and Eastern European ideas are here grafted together as if in
a phenomenological allegory of a much older negotiation.1 This quite personal vision of the
viola’s communicative possibility is often enlivened by uniquely colorful, rhythmic, and
linear extensions2 that, as-often, read as meaning. Western classical forms are here
sometimes camouflaged within actively cultivated [largely Slav] heritage –and vice versa.
Goleminov seems to propose a vigilantly nuanced poetics of and for the viola that is perhaps
no less a vigil of and for an ever more authentic Bulgarian soul – that is – in a richly proposed
answer to the Totalitarian cry for a ‘true national style.’ Goleminov does so in what initially
seems a conventional Conservatoire format; this finally presents fairly particular demands,
both hermeneutically and technically.3

1

That is, among proto-Thracian and proto-Slavic impetuses [become Bulgarian soul].

2

Such is in terms of variations within the ‘axes’ of physical rhythm ‘by’ spiritually-fraught
color-line, that respectively associated [by Goleminov] with Pagan (Thracian) and Protoliturgic (Slavic) roots. Goleminov was preoccupied with two springs of authentically
Bulgarian style in music: Primitive/bodily rhythm <<by>> ongoing and proto-Slavic
extension as story-like melody. (As with image-making, music is easily associated with two
axes. Rather than variation in ‘height’ and ‘width’ [evoking certain spatial-emotive senses]
- in music, simultaneous extension in vertical pitch and horizontal duration [of silences and
tones] similarly suggest particular spatial-emotive notions.)
3

By hermeneutically, I would indicate that which finally and organically drives technical
considerations. This pertains largely to a late-modern sense of interpretation. The
‘scientific art and artistic science’ associated with H. G. Gadamer, for instance, here
holistically reads the artifact without the presumption of absolute archeological grasp (or
‘foundationalism’ - See the introduction to Gadamer’s Truth and Method).
1

The present document includes a study of the Concerto while also featuring ten
original viola etudes by this writer. These mainly pedagogical cases of ‘empathicconstructive analysis’ (‘etudes,’ henceforth) variously emulate and contrast concerto aspects
while - hopefully, if often tacitly - addressing issues of pitch, tone, phrase, bowing, strokes,
hand positioning, finger patterns, shifting, double-stopping/chord work, harmonics,
portamento, and vibrato. It is also hoped that these humble works might truly extend the
analysis in more ‘holist’ directions. The etudes should constitute a decent preparative
regimen for certain challenges, both of the Concerto and of the instrument. These should
present varying levels of difficulty, including for both hands, as well as isolate special
effects from Goleminov’s often profound vision - the latter, which lovingly employs this
[beloved] instrument.
To perform the Concerto with proportionate care, one might work toward an
increasingly subtle and layered sense of the crisscrossing contexts in and from which it
emerges. Sympathetically addressing aspects that impacted the composer’s activeconstructive sense of Possibility concerning the viola and the concerto form should
meaningfully strengthen one’s own active interpretation. Goleminov’s Viola Concerto No.1
exhibits significant complexity in techniques and ideas, even if these, again, are sometimes
curiously disguised - sometimes even as that tantamount to the [perceived] pedestrian.
Surely as expected, a number of deeply personal, emotive, and socio-historical aspects
interact and fructify here. To engage the Concerto reasonably ‘on its own terms,’ significant
imagination and analysis might be interwoven in some strategic ways. Among other things,
such work would partly imitate the composer’s own multi-disciplinary commitments, not
only entailing his sophisticated sense of the ‘binary deriving’ of Bulgarian style but
glimpsing the cascade of probable parallels to the same. (In the latter case, one might

2

consider that running all the way back up into the personal-existential sphere.) Of course,
these commitments regard not only ever-greater identity and work, in more general terms,
but a kind of critically-fraught empathy, on which such Possibility [with its analogical array]
– in interpreter-composer, interpreter-performer, and interpreter-audience – finally rely.4
Artistic and technical exercises that largely constitute chapter four below have
finally been conceived as a hoped assist to the fresh opening and improving the Concerto’s
active interpretation.5 This writer is interested largely in the relative personality and
resourceful solution-making with which Goleminov creates for the viola, in the greater
context of a particular degree of complexity. How such might directly catalyze something
similar on the part of the interpreter-performer is perhaps as-germane. Goleminov here
constructs ‘viola language’ in a broader conceptual field of a number of crisscrossing
contrasts; the latter finally entails his research speculations regarding the source of
Bulgarian musical style, namely, in a marriage peculiar as it is ancient: rite-like, physical
rhythm plaited with proto-modern harmony (as ‘proto-liturgical’/eschatological <linea,> or
melodious story).6 Much here is evoked and ‘called together’ in a story-like angularity that

4

Rather than a shady hermeneutics of ‘wish-fulfillment,’ here, we would indicate a kind of
inversion of the [Derridian] systematic frustration of Possibility where it comes to Meaning
and its sharing around an artifact. Here, we would further indicate a quite-sane cooperation
that reaps real Value - within a kind of synergy between the hopeful constructions of the
artist-composer and those of the respondent.
5

This is so, particularly in light of the fact that - at points - the work can seem to wear a
festive or conservatory guise. It should be mentioned that the [quite-Bulgarian] soul that
haunts the Concerto may be an existential pressure cooker. The composer is stretched not
only between Balkan folklore and Western European academe but also between the World
Wars and Totalitarianism. The effects of the latter two surely resonated with a not-so-old
Turkic Yoke and its [emotionally violent] partial consequence in Soviet-style nationalism.
This sets up a fascinating [poetic] opposition, between initial appearances in the Concerto
and somewhat insistent undercurrents throughout.
6

Of course, such a characterization could be quite reductive if left unqualified. And it is
importantly arguable that a virtual vigil of qualification is somewhat both instantiated and
3

often seems to reconcile much as it proceeds bravely and, at points, riskily. Peculiarly both
modern and ancient ‘micro-melodies’ can seem like fairly particular auditory emotions –
those seeking and suggesting a kind of boundary-seeking dance. The often faintly
conciliatory juxtaposition and extension-prone drama7emerge from within complex scales
of circumstance, those both historically remote and so ‘contemporary’ as to be matters of
the Pascalian heart8 that, perhaps, needs Art’s odd, uber-specific vagueness in order to come
to terms with the deepest possible calculus.

instilled [or encouraged] by Goleminov’s ‘viola vigil.’ Seeing the Concerto’s development
through the lens of a kind of Socratic or Hegelian dialectic that makes its way to a
goal/telos/‘Eschaton’ may seem a hermeneutically fortuitous move here. Having said that,
the obvious critique of such a claim might come in the form of “Could this not be said
equally of any great instrumental work or solo?!” I would humbly reply both in the
affirmative and negative: Largely Yes, on the scale of form and history, but no if on the scale
of personal-existential grappling. The Concerto’s active speaking is linked to its active
seeking – one directly parallel to Goleminov’s less-creative researches in the seeking of
such a work’s - and Bulgarian culture’s - ‘true if binary origin.’ The complexity of the
Concerto might be convolution only without its existential parallel in the composer’s life
beyond explicit creativity. At points, the latter was little more than a kind of contending with
hyper-bureaucratized society [amidst the haunted shadows of world warring] - while
actively discovering the same society’s true nature and origin - that is, in the ancient-butintimate phenomena of the [once-binary] Bulgarian soul. This contributes to an anti-generic
sense of the Concerto’s possible significance, that is, in the hands of Goleminov and, then,
in the hands of any thoroughly empathic performer of the same. I must add that I had often
hoped to gradually become the latter; and I have yet to presume to have done so – yet. (But
what an origin and goal this Bulgarian soul has begun to glimpse here.)
7

M. Goleminov variously stated and restated a kind of primordial (primitive)‘confluence’
(coming together) of the utterly sensate, Pagan festivity (in the drum and dance-like) and
the proto-liturgical teleology (the explanation of phenomena in terms of the purpose they
serve rather than of the cause by which they arise), [or eschatology] (as an ever-extending
story, in the form of melody’s ongoing extension).
8

The reference to the famous quote/attitude would be absurdly far afield were it not for
Goleminov’s serious interdisciplinarity as finally cashed-out in, among other things, his
living conviction that the best chamber works, as indicated before, was not only tacit
philosophy but a significant form of transferential value (the latter calling upon the greatest
conceivable quotient of active, holistic understanding – a form of knowledge crucial to the
mind but necessarily overflowing it, not simply in emotional but in spiritual and revelatory
ways). Pascal’s care-filled retort to the hipster-philosophes of his contemporaneous France
[and, surely, Germany] (all of whom were so radical in their recent uber-minimalist
4

The effectual interpretation of such a work requires its very own multi-directional
investment of refined – that is, bi-directionally, anticipatory, and reflective – empathy. Only
the latter may engage so as to cooperatively cultivate this conception of art music that is
stubbornly if sometimes casually, an ‘intersection of intersections.’ As forward-moving as
it is deeply rooted, the work repeatedly and distinctly invites soundly personal intuition disciplined imagination that may perhaps finally ‘host’ less-articulable meanings. The latter
nonetheless seem ‘universal as they are rich.’ Here, the work of better thinkers on applied
and holistic understanding – work by the likes of H. G. Gadamer and Michael Polanyi, for
instance – might be plumbed as a means of grasping ever more relevant modes of quiterelevant analytic-constructive thought. As a matter of reasonable synergy only, the latter
remains vigilantly open to ever more informed and, therein, ‘formed’ intuition.9
Such deepening sensibility and sensitivity finally also suggest - in the form of
hesitation - the always-curious problem of how an actively glimpsed depth of work [or
interpretation] deeply tests whether and how such is actually, finally distinct.10 If well apart

epistemology [knowledge theory] that it was their perceived/collective duty to weekly
throw, epistemic babes, with the unquantifiable bath waters) …might be paraphrased as
“…ah, but your heart has its reasons that your mind knows not of…” Here he rightly
slighted their shell game of supposed non-bias not unlike Goleminov arguably did with
two groups – iconoclast-bureaucrats disingenuously involved with circumscribing art in
the name of The People and pandering composers whose conception of folk-art amalgam
as-reductively rendered both realities with a very little dignity.
9

Gadamer, H.-G. (1976) Philosophical Hermeneutics. Berkeley: University of California
Press. —. (1989) Truth and Method. New York: Crossroad. Polanyi, M. (1958) Personal
Knowledge: Towards a Post-Critical Philosophy. Chicago: University of Chicago Press.
—. (1967) The Tacit Dimension. London: Routledge and Kegan Paul.
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(…or, rather, a complex repeat of values always instantiated by great
works/interpretations. While I am finally committed to the sense that the perceived
distinctness of this artwork supersedes a simple effect of my having dilated upon it for some
time, I am as committed, both to realism and a ‘dialectic,’ in which such work should
flourish.)
5

from the intentional fallacy or some personality cult, such a project in constructiveinterpretive thought that is indeed holistic organically joins to some investigation of the
composer’s [and, in the end, the performer’s] active valuing. Here, a series of problems
come in. In a sense, these are no less basic and developmentally rife than the Concerto’s
fine elements. Non-exhaustively listing rhetorical questions - whose subjects’ necessary
holism must defy simple verbal describing - we only suggest respective opportunities of the
more vigilant composer – and, again, sufficiently empathic performer: What can a viola
Be? What can a [viola] concerto Be? How might more-superficial folklore be justly evaded
in the attempted synthesizing of Balkan and Western European (as well as Thracian and
Slavic) ‘art’? What might the deeper aspects and implications of the latter ‘ancient sourcing
synthesis’ be? How might the authentically Modern and Ancient coincide in a well-danced,
boundary-crossing set of contemplations – those voiced, that is, by the bureaucraticallyensconced composer and the reasonably disciplined [if ‘post-modernly distracted’] violist?
Where interpreting the personal depth that is this work, both these aspects and that to which
they give rise might be matters of enduring [and sometimes lucid] meditation, more so than
an always-premature conclusion.
1.1 General Research Methodology/Sources
The material in this project is drawn from all conceivable sources, including
encyclopedias, publishers’ catalogs, first edition-scores to manuscripts, and assorted
scholarly works. Data collection is facilitated through the University of Kentucky Libraries,
Centers for Research Libraries (CRL), the National Library of Bulgaria, National Library
of France, Library of Congress, interlibrary loan, as well as such databases as IIMP, JSTOR,
RILM, ProQuest Dissertations and Theses, and Music Index Online.
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1.2 Short List of Historical Documents, Data and Review of Current Literature
(secondary sources)
Here I am briefly reviewing germane articles, books, and dissertations. The
Encyclopedia of the Bulgarian Music Culture (1967) contains much about the second
generation of Bulgarian composers, Bulgarian folk music, musical instruments, traditional
dances, Bulgarian customs, traditions, church music, ballet, choirs, ensembles, and chamber
music. It features a chronological table of Bulgarian historical, political, literary, artistic,
theatrical, and musical events. The central idea of the book by Stoyan Petrov’s “Essays on
the History of Bulgarian Music Culture” (1959) is to present the development of music in
Bulgaria from the year 681, when Bulgaria became a country, up to the twentieth century.
Most studies of the Goleminov oeuvre come from Bulgarian authors. As customary,
the listed secondary sources will provide the necessary background and context. Prominent
books on the life and works of the composer are as follows: Stephan Lazarov’s Marin
Goleminov Monography (1971), Marin Goleminov by Rumiana Apostolova (1988),
Venelin Krustev’s Profiles (1976), Marin Goleminov and Bulgarian Musicology by Polia
Paunova (2000), and Music Dramaturgy and Elements of Style in Marin Goleminov’s Stage
Work by Boyanka Arnaudova (2000). These books relate to the life, career, and art of the
composer. Primary sources are also included, such as in the case of interviews-of and lettersfrom the composer. Music Theory Heritage by Dobri Hristov (1970) is an excellent source
of information regarding traditional Bulgarian musical style. For instance, it surveys
traditional modes, traditional Bulgarian rhythms and meters, folk songs, church music,
theory, and other critical aspects with considerable subtlety and thoroughness. Kristina
Apova carefully discusses the “openness of Marin Goleminov to different international
trends” in her article “The Chamber Music of Marin Goleminov.” Having noted that, I
would quickly add that there are relatively few extant sources that discuss the international
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sources and referents in Goleminov’s works in appropriately nuanced ways. This opens the
door for a more in-depth exploration.
Substantial data regarding the life of Marin Goleminov as well as a comprehensive
list of his works is derived from an article in the Encyclopedia of Bulgarian Music Culture.
The article by Ivan Hlebarov in the New Grove Dictionary of Music offers mainly condensed
largely biographical information. Maria Kostakeva provides a significantly more extensive
entry in Die Musik in Geschichte und Gegenwart. This article includes not only biographical
information, but also a complete list of primary literature such as directly-relevant
compositions, books, and publications divided into categories of vocal music, instrumental
music, and writings on music. The original manuscripts of Goleminov’s compositions can
be viewed in the Bulgarian National Library. But, again, there are significant limits
regarding any current research of this artist. The Goleminov entry in the International
Cyclopedia of Music is disproportionately limited to one paragraph. This is a significant
barrier to actively researching and understanding Goleminov’s often-profound music.
It seems there are only two Marin Goleminov dissertations focused on his work.
Both are available for access through ProQuest Dissertations and Theses: “The Songs for
Voice and Piano of Marin Goleminov,” written by Patrick Yacomo at Boston University
in 2002 and “Through the Prism of the Wellspring: from National to Societal, to Individual
in Marin Goleminov’s String quartets,” written by Diana Jeanne Flesner at the San
Francisco Conservatory in 1999. Both of these deal explicitly with, among much else,
national themes in his selected works. The following books by Goleminov provide
additional, and quite-valuable insights on the composer’s treatment of the orchestra,
instruments, and compositional techniques: Instrumentation (1947), and Problems with
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Orchestration (1953), On the Sources of Bulgarian Composition (1937), Behind the Scenes
of the Creative Process (1970) and Diaries (1996).
The present monograph is organized in chapters and appendices as follows:
CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
CHAPTER 2: BETWEEN FACETED AND FRAGMENTED, OR TOWARD A
FACETED ANALYSIS OF A DISTINCTLY FACETED CONCERTO: The sound of a
soul refracting epically much, including the dual origin of Bulgarian musical style. This
section outlines the biographical background of the composer. It presents an overview of
music culture in Bulgaria in the context of the socio-political circumstances amid the World
Wars. This chapter also focuses on considerations for interpretation and performance based
on structural aspects of the Viola Concerto no. 1 by Goleminov. Among other things,
fundamental melodic, harmonic, and ensemble textures, and their interactions, are touched
upon.
CHAPTER 3: VIOLA CONCERTO: TECHNICAL STUDIES. The exercises
here variously support preparation for, among other things, more responsive and rich
performances of Goleminov’s Viola Concerto No.1.
CHAPTER 4: CONCLUSION
APPENDICES: Selected helps and tables for the violist.
APPENDIX 1. VIOLA DIATONIC GAMUT WITH PITCH REGISTERS-shows the
registers of the pitches of C Major/Ionian scale and a minor/aeolian scale across the viola
board
APPENDIX 2. VIOLA DIATONIC GAMUT WITH PITCH REGISTERS AND
STARTING POSITIONS-Viola diatonic gamut, pitch registers and starting positions in
the context of C Major/Ionian scale and a minor/aeolian scale
APPENDIX 3. VIOLA CHROMATIC GAMUT-a comprehensive table of all unstopped
and stopped pitches on the viola and their respective registers in chromatic setting
APPENDIX 4. COMPREHENSIVE LIST OF NATURAL AND ARTIFICIAL
HARMONICS ON VIOLA
PART II.
This section consists of relevant recital programs and program notes from the ten
recitals that fulfilled the performance requirement for the degree of Doctor of Musical Arts
in Viola Performance from the University of Kentucky.
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CHAPTER 2
BETWEEN FACETED AND FRAGMENTED, OR TOWARD A FACETED
ANALYSIS OF A DISTINCTLY FACETED CONCERTO:
The sound of a soul refracting epically much, including the dual origin of Bulgarian
musical style
Following the inauguration of modern Bulgaria in 1878, The Encyclopedia of
Bulgarian Composers gradually established three musical-historical periods. According to
this division, Bulgarian composers fell into three generations: The first generation emerged
prior to World War One, the second emerged between the World Wars, and the third
encompassed then-contemporary composers – that is, after the Second World War.
Bulgarian composers of the first generation were somewhat traditional in general,
[problematically] Western European terms. It had initiated the utilization of Western
European forms - those already more or less popular during the nineteenth century.
Relevant approaches here were introduced to Bulgarian audiences through this first
generation of composers.
Marin Goleminov was part of the second generation of Bulgarian composers. This
generation consisted of mid- and post-World War I composers (largely born between 1895
and 1915) and became fairly well-known nationally. Contemporaneous composers such as
Pancho Vladigerov (1899–1978), Petko Stainov (1896–1977), Veselin Stoyanov (1902–
1969), Dimitar Nenov (1901–1953), Parashkev Hadzhiev (1912–1992), Lubomir Pipkov
(1904–1974), and Philip Koutev (1903–1982) here made notable contributions to an already
increasingly more modern and self-aware national music culture. The second-generation of
Bulgarian composers had – almost to a person – studied abroad and created different kinds
of solutions, integrating [Bulgarian] folkloric aspects with both later 19th and early 20thcentury Western European approaches. As suggested by ‘post-impressionist’ watersheds [as
Les Six], stronger Western influences here were, at the time, also freshly emergent in the
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West. The above Bulgarian composers then investigated and adapted fairly recent Western
European compositional techniques and effects (most often French and German),
introducing them to various eastern European audiences. Often, this was accomplished via
a kind of superimposing of a number of somewhat more familiar folk tunes and aspects.11
This second-generation had an essential impact, as might be expected, on the third
generation of composers including Petar Christoskov (1917-2006), Lazar Nikolov (19222005), Alexander Raichev (1922-2003), Konstantin Iliev (1924-1988), Henri Lazarof
(1932-2013), Victor Chuchkov (b. 1946), and Emil Tabakov (b. 1947). The third generation
included modernist composers following the systematic and experimental changes of the
1960s avant-garde as well as trends and phenomena of the more recent late or “post” modern
moment.
Marin Goleminov is one of the more prolific Bulgarian composers of recent
generations. His compositional style often expresses something essentially Bulgarian, most
typically apart from the redundant direct quotation of predictable or per se folk tunes.
Composing his first two musical works in 1924–1926––March and Autumn Song, both for
wind orchestra, he studied at the Pancho Vladigerov State Academy of Music from 1927 to
1931. Here he first pursued violin performance in the class of Todor Torchanov, as well as
music theory with Dobri Hristov (1875–1941), Nikola Atanassov (1886–1969), and Stoyan
Brashovanov (1888–1956). Additionally, he was hired variously as an instrumentalist in the
Military Club at the Ministry of Defense and as a violist in the State Opera Orchestra.

11

It can here be noted that Goleminov seldom countenanced the superficial quoting of folk
culture as he was convinced that the authentic tradition, though often inaccessible apart
from vigil-like researches, was of a depth and substance on a par with the best classical
modes. The same could not be said, of course, for redundant folk ditties generically overused in quaint and not terribly musical solutions (or somewhat superficially pasted onto
other musical forms and traditions).
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Goleminov continued his music education at the Schola Cantorum in Paris from 1931 to
1934 where he majored in composition and conducting under Vincent d’Indy (1851–1931)
and later with Guy de Lioncourt (1885–1961), Paul Le Flem (1881–1984), and Albert
Bertelin (1872–1951). In Paris, he audited lectures on French opera by the famous
musicologist Andre Pirro (1869–1943), as well as lectures on philosophy and German
humanities by Victor Basch (1863–1944). He attended the composition classes of Paul
Dukas (1863–1935) at the École Normale de Musique in Paris. Additionally, he
matriculated in music theory, aesthetics, and literature at the Sorbonne. Upon his graduation
from the Schola Cantorum in 1934, Goleminov traveled back to Bulgaria and started to
teach music at the first male Gymnasium there. He also joined the Union of Bulgarian
Composers’ Contemporary Music Society, founded in 1933. Often personally performing
the compositions he wrote for his primary instruments, violin and viola, Goleminov
dedicated his first three string quartets to the reputable Avramov Quartet, of which he was
a member as the second violinist from 1935 to 1938. He was also a founder of the Sofia
Radio Orchestra, as well as its first conductor (1936–1938).
Then, in 1938–1939, at Munich’s Akademie der Tonkunst, Goleminov specialized in
conducting and composition. He studied symphonic and operatic conducting with Carl
Ehrenberg (1878–1962) and Heinrich Knappe (1887-1980) and then composition with Josef
Haas (1879–1960). From 1943 to 1945, he was a docent in music theory at the State
Academy of Music in Sofia. At the same time, he was also a music director of the Academic
Symphony Orchestra. He became a professor at the Sofia Conservatory in 1946, where he
taught chamber music, orchestration, conducting, and composition. In 1954, he was elected
a rector of the Music Academy. Awarded the rank of Academician by the Bulgarian
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Academy of Sciences in 1965, Goleminov was appointed the director of The Bulgarian
State Opera.12
The compositional art music of Marin Goleminov encompasses a broad range of
stage, vocal, and instrumental works. Among these are the three operas: Ivaylo, The IconPainter Zakhary, Thracian Idols; the dance-drama Nestinarka; the ballet Kaloyan’s
Daughter; the musical tale The Golden Bird; the cantatas Father Paisiy and Resurrection
of the Living; the oratorio The Titan; as well as numerous solo songs and choral works.
Orchestral and chamber works include A Ballad for the April Uprising; four symphonies,
four symphonic poems, symphonic variations on a theme by Dobri Hristov for orchestra, an
overture Goryanki, a concerto for string quartet and string orchestra, solo concertos for
piano, violin, viola, cello, and oboe; eight string quartets, two violin sonatas, a cello sonata,
and three brass quintets.13 Besides his compositions, Goleminov wrote four music theory
textbooks and over two hundred articles and essays, published in Bulgaria and abroad.
By analysis proper, and through a kind of ‘imitative-empathic construction,’ the
present document attempts to address Goleminov’s resourceful weaving of aspects from
Bulgarian, French fin-de-siècle, and German musical aspects and senses—an often
insightful melding of folk, neo-Classical, and neo-Romantic inflections with one’s own
well-individuated vision. This is compellingly exemplified in his Viola Concerto No.1
(1950), certainly with parallels to smaller-scale viola works. While it would be a mistake to
reduce his work either to mere contemplative philosophy or straightforward autobiography,
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“Marin Goleminov, Composer, Conductor, Musical Pedagogue, Musical Publicist Union of the Bulgarian Composers.” UBC RSS. Accessed May 15, 2018. http://www.ubcbg.com/en/composer/232.
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Accessed May 12, 2018.
http://gulabin.com/composers/pdf/MARIN%20GOLEMINOV.pdf.
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it is redundant to indicate that social and political events of the twentieth century influenced
Goleminov’s person, life and art. Among other things, one can indicate something of the
life-confounding socio-political atmosphere that sometimes perforated even the deepest
springs of his work.
After five hundred years of foreign rule14 – one long and broadly seen as violently
oppressive – the newly established Bulgarian Republic was looking for nationalist or particularly in the case of Goleminov - soundly national models in all cultural arenas
including music.15 But totalitarian over-administration alternatively sparked and strangled
composers’ active senses of culture’s possibility. For a good part of this period, artists
grappled with everyday life as being bookended by epical war and epical state. Much here
no doubt subtly imprinted aspects of the Concerto. The style and dimension that organically
works in it is no simple matter of formalist eclecticism. Neither is it involved in the state’s
puritanical over-reaction to the same, which tended to confound sensate poetics through
overly eager and categorical senses of The People’s supposed edification.16 This obviously
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Here, the Turkic rule commencing in 1378 and ending in 1878 is indicated.
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As part of this project, composers from this period went abroad to study in France,
Germany, and beyond. Pancho Vladigerov, Petko Stainov, Parashkev Hadzhiev, and
Dimitar Nenov pursued further musical education in Germany; Vesselin Stoyanov did so in
Austria, and both Marin Goleminov and Panaiot Pipkov studied in Paris.
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It should be added that little regard went forth here for the edifying of the ‘individual cells’
of The People.This of course suggests the cold and mechanical conception of persons, as a
monolythic body politic to be easily and sentimentally manipulated more so than as a body
of relatively free agents. The pejorative ‘Western individualism’ could easily be used here
as a kind of straw man mutually excluding one whole dimension of The People. Though
early Bolsheviks and state communists seemed to powerfully sponsor various kinds of
formalism (we think of the renowned sculpture model Monument To the Third
International by Tatlin and works of Popova and Malevich), it did not take long for second
generation proto-Soviets [well beyond Russia] to snarl at the general revelatory quality and
individualized humanity so insistently suggested in the Best, or most intensive, possible
forms. Systematically blinding themselves from the latter, Stalinists in particular made a
bold line of difference between art that suggested a holist continuity among idea and form
14

had its impacts on the most keen among Eastern Block composers, some of whose art was
conceived no less as personal communication than as a kind of aural philosophy.17
The Concerto’s imaginative problem-solving and strategic ambivalences appear as
utterly sensate, on one hand and intellectual/spiritual, on the other – so to speak, dance and
ever-extending vigil made one. In a number of ways, it suggests different levels of
awareness achieving personal-responsive movement in and out of a variety of psycho-social
space-times. These arguably extend Goleminov’s own lived drama: An equally analytic and
empathic soul digesting historical revelations as to identity while absorbing absurdly

(or, say, among Good, Beauty, and Truth or, indeed, among relevant individual and
corporate thriving,) – and, on quite another hand – the faux ‘neoclassicism’ of propagandist
stylizing – the pandering self-heroizing of the most simplistic versions of social realism.
Examining the career of a Shostakovich or Akhmatova will quickly reflect the convulsing
confusion with which the Soviets engaged art. The allergy that later Soviets had toward
nuanced and deeply sensate modes of metaphoric communication [or contemplation for
that matter] is wrongly associated, furthermore, with rigorous and sophisticated Parisian
academic discussions, for instance, regarding the critical problems with much formalistic
art. On a slightly different level, it should be noted that, often, little regard went forth here
for the real edifying of the ‘individual cells’ of The People. This of course suggests the cold
and mechanical conception of persons, as a monolythic body politic to be easily and
sentimentally manipulated [again, via pandering and encouraged self-heroizing] more so
than as a body of reasonably or relatively free agents. The pejorative ‘Western
individualism’ could easily be used here as a kind of straw man mutually excluding one
whole dimension of The People. As a more remote note, a compelling thesis on forms of
stylization (or aesthetic-hermeneutical selectivity) might be most relevant here, as a kind
of argumentative subtext. This would both concern life within generally/extended Soviet
auspices (omen, patronage) and Bulgar soul as basis of genuinely national style. Such a
discussion might finally reveal how stylization is a necessity in Goleminov’s theoretic,
imperative-like amalgam: quasi-Thracian ‘bodily rhythm’ with quasi-Slavic ‘criticalspiritual extension’ [the latter as melodious story]. But the dread <<stylization of
stylization>> – that is, stylization’s dangerous distortion amidst generally Soviet society
was virtually a kind of bureaucratic rite against which the many lesser known
Shostakoviches’ and Akhmatovas’ and – indeed – Goleminovs’ stylizations pushed (…if,
often, ever more quietly and vigilantly).
17

If beautifully without self-import, Goleminov often more than confessed that his more
mature chamber works had philosophical impetus.
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outsized contemporary circumstances – and these very often from within stylistically exotic
confines no less ambivalent.
Goleminov’s

viola

work

resourcefully

suggests

both

resistance

and

acknowledgment concerning the double tragedy of hyper-industrial society and war, on one
hand, and contrasts between such and half-exotic (Western) academe, on the other. The
latter, whether involving French or German academe – music, literature or philosophy –
seems to have been both justifiable escape and ‘wonderfully contiguous ground.’18 Both
this set of dualities and that duality which Goleminov glimpsed as the probable parentes
formal of a truly Bulgarian music19 seem to have lodged themselves in different registers
and stages of the Concerto for Viola and Orchestra No.1 in D minor.
The understatement of this viola work ought not be assumed to have left unaddressed
the realities with which Goleminov daily, if sometimes more remotely, contended. If
assaults on the humane are indeed registered here, such registration emerges and recedes
within degrees of understatement - even disguise. Additionally, predictable orchestrational
logistics of the more developed accompaniment may finally seem to almost quash the quasiSocratic drama of the provisional ‘duo’ version, for viola and piano. Even if it should be
controversial to indicate such, this writer has dependably been more ‘convicted,’ in all
transparency, by the emergent, poetic vision in the latter.20 This writer’s engagement with
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The vigilant interdisciplinarity of Marin Goleminov must be recalled here; likewise, his
tendency to see the best in chamber music as auditory wisdom, philosophy. Such
tendencies and commitments were profoundly resonated by/in both German and French
academe.
19

(Latin for ‘formal parents’)
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Perhaps it is true that the more common conservatory aspect of the piece, mentioned
above, tends to overwhelm strategic psycho-poetic undertows much more often in the case
of the full accompaniment than in the somewhat Socratic engagement of the viola-piano
duo format. This is, of course, a limited opinion. Having said that, Goleminov himself was
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the limited accompaniment version of the concerto (namely, that for viola and piano),
actively compared to her repeated review of the full-score performance, has suggested a
perhaps peculiar hermeneutical tension and aside – that is - around the question of what
might be optimal, in terms of the renderings respective or relative sense of evocation. One’s
own bias surely being at play, one might yet genuinely prefer the perceived impacts of the
scenario she has known, as a kind of ‘problem-solver-performer.’
Were I objectively equidistant to each of the two conceptions of accompaniment, I
imagine that the more ‘simple,’ intimate-scale scenario - of viola and piano - might yet
seem to allow a sense of engagement [say, between ‘foreground’ and ‘background’] that is
as or more full of communicative evocation as that apparently at hand in the parallel
‘orchestral scenario/production.’ Perhaps this can be explained simply – for instance,
through one’s proclivity for more of a ‘Platonic’ dialogue proper. Alas - upon significant
review and reflection - the ‘one-act’ kind of scale here, in the duo presentation, often seems
better suited to Goleminov’s largely contemplative materials. This is obviously
controversial and largely a matter of subjective preference, of course. Even so, one may
have her [Pascalian] ‘reasons,’ hopefully rightly.
The gloriously envisioned future age of industry and commune had all but come and
gone around a younger Marin Goleminov. From just beyond the layered tragedies, at midcentury, it seemed to have done so in an eschatological flash. This no doubt generated

prone to explicitly recognize the increased philosophical weight of more intimate or
chamber-like conceptions, as particularly related to his later quartets. He was also plain
about his acquiescing to a somewhat German sense regarding the eternal intimacy between
philosophy and poetry. (Goleminov seemed to maintain a healthy suspicion regarding
disproportionate and even bitterly resentful senses of form qua form. Like any Slav with
nearly healthy Platonic memory, he sometimes seemed well inoculated concerning form as
fundamentally evacuated. He variously registered ways in which the dichotomy between
subtle form and subtle meaning was little but forced. He would have had little opportunity
to see how forgetful of such, on the other hand, French academe would later become.
17

musical contemplations entailing simultaneous and intertwined strategies – of coping and
creation. Gargantuan as they were, the well-known mid-century circumstances might well
have suggested, for him, a kind of recapitulation; after all, the old Turkic cruelty had not
ended that long ago, to speak in macro-historical terms. But from among the whispers then
rising from a zombie-like Europe, a viola sang a perfectly non-sensational story. Its
technicality and beauty somehow evaded each next cliché, including those it pretended (and
any on, say, ‘indomitable humanity’).
Through a Franco-academic grid, perhaps it even suggested a kind of neo-Ottoman
style – one worthy of addressing different registers of tumult, as if these were a neo-surreal
dance …academic showmanship on the brink of Identity and spiritual truth. The muchparaphrased question posed by the social-theorist-composer Theodor Adorno21 is perhaps
also asked and answered in many small and unselfconscious ways here. Indeed, what poetry
or art does one make after ‘the Auschwitz of existence,’ so to speak—that is, in such
sophistical centuries as the twentieth?22 The attentive performer-interpreter may finally be
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Theodor W. Adorno, “Cultural Criticism and Society,” trans. Samuel Weber and Shierry
Weber Nicholson, Can One Live After Auschwitz? A Philosophical Reader, ed. Rolf
Tiedemann, trans. Rodney Livingstone et al. (Stanford: Stanford UP, 2003), 162.
22

The twentieth century may not have been alone in succumbing to that about which even
Plato might have seemed a warning prophet. Even so, no centuries have known the
industrial-scale system with which sophistical winning was envisioned [systematically]
apart from an active seeking of the soundly good, beautiful and/or true. The ever selfqualifying Marxist critic and composer-philosopher (Adorno) may sometimes seem the full
evolution of the sophist, yet one ever on the brink of conversion - from craft to art, sophism
to wisdom’s love. Just below is another fragment of his quasi-relevant take on issues
remotely pertaining to such a work as the Concerto at such a time as that of its writing.
Thoughts here may seem perpetually so close and so far, and they end with an arguable
straw man fallacy. The latter unfairly suggests that contemplation always exists in or as the
self-involved. It is essential to grapple, of course, with the question of whether
Goleminov’s sound poetry in the Concerto finally reveals itself as finally outward. This
question seems decisive in that pertaining to whether the twentieth century’s scale of
repeated tragedy might leave art as moot or mute. Adorno: Even the most extreme
consciousness of doom threatens to degenerate into idle chatter. Cultural criticism finds
18

convinced that Goleminov’s waxing-and-waning structure for viola does finally shed its
universal tears. Its dense undertow may tacitly reveal a peculiar intimacy of outward
thought. If the deeply Bulgarian work often seems disguised, even as run-of-the-mill
Conservatoire fare, one may wonder whether the composing of such understatement might
have become a decent treatment for ‘epically broad, abnormal existence.’23 Between the
academically correct dots and dashes, the Bulgarian soul is here heard in all its ambivalence,
and in a viola voice. It stretches between various oppositions: Unspeakable tragedy and Art;
absolute societal control and perfected war; Slavic and Gaulic - and between - the [wellresearched] binary roots of identity: primitive-temporal bodiliness and spiritual procession,
or its melodious ‘Story-as-extension,’ ad infinitum.
Of course, the work’s considerable mental and physical challenges could address
such while suggesting a complex portrait of the viola itself - or, rather, of the stubborn
resilience and problem-solving of a stoic singer, charming the serpentine via wildly refined
hair, gut and wood. And through the bomb smoke and Totalitarian, bureaucratic logistics,
societal being on the brink of itself 24 was also emerging.

itself faced with the final stage of the dialectic of culture and barbarism. To write poetry
after Auschwitz is barbaric. And this corrodes even the knowledge of why it has become
impossible to write poetry today. Absolute reification, which presupposed intellectual
progress as one of its elements, is now preparing to absorb the mind entirely. Critical
intelligence cannot be equal to this challenge as long as it confines itself to self-satisfied
contemplation. (Prisms, 34)
23

That is, one finally found to be so unsettlingly universal that the notion normalcy is
perhaps additionally emptied by such a work’s more profound motifs and motives.
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From Goleminov’s Ornamentikata na bulgarskata narodna pesen: “Only the collision of
two opposite artistic worlds - the rhythmic as an expression of primitive or raw emotions
(the Thracian world) and the melodic as an expression of the sacred worldview (the Slavic
world) - would be able to produce such a creation, with such a brightly delineated artistic
profile.” Here, the discovery of authentic self and authentic society get melded, perhaps as
if in a [considerably less Fascist] ‘Heideggerian dream.’ In his ongoing depth studies
concerning what might, in probability, be the true source of truly Bulgarian music, M.
19

2.1 Thesis
Marin Goleminov’s music for viola and string instruments more generally became
an intensive and celebrated part of the standard repertoire in Bulgaria. The maestro finally
enjoyed significant national popularity and helpful respect through much of his mature
career. At points, his work was both highly creative and in demand. Even so, his music has
yet to gain an adequate reputation elsewhere, in Europe or the United States, for instance.
This document’s considerations, accompanied by the writer’s etudes, are intended to assist
in bringing some remedy to Goleminov’s art, or to its disproportionate lack of renown.
At the beginning of the Twentieth Century, the viola was not a frequent focus for
Bulgarian composers. Relatively speaking, Western European composition offered
relatively ample chamber and solo literature for the instrument. The European rise of the
viola dates back to the early nineteenth century, via compositions such as Harold in Italy by
Berlioz; the Sonata per la grand viola by Niccolo Paganini; Henri Vieuxtemps’s two viola
sonatas, Capriccio for solo viola and Elegie; Max Bruch’s Romanze for viola and orchestra
and a double concerto for viola and clarinet; Enescu’s Konzertstück for viola and piano;
Richard Strauss’s viola solos in the tone poem Don Quixote and the opera Der
Rosenkavalier and Delibes’ ballet Giselle.

Goleminov variously stated and restated a kind of primordial ‘confluence’ of the utterly
sensate, Pagan festivity (in the drum and dance-like) and the proto-liturgical
teleology/eschatology – that is - as an ever-extending story in the form of melody’s outward
moving. Both in composing and researching, the insistent marriage of deep contemplation
with the deeply social might check proto-Adornian near-sightedness that must -ee even
constructive contemplation as inward, ‘self-satisfied.’ (The real art-neutralizing tragedy
may lay not in express tragedy, unspeakable though it often be; oddly, a kind of eternal
sensibility sometimes re-emerges here. Rather, it lurks in dark opportunity darkly taken –
or in fallacy pretending to be corrective.)
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Marin Goleminov is one of a handful of Bulgarian composers who advocated
writing for the viola. He developed a unique compositional style that subtly fused a number
of aspects from Bulgarian, French, and German traditions. In fact, his works for the viola
may sometimes provide a decent basis for understanding essential elements, even of
Western European compositional style during this time. Additionally, aspects of substantive
Bulgarian traditional or folk idioms are often on display - but in evocatively original, rather
than directly quoted forms. Goleminov was far less appreciative of mere quotation.
At the beginning of the twentieth century, the musical culture in Bulgaria was
predominantly influenced by its folk tradition. Works were primarily played in secular
settings on traditional Bulgarian folk instruments such as the gaida (goatskin bagpipe),
kaval (end-blown flute), gadulka (a bowed stringed instrument reminiscent of the rebec),
the tupan (a large drum carried on the shoulder), tambura (a double-strung instrument with
steel strings played with a plectrum (somewhat similar to the mandolin), and the tarambuka
(a membranophone with a chalice-shaped body).
After freedom from the Ottomans was established (March 3, 1878), the Bulgarian
musical infrastructure developed rapidly, and the professional production of music
proliferated. The first choral society, Bulgarski Pevcheski Tsurkoven Khor (Bulgarian
Church Choir), was founded in Ruse in 1870. In 1901 the first professional union of
musicians was established. The Bulgarian Musical Union (1903–1941) organized musical
activities, and the Bulgarian Choral Union (founded in 1926) hosted events for novices,
such as military bands and amateur choirs. Both provided funding for different musical
ensembles. The so-called concert management boards (the Association Suvremenna
Muzika: Society of Contemporary Music) helped recruit concert performers from abroad.
This board operated from 1933 to 1944 and supported new music. The State Academy of
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Music opened its doors in 1904. The Opera Society was founded in 1908, the Sofia National
Opera in 1921, and the Bulgarian National Philharmonic Orchestra in 1924. The
Academic Symphonic Orchestra was founded in 1928, the Royal Military Orchestra in
1936, and the Sofia State Philharmonic in 1946. Bulgarian music was not disseminated
abroad until later on in the twentieth century.
These first Bulgarian composers were somewhat famous at home and somewhat
unknown abroad: Nikola Atanasov (1886–1969) composed the first Bulgarian Symphony,
while Georgi Atanasov (1882–1931) and Panayot Pipkov (1871–1942) produced operas,
solo, and choral works, most often on folk subjects. Andrey Stoyanov (a graduate of the
Vienna Academy of Music) founded a Bulgarian school of piano performance. In the 1920s,
another essential contribution to this school was made by Ivan Torchanov, another graduate
of the Vienna Academy of Music, who studied with L. Godowsky.
After World War I and the September Uprising (1923), a new stage in the
development of Bulgarian music began. Composers professionally trained in Germany,
France, Austria, and Italy largely assimilated Western European approaches and returned to
Bulgaria. Here they reestablish a somewhat refreshed perspective on Bulgarian musical
culture. They made it their aim to create a Bulgarian national style, drawing on both
contemporary trends and folklore. Composers such as Pancho Vladigerov, Lyubomir
Pipkov, Marin Goleminov, Veselin Stoyanov, Dimitar Nenov, Parashkev Khadzhiev, Petko
Staynov, and Georgi Dimitrov extended the basis of Bulgarian musical tradition in all
genres. Through their teaching of music theory and performance, for instance, they were a
primary influence on most of the post–World War II generation of composers.
After the Socialist Revolution in 1944, the new social and cultural situation led to
changes in the development of Bulgarian musical life. All cultural activities were centralized
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and acquired a clear ideological orientation. Socialist Realism and the slogan ‘The more
among the people, the closer to life!’ became the order of the day. The new state performing
institutions were responsible for organizing concerts and popularizing music. Composers
and musicologists, all belonging to the Union of Bulgarian Composers, consolidated the
new socialist musical culture and organized festivals of Bulgarian music, as well as sessions
on music education and criticism. The State Opera, operetta companies, and symphony
orchestras were subsidized by the state; their activities were directly under state control.
One of these was the Simfonichen Orkestar na Balgarskoto Radio i Televiziya (Bulgarian
Radio and Television Symphony Orchestra, founded in 1949). The Committee of Culture
and the Arts presided over the work of musical educational establishments such as the
Balgarska Darzhavna Konservatoriya (Bulgarian State Conservatory, now called the
Pancho Vladigerov National Academy of Music), and state music schools. Amateur groups
received support from trade-union funds, community centers, and the Committee of Culture
and the Arts. The state also controlled other activities related to music production and
consumption.
The imposition of this new model of national culture was the primary determining
factor in the development of Bulgarian music between 1944 and the early 1960s. This was
a time of revolutionary change and realism. The neo-Romantic pathos found in Bulgarian
music of the 1930s and 1940s gave way, once again, to an emphasis on folklore as the
expression of a kind of democratic aesthetic. This was particularly the case with choral
genres such as cantatas and oratorios. Most young composers at this time were unable to
study abroad and make significant contact with contemporaneous European trends.
Leading representatives of new approaches in Bulgarian music included Konstantin Iliev,
Lazar Nikolov, Alexandar Raychev, Simeon Pironkov, Krasimir Kyurkchiyski, Vasil
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Kazandzhiev, Georgi Tutev, and Ivan Spasov. Many of the most promising among their
compositions were performed annually at the Warsaw Autumn International
Contemporary Music Festival.
The active interpretation of just what it meant to be ‘of the people’ and/or not
‘decadent’ was here both central and variously controverted, particularly after the second
great war. As in the famous case of Shostakovich in Russia, so also in most all Eastern
Block countries with artists of various kinds: It often became imperative to satisfy whoever
was authoritatively defining what arts and music ought to be ‘for The People.’ A primary
criterion became one of not falling foul of that deemed (by the in-charge sensibility or
committee) soundly edifying of ‘The People.’ As one might imagine, the rightly lofty goals
of a Goleminov (whether related to researches for the authentic sourcing and cultivating of
authentic Bulgarian music or related to his own Art more generally) were surely more and
less vulnerable to premature or micro-managed circumscribing. This is true even if his
story is not as dramatic as that of Akhmatova or Shostakovich in the USSR.
2.2 Research Problem
Research questions that emerge from this topic are as follows: In what way does the
viola concerto of Marin Goleminov represent a fusion of Bulgarian and Western European
musical styles? What pedagogical significance might the work have? Why is Goleminov’s
viola concerto important for the development of the concerto genre in Bulgaria and, as
Bulgarian, in the more significant international context? Why is it essential to incorporate
Goleminov’s Concerto into the standard viola repertoire? In what ways might technical
studies variously support, and be inspired by the Concerto? How might these, directly and
indirectly, help develop sensibilities and technicality appropriate to the reasonably
insightful presentation of the Concerto?
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The results of this research will support the hypothesis that the Goleminov Viola
Concerto #1 is an outstanding example of profound viola literature - one that intensifies and
weaves traditional and innovative aspects of varied provenance. Furthermore, it arguably
embodies Goleminov’s conjecture concerning the deep well of authentically Bulgarian style
in music – the latter being a unique synthesis of rite-like rhythm and liturgy-like melody (as
‘ever-extending story’).
2.3 Considerations for Interpretation and Performance Practice
“Every analytical finding has an implication for performance, even when it suggests
a relatively neutral execution that projects explicit, self-evident factors of structure. Far
more commonly, analysis suggests to the performer specific, practical measures that will
illuminate the less obvious relations of discerned elements co-functioning to expressive
ends.”
“The central issue of interpretation can be summarized in two questions: In a
particular unit of musical structure, to and from what points (and states) can directed
motions be said to lead? And what is the performer's role in projecting and illuminating
essential elements of direction and continuity? “
“We all know that a performer's approaches to a composition, in physical
deportment but especially in the interpretive strokes of realization, can reflect a discernible
attitude toward the music, appropriate or not, insightful or indifferent, convincing or
bewildering; and this attitude colors the subtle and manifold inflections and expressive
effects that are woven into and are consequences of the intricacies of musical structure.”25
Wallace Berry26
It is only logical that Goleminov chose the classical sonata form for his concerto as
well as for its tonal, if poly-modal, approach. His compositional education was influenced
directly by Vincent D’Indy and Josef Haas and, indirectly, by their respective teachers
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Wallace Berry, “Points of Summation,” in Musical Structure and Performance (New
Haven: Yale University Press, 1989), p. 221.
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Berry, Wallace. "QUESTIONS ARISING IN THE RELATIONS OF ANALYSIS TO
PERFORMANCE." In Musical Structure and Performance, 7-44. New Haven; London:
Yale University Press, 1989. Accessed April 27, 2020.
www.jstor.org/stable/j.ctt1xp3vpj.6.
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stemming back to César Franck, Max Reger, Hugo Riemann. Each of these masters had
somewhat conservative training yet developed partly idiosyncratic senses of formalcompositional possibility. The latter pertained, for instance, to the usage of more or less
traditional [classical] structures that are combined in more personal ways – with
imaginative and resourceful senses, for instance, of modulatory sequence, bi-tonality, and
with a harmonically ambivalent extension being partly thematic.
The Viola Concerto by Marin Goleminov consists of three contrasting
movements: I Allegro non troppo, II Larghetto, and III Allegro Assai. If performed with
breaks, the movements flow developmentally from one to another - creating a substantial,
complex, and relatively large overall form. The functional contrasts and poetic substance
of this sonata structure uniquely foster ever-greater gestalts with their often-curious
interactions. The three movements are quite subtle in their elaboration; each has a
significant particularity both of structure and implication. In several ways, the work’s
Concerto form corresponds to the typical Classical-Romantic sonata model, combined not
only with Bulgarian folkloric elements but with significantly individuated invention. As
perhaps expected, the three movements alternate strategically in tempo and sonority. The
first and third movements are faster, with the latter being somewhat dance-like. The second
is contemplatively slow, even proto-liturgical. Not without weighty or darker moments,
these movements employ non-typical cadenzas and quasi-cadenza episodes. Effective
harmonic variations and strategies will variously be outlined herein.
Goleminov’s auditory poetics might be seen as evoking somewhat epical
ambivalences of lived ‘maximal complexity.’ But they sometimes do so in strategic
distraction or disguise. It is as if its perforating moves – typical conservatory variationalism
or, even, Hollywood formulas related to accompaniment – arguably become foils for far
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more ancient and substantive phenomena (and for their generative engagement, despite
much). This ever-greater field of syncopated ambivalence reflects the existential bridging
of a number of circumstantial polarities. It is as if every fourth or fifth of the Concerto is
pierced with a kind of coping conventionality. The latter is as-preconsciously allowed as if
a recalibration moment and ‘emotive counterpoint.’ Such poetically strategic
‘interruption,’ often of heart-bearing viola soliloquies, suggests the variously conscious but
deeply personal accommodating of deep contrasts.27 A sense of how ambivalence is often
a genesis or ur spring, whether of national or personal style, flows forth in program shot
through with responsiveness – responsiveness calmed by pseudo-conventionality. Here,
‘true genesis’ is also deep ambivalence. So, it may be that half preconscious strategy here
asserts additional depths of combined genealogy and therapy.
Introductory Remarks
The structure of The Viola Concerto No. 1 largely incorporates the principles of the
classical sonata form. An observation can here be made about form-content relationships
in which the partly classical often seems to ‘house’ [late-] modern tonal language.28 It
shows the adaptability of the sonata form where, arguably, more innovative content can fit
traditional form or over-arching design. Another prominent characteristic in this first
movement of concerto-sonata design is the ritornello-type arrangement, between the soloist
and the orchestra. Dialectic-like antiphony here is a central feature. It is employed by the
composer with great economy and purpose; faux-harmonic or non-modulatory
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…Among much else, that of student and master, freedom and control, personal and national

style, war and peace, ancient and modern, Western and Eastern European, interdisciplinarity and
specialization, pagan and Slavic-Orthodox, national identity and totalitarian bureaucracy, art
and archeological research, etc., etc.
28

To clarify, ‘Modern’ here is used non-colloquially, to reference post-enlightenment culture in
Europe and its extensions.
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progressions are typical. Goleminov frequently employs non-functional harmonies and
pan-tonal polychords, for instance, consisting of diminished and half-diminished seventh
chords. These are richly poetic because of their harmonic instability, that is, through their
use of tritone-axis rotations and deceptive, or partly deceptive, resolutions. There is an
abundance of secondary dominant chords that are used instead of dominants proper. These
applied dominant chords do not lead to direct modulations. They do, however, provide
colorful and emotively vibrant harmonic ambiguity that finally propels both the work and
its emotive complexity.
Movement One - Allegro non troppo
The first movement of the Goleminov Concerto can be associated with the “Type
3 Sonata.” According to sonata theory principles established by James Hepokoski and
Warren Darcy,29 this is the most typical design of the sonata-allegro form, that is with
exposition - ‘development-recapitulation.’ Grove Music provides the following diagram of
an example of a typical classical sonata form, such as with the first movement of Mozart’s
Eine Kleine Nacht Musik, 1787.30

Figure 2.1 Eine Kleine Nacht Musik, Sonata form chart, Grove Music Online
“Sonata Form as Whole.” Elements of Sonata Theory: Norms, Types, and Deformations
in the Late Eighteenth-Century Sonata, by James A. Hepokoski and Warren Darcy, Oxford
University Press, 2011, p. 16.
29
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“Sonata form 1. Principles. (i) Intrinsic. 3. The Classical period. (ii) The Development.: Ex.2.”
Grove Music Online.; Accessed 20 Apr. 2020.
https://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.001.0001/o
mo-9781561592630-e-8000006241.
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This concerto follows the traditional form of the concerto style, established in the
second half of the eighteenth century; it incorporates a two-part exposition, namely, the
twofold statements of each of the two main themes. The latter is stated first in the orchestra
and then repeated by the solo instrumentalist. Here the two expositions are not identical,
but they may serve as reference points for subsequent sections, development,
recapitulation, and coda. There is no repeat sign, as would be typical of the classical
example, after the first exposition.
The first theme of the exposition is stated from measure one to measure thirteen. It
serves as the initial catalyst for this movement, and it brings exoticism through
intermingled harmonies of augmented sixth chords (Italian, French, German) as well as
more modern poly-chordal sonorities. The qualities and characteristics of the introductory
material (mm.1-13) relate to the unity of the main, tonal orchestral entrance. It often
creatively eschews straightforward or definite modulations (to more distant keys).
Repeated hiatuses in the melodic line in the transitional measures at mm. 14-20 are also a
feature. Thus, the d minor aeolian tonality is transformed into a Ds double harmonic minor
scale (also known as the Gypsy minor or Hungarian minor scale, in which the fourth and
seventh degree of the minor scale are each raised a half step higher).

Figure 2.2. D double harmonic minor scale (Gypsy minor/Hungarian minor scale)31
31

“Piano Scales,” Piano Hungarian Scales - overview with pictures, n.d.,
https://www.pianoscales.org/hungarian.html.
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The perceived tonic of D [maj./min.] and the closely-related G [maj./min.] are both
used as stabilizing constituents. Set at Allegro non troppo, it is in the same tempo as the
rest of the movement. Interestingly, comparisons to the introductions of other classic,
generally contemporary viola concertos – those also somewhat idiosyncratic to the viola
(concertos by Bartok, Hindemith and Walton, each that pre-date the Goleminov Concerto)
reveal how Goleminov’s first presentation of the exposition has a semi-extensive length
leading to a double exposition.
Double expositions with introductory entrances exemplify the norm for viola
concertos from the classical period, such as with the famous viola concertos by those by
Zelter (1779), Stamitz (1774), and Hoffmeister (1786) for example. Goleminov’s concerto
is closer to the classical tradition, in this sense, than are works more tied to more selfconsciously innovative early 20th century modes. For example, Bartok’s Viola Concerto
(1949) does not have a separate orchestral introduction; it immediately starts with an
introduction-ritornello in the solo viola, accompanied by the violoncellos and basses.
Hindemith’s Der Schwanendreher (1935) opens with a 10-measures statement in solo
viola. In Walton’s parallel concerto, composed in 1929, there are only three initial
measures in the orchestra before the viola’s entrance. The fact that Goleminov’s teachers
Haas and d’Indy were both largely traditional classicists may afford the best explanative
bulk as to why his concerto does not start with the viola voice but, rather, with the classic
Sonata form entrance: Namely, that of the supporting ensemble in a developmentally
sophisticated exposition. Written in 1950, there was also a relevant nationalist pressure
placed upon artists to associate [vaguely] classical form – the more stylized, the better.32
32

One fascinating aside study here could be the consideration of the role that different kinds and
degrees of [ever more vaguely] classical stylizations had in totalitarian societies of all stripes, in
the twentieth century. The Nazi quotation of the Neo-classical can seem even serious where placed
next to the exponentially more derivative Sovietski examples, stylizations always on the brink of
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oddly reverential and pandering caricature - certainly in the visual arts. Of course, this was arguably
much less so in music, barring the odd example of, say, Shostakovich’s most cloyingly amicable
response to his overlording by the cultural watchdogs of Moscow.
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Figure 2.3 Goleminov’s Viola Concerto, first exposition, mm.1-67
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The first theme is stated in a somewhat fragmented way (mm. 1-13), in the
orchestra’s opening introduction. It is later fully introduced in the first exposition entrance
at m.68, in the introductory viola entrance. The opening motivic phrase consists of a
stabilizing diatonic d minor (aeolian) sonority; it recurs throughout the first movement. A
somewhat fragmented presentation of the first statement-sentence here instantiates a more
or less quartal intervallic sonority; this foregrounds a sense of tonality that maintains
relative stability and instability, both often being resonant and emotively rife.

Figure 2.4 Goleminov’s Concerto, Opening Theme (accompaniment), mm.1-6
The perception of D as a tonal center is achieved through D diatonic pedal-pointing,
scales, and harmonic progressions, alternating between d minor and its parallel key, D
major. Here, the vertical chordal structures introduce tension through chromatic and tritone
intervals, as well as through extended 7th chords. These will be fully developed with the
entrance of the viola part (m.68). The first example of extended harmony in the
introduction is at measure 3 beat 2, where there is a 9th added to the sonority as if the F (a
chord tone) is treated as an appoggiatura. The fragmentary opening phrases contain
important motives and gestures not just for the architecture of the first subject themes, but
for the whole movement’s development.
This somewhat fragmentary or multi-faceted entrance of the first exposition
modifies perfect fourth and fifth sonorities. It does so almost transforming them – via retonicization – into tritones and polychords (as if suggesting complete modulations). Of
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course, the latter is wrongly confused with transpositions proper, or actual modulation. The
second theme (m. 21) is here directed from the tonal key in d minor to the parallel D Major
key, creating a distinct sense of ambiguity and, arguably, a distorting or stylizing of
customary stability (that is, before restating the soothing sense and general calm that was
often the movement’s initial mood).
Hepokoski and Darcy33 suggest that “…In addition to articulating the rhetorical
shape familiar from a major-mode sonata form, a minor-mode sonata bears an additional
burden. This is that of the minor mode itself, generally interpretable within the sonata
tradition as a sign of a troubled condition seeking transformation (emancipation) into
the parallel major mode.” They continue: “…minor-mode sonatas provide the means by
which an initially negative state (the minor mode) is acted upon in order to seek to overturn
it by means of major-mode assertion…” And: “Minor-mode sonatas contend with the
initial presence of the tonic minor — often a turbulent or threatening expressive ﬁeld —
either to overcome it or to be overcome by it. Composers turn to the minor-mode sonata
to project either successful or unsuccessful modal action.”
Regarding interpretation, the performer might be aware of the dissonances that
the minor modes bring and of their perhaps respective emotive implications. The
expressions in such modes are half-predictably related to “melancholy, “sweet and
tender” sadness, majestic gravity, oppression, threatening circumstances, anxiety, rage,
deﬁance, storminess (Sturm und Drang), sorrow, resignation, fatalism, grief, darkness
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“Sonata Form in Minor Keys.” Elements of Sonata Theory: Norms, Types, and Deformations in
the Late Eighteenth-Century Sonata, by James A. Hepokoski and Warren Darcy, Oxford University
Press, 2011, p. 306.
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or to shadows (as with the ombra topos), instability, the unnatural, demonic, antique, or
exotic (as with certain tints of alla turca music), and so on.”34
Goleminov’s main choices of minor modes may seem to suggest, more so than
represent, emotions variously of pain, affliction, torment, audacity and revolt that are
sometimes exemplified in the viola solo through chords, double-stops, high leaps,
octaves, harsh dissonant intervals (such as major seventh and minor seconds), as well as
by use of the coordinated lowest and highest registers, both in the accompaniment and
in the viola. Even so, it is always difficult to underscore much in this sphere without
yielding to cliché or to a simplistic sense of how musical connotation works within the
greater schemes of a given work.

Figure 2.5 Goleminov’s Viola Concerto, Movement I, Allegro non troppo, mm. 130-146
The second theme of the exposition, mm. 130-171 shows such melancholic and
lyric mode. Here the performer needs to play with singing quality, gently, with expression
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and distant sounding. The tenuto markings should pulsate slightly with soft breaks in the
sound. An example of a folk tune using similar modes is Bolen Doichin35:

Figure 2.6 Bulgarian Folk song, Bolen Doichin
Suffice it to say both that major and minor scales retain an ability to signify
emotively and that they do so in the context of much beyond scales. But the quite-typical
case of the generally Eastern European dance or jig that uses a minor tonality quickly
defies stereotypical [Western] connotations related to the major/minor contrast. (The
quite major dirge of a New Orleans funeral presents another not-so-anomalous
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Boris Kremenliev, “Melody,” in Bulgarian-Macedonian Folk Music (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1952), p. 76.
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anomaly.) This does not neutralize or invert, of course, many times and ways in which
a scale is largely and meaningfully consistent with the more stereotypical sense of its
broadly-sensed, emotive suggestion. So the point is to ensure that the interpreterperformer is engaging the probability of how the composer might have heard and applied
the emotive quality of this or that ‘tetrachord’ - in the greater context of rhythm,
instrumental texture and its general position within the overall form.
Non-diatonic material such as octatonicism and chromaticism occurs here in
transitional passages - in suspensions and unisons combined with a sudden drop in
dynamic, providing a moment of repose. Goleminov shows that he is touched both by the
written-Conservatoire tradition and the aural musical influences, the latter partly through
scales and melodic-harmonic choices typical both of Bulgarian oral/’aural’ traditions and
by their late modern adaptations by certain contemporaries of Goleminov.36
What is crucial here for the performer is the somewhat hermeneutical sense that
micro-phrases and/or as-such techniques will be best derived - and driven - by ever more
clarified senses of proportionate emotion or pathos. This opening viola excerpt here
arguably suggests, for instance, some quite-deep contemporaneous Bulgarian feeling (mm.
70-72, 80-85, 89-93) especially in the somewhat ‘sighing’ slurred motifs and descending
chromatics (as often appearing, it can be added, in [Italianate] Baroque style, for
instance). The starting two measures of the viola part in the second exposition are written
to be performed solo, sans orchestral accompaniment. The antecedent of the first theme
opens with a courageous D minor chord and unfolds in broad strokes, in eighth notes with
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Here, Kutev’s not altogether transparent yet magical impressionist-chromatic extending, partly
of drone-accompanied folk tunes [as made famous in <<The Mystery of the Bulgarian Voices>>
recordings] comes to mind. For more on this, see https:
//wesscholar.wesleyan.edu/etd_hon_theses/1774/
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detaché-tenutos and staccato eighth-note slurs (the latter with accents in the viola for two
measures). In one sense, the melody and rhythm are synchronized: the accents here
emphasize the beats in the main meter, shaping the melodic contour without displacing the
metric continuity.

Figure 2.7 Goleminov’s Viola Concerto, Movement I, Allegro non troppo, mm.68-93
The cadence at mm. 13-14 may suggest a kind of evocation in ambiguity. More
analytically, it could be considered both as an authentic variant cadence and as a deceptive
variant cadence. In short, it could be labeled as a VII7 chord, in the line of a “VII - i”
cadence, a “modal cadence,” or a “natural minor cadence” (to name a few options). The
reason for calling it a deceptive cadence is because of the V - vi in F major, but clearly, the
resolution at mm. 14 is in D minor, so the authentic variant is more probable. This is the
case with many of the cadences throughout the work; they are seldom clear-cut and often
40

suggest ways in which the proverbial [Aristotelian] whole may outrun atomistic accounts
of its ‘part sums’ sense (that from systematic formal analysis proper). These modal
solutions often populate music in a number of ‘non-Western’ traditions or styles, surely
including in Bulgaria. In the latter, furthermore, traditional music was aurally transferred
and preserved. Holism pertains variously here. Goleminov often brought his deep analytictheoretic preparations within and under a more holist sense, both as regards authenticity in
Bulgarian culture and, even, a kind of philosophical essence [in intensive chamber works].
Additionally, given his healthy lack of foundationalist tendencies, a kind of ‘facilitation
via sufficient ambiguity’ also seems to have been seen by him as constructive (that is, far
more than the ‘confusion’ that reductive lenses must [wrongly] see in such).

m.13

m.14

Figure 2.8 Modal cadence VII7-i in D minor, Allegro non troppo, mm.13-14
Disciplined and thorough though it be, analysis is obviously neither the proof of
actually present Value or Meaning in an artifact nor a surrogate for the same.37 It is
germanely true that once upon a time, ‘hard science’ was the realm in which proof-
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Whether referencing Aristotle or the as-controverted Gestalt theory of perception, the
whole yet seems greater still than part-sums. (Also see note 3 below.)
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displacing speculation or conjecture was little but an embarrassment. But with widely
embraced quanta study in advanced science per se, which arguably underscores quiterelevant points on holistic interpretation and understanding,38 we realize science – and
more quantifying or systematic analyses in any sphere - is visited by certain fact/value
problems, provisionality issues, and a general proneness to reduction [that perfectly miss
‘essences’]. At its best, the present essay, therefore, constitutes a hoped diligence consistent
with submittal for consideration, particularly where relating crafted and performed
structures to implications that reach beyond the only-auditory. Hepokoski and Darcy relate
pertinent issues and points in their Elements of Sonata Theory.39
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…That is, from Aristotelian holism-to Gödel’s incompleteness-to Gadamer’s
hermeneutical realism (and its arguable extending, among other things, of a kind of
[Socratic] epistemic humility) - to Kuhn’s review of the provisionality in the ‘latest
excellent test/paradigm’ - to Michael Polanyi’s re-discovery of the intuition’s serious role
in understanding and/or knowledge.
39

“…Master composers typically create “customized” versions of the socially produced
genre for their own use. Such customizations involve the arraying of characteristic choices
that they prefer to make as part of their own individualized styles. (This is analogous to the
setting-up of personalized formatting options, involving selective modifications of what is
pregiven.) Haydn’s customization—his sense of his own standard practice—was different
from Mozart’s. Broad, idiosyncratic patterns of customization are in dialogue with the
larger, more generalized generic norms (with the normal or preformatted style generally
obtained by all). When one finds a seemingly unusual effect in Haydn, for example, one
might ask: is the effect only part of Haydn’s customized deformation of standard practice?
(is it a norm for Haydn, though not for Mozart or J. C. Bach?); or is the effect a deformation
even of his customization?; to what degree? and so on. …In any adequate genre-based
analysis, the goal must not be merely to identify patterns and to assign labels to them. To
be sure, a background taxonomy of labels is necessary to cover the basic set of possibilities
within a genre: such labels provide a shorthand way of talking about these things. But any
analysis that stops after the mere labeling is no analysis at all. Under no circumstances
should an analysis seek to normalize unusual occurrences and anomalies: one should
acquire a healthy distrust of all systems and catch-phrases that work in this direction.
Rather, in confronting potentially ambiguous situations—and sonatas are filled with
them—the proper goal of the analysis is to explicate the ambiguities, to reawaken the
strains and uncertainties within the text, not to suppress them or filter them out. Moreover,
analyses that seek a facile closure of explanation are invariably short-sighted. Unless a
musical text is problematized—or brought to a deeper level of questioning and inquiry,
where lurking and troublesome questions still remain (or are finally glimpsed at a more
42

The development encompasses measures 175 to 268. The orchestra plays an
initiating phrase with accented sustained notes in calando (in B♭ Aeolian Mode
establishing A minor as a new tonal center).

Figure 2.9 Goleminov’s Concerto, Movement I, Allegro non troppo, mm.171-174
From measures 175-178, a chromatic inner [eighth note] line moves downward
while the viola plays an augmented melody. The viola plays the theme in sustained notes
while the orchestra accompanies with sempre staccato notes in piano dynamic.

Figure 2.10 Goleminov’s Concerto, Movement I, Allegro non troppo, mm.175-177

proper level)—then that analysis is inadequate. The goal of analysis must never be to
explain away the difficulties of a musical work but rather to call forth a work’s problems,
tensions, and larger implications…”
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Figure 2.11 Goleminov’s Concerto, Mov. I, Allegro non troppo, mm-175-19940
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A descending chromatic figure with over pedal A starts at m.178. A half-diminished scale
is introduced at mm.181-188. The harmonic function of the second beat of mm. 182 is
FM7, with the B functioning as a suspension. The B natural in the following measure could
be labeled as FM7#11. At the first two beats of measure 184, there are Italian, French, and
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Goleminov places fast melismatic viola figures in the development; these resemble
similar melismatic figures from the indigenous dinner song listed below. Melismatic music
is usually unmeasured with meters, which is not the case here. These passages are hard to
perform due to the fast tempo and highly chromatic nature. The successions of sixteenth
notes are often more than twenty in a slur for one bow. Sustained whole bow strokes could
improve the quality; evenness and distinction should be sought.

Figure 2.12 Bulgarian folk song at the dinner table41
It is important to note that the specific and thorough study of any object or artifact
finally requires a number of approaches, some more readily seeming like ‘analysis’ proper
and others every bit as serious and responsive - but - less systematic. The most profound
works of culture do seem to require every conceivable approach to achieve complete
engagement. The subtle and complete registering of elements, dynamics, and the work’s

German augmented chords introduced through passing tones in the middle voices. At mm.
194, there is a modulation to D minor preceded by two measures of polychordal structures.
At the last beat of mm. 196 and 198, there are one-beats of French augmented chords.
There is a modulation to A♭ Major at m. 199.
41

Boris Kremenliev, “Melody,” in Bulgarian-Macedonian Folk Music (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1952), p. 49.
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final, overall wholeness is required if reduction - whether more systematic or emotive - is
to be evaded. The phenomenon at hand has a far better chance herein of being registered
as such. In many a case, only-systematic or, say, only-reflective senses can blind readers,
of course, from the profound interdisciplinary unity that such approaches only pretend to
engage. Where study is meant to be reasonably exhaustive, the structure and ‘living,
breathing statement’ called the work will require active and vigilant interdisciplinarity.
Only it can reveal the work as the work. Suffice it to say, however, that analysis is much
more than the proto-quantitative or scientific review of parts and dynamics. In the present
study, analysis is conceived more classically, in its interdisciplinary aspect. It takes several
forms and entails normally a notion of holist, empathetic contemplation that is partly
constructive. Finally, it dilates on an approach often lost to more reductive senses of study.
This writer also anticipates later researches that will augment contemplative-constructive
analyses with a more descriptive and systematic approach while ensuring that the latter is
more integral or contiguous than has perhaps become typical.
Of course, the work that any care-filled study engages is considerably more than
what we might call proto-quantitative results. Yet, the embodied values of the art itself can
almost seem blocked by a peculiar ‘refusal to hear’ in the very midst of a certain kind of
study. Perhaps this often results from a tacit notion that the Work’s essence is secretly that
outlined in the supposed, ‘scientific precision’ associated with per se analysis.42
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What is probably as compelling as anything else around the ‘analyzing’ of such a creation
as the Goleminov viola concerto is an aspect of the perennial question regarding just how
the deeply sensate (or the ‘physical-emotionally experiential’) might be or become
‘meaning’ – that is, how Meaning and that ‘consistently meaning-full for many’ might be
sensate and/or utterly or factually present. Of course, this is just a sample from a very old
and complex set of arguments bordered, on the far side, by active metaphysics and, on the
near, by the philosophe’s par excellence and proud Doubt. If quite variously, this problem
echoes throughout history, culture, and life proper. Whether Hume’s systematic doubt
concerning the cause, or the quantum physicist’s apparent or momentary divorce from
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Dilating in truly personal ways on the [truly personal] formal structure, harmony,
rhythm, and texture of the Viola Concerto, No. 1 may seem crucial to significant
performance interpretation. The major objective - a matter of coming to terms with this
work of Art - is to understand the music through a variety of lenses and, again, to do so
from the infinitely distinct place of one’s [‘actively-received’] personhood. One of the few
indispensable possessions that the interpreter-performer brings – which is directly parallel
to the personhood arguably amplified in the work to be interpreted – is this distinct and
strategic sensibility marshaled in whole-person engagement. Even a brief study of the score
shows aspects of Goleminov’s quite-personal musical language – ambivalence-rich
portrayals demanding as-personal, as-effectual ‘interpretive investments.’43 It could be

‘physics as we’d always known it’ – the problem of bridging the gap between utterly
familiar experience and, say, ‘poetry’s non-negligible implication’ sometimes seems to
collapse. It does so when we really engage the really great. Even so, in taking a scientific
or systematic lens to the phenomena of this or that work, in any discipline, we are again
haunted with the question of whether the living bridge (or ‘synapse-like connector’),
between things/experiences and reasonably particular ideas, might ever appear in any
consistent way. Perhaps we here are left only to remind ourselves, on one hand, that ‘we
cannot get from here to there’ WHERE AND IF we speak too presumptively of a given
Meaning’s hard and fast certainty by which ‘this structure embodies that communicative
value’; we can equally remind ourselves that we are already There WHERE AND IF we
are greatly attentive to the great work. (Alas, the question of great works’ very possibility,
let alone that of whether this or that given work is great, is more controverted than anything
more directly pertaining here).
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The following, from Hepokoski and Darcy, reflects a greater interpretive and
performative oikonomia, or general value system, in which per se analysis best fits
(particularly where engaging an effectual and, thereby, ‘whole’ artistic statement): “…even
though analysis, with all of its technical terminology and lumber-room mechanisms, looms
large at the initial stage of one’s inquiry, that first stage is no end in itself. Rather, all
analyses should be directed toward the larger goal of a hermeneutic understanding of music
as a communicative system, a cultural discourse implicated in issues of humanness,
worldview, and ideology, widely construed—the second stage of the process. Once one is
sufficiently comfortable with the analytical system, the two stages proceed simultaneously.
Sonata Theory is grounded in a blend of many strains of later-twentieth-century thought.
Seeking maximal flexibility, it is methodologically pluralistic, a hybrid between the
rigorous precision of current English-language analytical practice and several registers of
the broad-gauge interpretation and imaginative sweep encountered in much continental
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problematic, incidentally, to attempt to address thorough analysis, for instance, by simply
shuttling between Roman numeral chordal analysis [customary to classical art music] and
impressionist-jazz chordal labels. But each of these can be meaningfully and carefully used
in an ever-greater context of study consistent with the growing sense of the work, its
significance, and its motivating personality.44 Similarly, biographical information will have
been helpful but not as helpful as that engaged as analogically and empathetically as might
be possible. The point here is that great work, however understated, blossoms even
shockingly within the ever more well-cultivated personal and interdisciplinary study.
Though not a fresh observation, it is obvious that certain kinds of cadential
sequences, like other elements, can seem to defy certain [possibly reductionistic] names
and categories - even categories that were once conventionally considered ‘universal’ or
complete. This realization is largely due to increased interest, in the latter 19th century, in
what one might perhaps consider a distinct and poetic view of the vertical (harmonic) and

thought of the past century (though often pursued also in recent Anglophone writing in the
humanities). In this respect, Sonata Theory brings together aspects of traditional musicdisciplinary work—especially some of the newer developments in recent music theory and
musicology—with bolder interpretive considerations often sidelined in former decades as
extra-disciplinary… …aspects of Edmund Husserl, Martin Heidegger, Roman Ingarden,
and others—Sartre, Merleau-Ponty—on one’s perception and processing of the artwork);
the explorations of hermeneutics by Hans-Georg Gadamer and that method’s immediate
successors…”.
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<<Approach to Analysis>>This is so even if my presumption in applying a kind of
prefabricated voice-leading44 sense, more so than a system, will not be above all possible
criticism. In the present study, I gradually apply an eclectic approach to analysis; that is, I
use the Roman numeral system to address mainly triadic and 7th chord phenomena or
sequences. To address more extended ‘tonal stacks,’ I will largely use jazz-like
categories/labels. Roman numeral symbolism is, of course, suitable for clear-cut
progressions, which don’t utilize extended harmonic effects (ninth, eleventh, and thirteenth
chords). So-called jazz - or, perhaps, neo-neo-impressionist – categories/nomenclature are
applied to more ‘vertically dense’ moments or sequences. This will also apply to areas that
uniquely underscore passages that deviate from a mainly linear-horizontal sense of
development.
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horizontal (melodic) dimensions of music, along with their complex relations. More
traditional approaches may sometimes seem less germane to late or ‘post-’ moderns, but
particularly in the case of addressing variously ambivalent scores and texts, trying to fit a
later twentieth-century theoretical construction into eighteenth-century theoretical practice
only may seem less and less realistic.
Often, the first level of analysis will seem to have a clearer meaning than that of
the second-level. Again, Chord names will sometimes seem more plainly relevant to the
study of moments in the present work, as compared to a strict outlay of Roman numeral
notation. The first level of theory analysis sufficiently shows the chord extensions or
alterations in their complexity, whether the latter remains stacked or broken. Due largely
to a consistent intensification or densifying of the simultaneous pitch (vertical) aspect in
much late modern music - and this score, in particular - this kind of chord analysis can
become useful (as a sufficiently thorough mode of analysis). It can also be adjusted to
accommodate musically rich implications that bridge the [hypothetical] given, ‘present
tonal stack’ to variously conceived structures prior to and after it - perhaps especially in
the case of certain arpeggiated passages.
The following figure 445 shows the celebrated example of the A flat ninth chord
from Schoenberg’s Verklärte Nacht, op. 4. The composer relevantly stated: “I wrote the
inversion of the nine chord…without then knowing theoretically what I was doing––I was
merely following my ear.”46 This is an example from the music literature that addresses an
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Arnold Schoenberg, “Arnold Schoenberg Verklärte Nacht,” www.IMSLP.org, 1899,
https://imslp.org/wiki/Verklärte_Nacht,_Op.4_(Schoenberg,_Arnold).
46

David Lewin, “On the Ninth Chord in Fourth Inversion from Verklärte Nacht,” Journal
of the Arnold Schoenberg Institute 1, no. 10 (June 1987): pp. 45-64.
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inversion of a 9th chord, but in more lyric-heuristic terms - it does not explicitly or
analytically show it, in terms of a category, as it were. Here, the notion of ‘after-the-fact,
systematic analysis as THE generative practice’ is rightly and naturally eclipsed. Or, at
least, it is shown to be a largely reductive souvenir of an uber-reductive sense of knowledge
(one that – even this long after the enlightenment of the philosophes – prevails).
Of course - in most current circles such stack-like, voice-leading ‘moments’ or
‘slices’ are largely defined through given polychordal nomenclatures (e.g. “slash
notation”).

mm.42
fourth inversion, root position

Figure 2.13 mm.42 the A flat ninth chord (A♭9) in fourth inversion (Arnold
Schoenberg’s Verklärte Nacht)
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The first–level harmonic analysis lists all chord members, note names, and modal
or scalar nuances like C9 (inversions here have secondary if more than valid
meaning/importance). Second-level functional analysis eschews specific figures, and only
lists functions such as abbreviated D, or V for dominant function-T for tonic; PD for
predominant (ii, iv, etc.); and D for dominant (V, VII, viio, etc.). In a functional analysis,
the cadence at mm. 13 and mm. 14 could be labeled V/iii or VII9 or just a dominant.
First–level: specific harmonic analysis (no inversions, just the harmony reduced to
a figure like:
(C9
—
D)
Second– level:
T(onic)———————-PD (predominant)—D(dominant)———T(tonic)
or i––––––––––––––––––– iv (ii, etc.)–––––––––V (VII, viio, etc.)––-i
To further describe the second level functional analysis: a borrowed chord (mode
mixture, etc.) for a predominant, as it happens, would be described in the first level as E♭o/
/D but could just as well be called PD (predominant) or ii in the second-level analysis. The
second-level analysis informs the formal analysis, as to where the exposition ends, etc.
There is, of course, considerable flexibility in theory notation, especially in
twentieth-century music; holding to simple solutions in terms of analysis often makes
sense. Itemizing every single note on the page provides less-helpful compartmentalization.
The first-level analysis includes chord names (letter names like C9, i.e., no function,
no inversion, just ‘C9/D pedal,’ for instance, or, say, ‘d minor,’ ‘A13,’ etc.) and, then, the
applicable second-level analyses are added (Roman numeral defining/senses, with T, PD,
D, T, etc.). Technically, non-functional harmony that is often sometimes ignored in second-
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level analysis should be accounted for but without excluding, neglecting, or abandoning
meaningful applications of more traditional interpretation.
From the perspective of traditional modes of harmonic analysis, it can seem that
later chordal analysis necessarily neglects the substance of cadential analysis, namely, the
disciplined/systematic analysis of voice leading. This is not necessarily the case, however.
In practice, most any real cognizance of vertical relations in any sophisticated
context of making and reviewing (of deeply chromatic and/or quartal music after 1930,
say) is functionally symbiotic with an equal and simultaneous cognizance regarding
horizontal implications - that is, of both temporal/rhythmic and homophonic sequences.
I suggest that the harmonic, as well as modal-chromatic-quartal, exploration of
Goleminov’s viola work allows for a kind of complex treatment, a variety of approaches.
However appropriate on one level, a switching back and forth between naming/analysis
styles would finally make study unnecessarily difficult at many points. In notating extended
harmonies and cadences, with hints for applied dominant chords, one might use a variety
of means; I have nonetheless tried to commit to one method even where its efficiency might
be reasonably questioned. Discernment of which notes are non-chord tones vs. which are
harmonically relevant is particularly elusive in a piece constructed as is the present one.
Additionally, a passage might be largely constructed on a pedal point foundation. This and
several other features might add to the complexity of applying any overly delimitative or
systematic mode of analysis. Any great work of art will more than stretch even the most
refined case of systematic analysis. This does not necessarily render the analytic tool as
moot, of course; it simply prepares us to apply it while continuing to take the work
seriously, well after the systematic road comes to an end. A central strategy of Goleminov
(and that of a number of his zeitgeist compatriots, of both Eastern and Western Europe),
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seems to have been to underscore a musical obstacle by opening it up to become a kind of
lyric space of its own.
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Figure 2.14 Mov. I, Allegro non troppo, Developmental material, mm.200-239

It is meaningful to note that Goleminov’s voice-leading and sequence ideas align
somewhat with those of Nicolai Rimsky-Korsakov - or, rather, of the latter’s theoretic
rudiments of harmony, published in the text Практический учебник гармонии Practical
Manual of Harmony.47 The following excerpt from the book shows the similarity in the
harmonic approaches.

TRANSLATION: False progressions –
Any connection between two chords belonging to
two different tonalities or modes is a false
progression. In any false progression, the first
rule is perfect fluency of voice leading and
preservation of common notes. The more
common notes there are between the chords
composing a false progression, the better and
smoother it sounds. The most remarkable and the
most used are false cadences and progressions of
dominant seventh chords
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Nikolay Rimsky-Korsakov, “Deceptive Sequences,” in Prakticheskiĭ Uchebnik
Garmonii (Moskva, USSR: Gosudarstvennoe izdatelʹstvo, Muzykalʹnyĭ sektor, 1937), pp. 128.
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Figure 2.15 Goleminov’s Concerto, Mov. I, Allegro non troppo, mm.385-432
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Movement Two-Larghetto
Cast in slow 4/8 meter in Larghetto tempo, which changes throughout the
movement to 2/8, 2/4, 34 meter, it is in ABA form with Cadenza ad Libitum, starting at
measure 115 (after the B section). The A sections have tempo marking Larghetto in 4/8
meter, and the B (mm.50) section does not have designated tempo marking, but the meter
switches to 2/4 and 34. Here Goleminov seeks to highlight the range of tone and color in the
performer’s cherished tool. The opening key of Bb Major is in third relation to the d/D
tonality of Movement I. This is a typical usage of Romantic composers. The same may
seem to apply to keys of Theme A and B – that is, Bb Major and D Major. It also happens
to be in a somewhat classical phrase structure (treated somewhat like that of Beethoven or
Schubert).
As with the first movement, the second begins on a pedal note, this time on the note
B♭ (for nine measures). At measure 12, the viola part initiates with a compelling dark
melody in the lower register, in Phrygian dominant scale on F, which then shifts to an F
Major scale, and F Phrygian scale, C Dorian scale, E ♭ Dorian scale, F Mixolydian, and
then a combination of E♭ Dorian/E♭ Phrygian/E♭ Ionian.Modal scalar passages are
interwoven with as-such chromaticism that tend to separate different scale patterns (mm.
16-17) and different motives (mm.21), -or- create polymodality, as in measure (mm.23)
(where E♭ Dorian, E♭ Phrygian and E♭ Ionian modes are arguably intertwined).
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Figure 2.16 Marin Goleminov, Viola Concerto, Larghetto, mm. 1-23, Viola Part
In terms of performance practice, often enigmatic unaccompanied passages have a
melismatic48 quality that should be treated somewhat distinctly, that is, as instrumental
melisma, sounding almost unmeasured.49 This largely emphasizes the connection of
Bulgarian music to liturgical singing, as well as to some ancient folk practices in which
one syllable expresses a large group of notes [or vice versa], in a primarily introductory
function. The performer should play the slurred legato passage with smooth articulation

48

Melismatic-Characterized by the presense of *melismas; one of the three principle
categories of style in *Gregorian chant- Don Michael. Randel, “Melisma,” in The New
Harvard Dictionary of Music (Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 1986), p. 480.
49

Ibid. Melisma [Gr., melody] A group with more than a few notes sung to s single syllable,
especially in liturgical chant. In* Gregorian chant, melismas are particularly characteristic
of the *alleluia [see also Jubilus Sequentia], the *gradual, the *tract, and the *great
responsory. They may consist of as many as several dozen notes. During the Middle Ages,
melismas of even greater length were added to some responsories, sometimes having been
borrowed from other types of chant such as the *offertory.
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and, even, a somewhat reverential spirit. The more or less lugubrious feeling here might
even represent something of one’s active realization of such ‘current reality’ feeling as life
under unusual duress – such as that pertaining to likes of sustained dictatorial oppression
(yes - entailing all ‘from imprisonment to genocide’).
The Larghetto movement juxtaposes a slow folk-like song in the accompaniment
with a cadenza-like melismatic and largely rhapsodic texture, in the viola. The two voices,
that of the accompaniment and that of the viola are variously contrasting in character. The
song in the piano is simple, pastoral and hopeful – pleasing. Whereas it is in the middle
register, the viola descends immediately to its lowest possible region. The musical shapes
in the viola suggest longer, larger arches. There is an abundance, too, of half-cadences in
its voice. All in its melodious line seems to lean toward these somewhat. The length of
these lines expands requiring a deep timbral variety. The over-all style of the
accompaniment is one of idealistic dreaming or a longing for beautiful, peace-filled
existence in which joy quietly sings, from lives lived – and/or from flourishing persons.
Perhaps the viola voice suggests the darker reality – a general sense that such is never quite
possible or, even, ever dreamt.
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Figure 2.17 Goleminov’s Concerto l, Larghetto, mm. 1-31, Piano Reduction

Figure 2.18 Goleminov’s Viola Concerto, Mov. II, Larghetto, mm. 58-68,
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The descending chromatic triplets passage in minor sixth intervals (viola at m.67)
is assigned to be played in two beats as a glissando. Similar technique is found in the first
movement of the Tchaikovsky Violin Concerto, op. 35, 187850; in it, a twelve-note
descending chromatic passage, in 32nds, occurs in one beat and in major sixth intervals.
Though physically challenging more generally, the double stops are arguably more difficult
on the viola than on the violin. This is so because the viola is heavier and bigger; the
distances between the notes are larger. As a result, the fingers on the left hand extend more
and this leads to more tension in the hand. It is probable that simultaneously playing portato
and portamento would be a good way to start in approaching this technically demanding
line. As to the right hand, playing with a delicate portato51 bow stroke, instead of a fullglide legato, would help in achieving both clarity and projection while, simultaneously, the
left hand is executing the glissando. Then, playing legato bow and left-hand portamento
may suggest a need to practice by focusing on the fundamental notes first, gradually adding
the corresponding minor sixths above these.
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http://conquest.imslp.info/files/imglnks/usimg/6/69/IMSLP112230-SIBLEY1802.15781.02ad
39087009422744violin.pdf.
51

“Portato (It.), porté (F.) Notes, played in one bow-stroke which are articulated without lifting the
bow from the string. They are neither slurred legato nor detached but almost connected. (Lichtental,
Dictionnaire de musique, 1839).”- Berman, Joel. “Dictionary of Bowing and Pizzicato Terms.”
Essay. In Dictionary of Bowing and Pizzicato Terms, 39. Alfred Publishing Company,
Incorporated, 2010.
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Figure 2.19 excerpt from Tchaikovsky Violin Concerto, op. 35, Mov. I
Glissando is also a very typical technique used in the Bulgarian folklore music. See the
song below Izlel e Delyo Haudoutin52:

Figure 2.20 Izlel e Delyo Haidoutin-Bulgarian Folk Song

52

http://www.math.bas.bg/~nkirov/2003/digit/611.jpg.
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Figure 2.21Goleminov’s Viola Concerto, Cadenza ad libitum, Mov. II, Larghetto
The rigid passages of the cadenza might be played with extra attention on the
‘dissonant,’ emotionally rich chords, as well as to demanding but quite evocative double
stops. The virtuoso cadenza placed at the end of the B section is tightly packed with
compelling diminished seventh and dominant seventh chords, successions of major sixth
double stops, chromatic scale elements in explorative 32nd notes, a modal tune in the very
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high register, triplet rhythmic patterns, yet again in double stops. Of course, quadruple
stops are not easy to perform on the instrument, in general; these add to the musical
challenge; however, in that they must be broken into quasi-arpeggiated sets of two.
Goleminov places them strongly, at somewhat strategic locations; in this case, they are
placed at the opening of the cadenza ad libitum.
From mm. 120-137 there is a slow Slavic-like folk melody in the viola. It is
indicated to be played up to the 7th position on the G string and, then, in 5th position on the
D string. This passage is in the Eb Dorian mode with a switch to Eb melodic minor from
mm.132-134. It is situated in the higher register of the middle strings and requires
espressivo [or a singing] quality with somewhat lush vibrato. The player should adjust the
sounding point so as not to be too close to the bridge while searching for a resonant dark
tone. The right hand’s bow pressure should correspond to the pressure of the fingers in the
left hand; in this case, with the use of more bow pressure.

Figure 2.22 Goleminov’s Viola Concerto, Mov. II, Larghetto, mm. 120-137
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The performer should focus on creating beautifully flexible phrases, hesitating
somewhat so as to play toward the back of beats. Playing in the high positions on the middle
strings provides a more somber variability of hue and color; such aligns well with the
overall musical intentions.
Movement Three - Allegro Assai
“Many people may be unaware of Harmony, some may be even unaware of
Melody; no one can be unaware of Rhythm.
It is therefore through Rhythm that we shall begin the aesthetic study of music,
because it is, in the genesis of art, the vitalizing and generating element, as the Fiat Lux,
the Word of God, in the genesis of the universe; and the celebrated conductor Hans von
Bülow’s ingenious sally went farther than he himself thought perhaps he himself thought
perhaps when he said, paraphrasing in his way the text by Saint John:
‘In the beginning, there was Rhythm.’”
Vincent D’Indy53
The third movement of the concerto is in a seven-part Rondo form; in D minor and
with 2/4 meter (with Allegro Assai tempo marking), it begins with an introduction of
sixteen measures. Here Goleminov prefers the German augmented chord over the French
presumably because of the extra tension created by the augmented second. (One will note
no indication as to per se inversion numbers, regarding the 9, 11, sus chord., etc. [inversion
numbers not being a feature of the applied ‘seven chords and more’ practice.]) Another
thing to consider is whether the 9, 11 or 13 are (1.) either actually or natively chord tones
or, on the other hand (2.) conceived as melodic deviation/embellishment more simply - that
is - as with myriad folk approaches (‘lyric/non-systematic extension’), certainly including
the so-called Balkan (i.e., Bulgarian). One goal here - with this movement - is to suggest a
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Vincent d' Indy, Gail Hilson Woldu, and Merle Montgomery, “Book I,” in Course in
Musical Composition (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 2010), p. 30.
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particular notion of clarity; there are a lot of chromatic motions in the melody, with
arguable passing tone function/s, rather than with the harmonically ‘functional’ in the more
stayed sense.
Marin Goleminov chose the straightforward simple duple meter 2/4, which is the
most common regular meter in Bulgarian folk music and, more specifically, in a lot of
Bulgarian dance music called (horo)54. Asymmetrical and irregular metric patterns are
avoided here.

Figure 2.23 Goleminov’s Viola Concerto, Mov. III, Allegro Assai, mm. 43-52

54

The Editors of Encyclopaedia Britannica. “Horo.” Encyclopædia
Britannica.Encyclopædia Britannica, inc., June 18, 2017.
https://www.britannica.com/art/horo.:
Horo, communal dance of Bulgaria. Performed for enjoyment at festive gatherings,
it has many varieties, the moods of which range from solemn to exuberant. Horos are
danced in linked circles, in serpentine chains, and in straight lines. Women’s steps are often
simple and subdued, men’s steps complicated. Frequently, the music, especially for
women’s dances, is sung. Musical metres such as 7/16 and 11/16 are common.
The horo, like the related Yugoslav kolo and Romanian hora, is one of a complex of
European chain dances performed since ancient times.
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These double stops are tied together by repetitive and fast dance rhythms. They
need to be tuned to the drone A4. There is a particular difficulty of stopping on the interval
of a fifth as it requires a careful placement on the first finger on both strings. The result
should achieve a sound closer to the resonance of two open neighbor strings. These doublestops probably function more harmonically than melodically, therefore the intonation
should be examined by matching the stopped notes with the open strings. It is best to avoid
vibrato here.
The following two examples are music for the celebratory Daichovo horo and
Bučimiš dances. Both characterized by vigorous rhythmic patterns.
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Figure 2.24 Daichovo Horo55

55

Richard Geisler, The Bulgarian Collection (Village & Early Music Society
International Copyright Secured, 1989).
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Figure 2.25 Bučimiš56

56

Ibid.
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Figure 2.26 Goleminov’s Viola Concerto, Movement III, Allegro Assai, m.389
Three measures before the end there is an ascending chromatic line that is more or
less virtuosic; its consecutive sixteenth notes in octaves start from D4 and D5, respectively
ending on a climactic D5 and D6. Notice that there is no assigned glissando here. It requires
considerable skill to execute this passage with precision and in correct, resonating
intonation. The performer needs to put more emphasis on the lower pitch as this note,
vibrating half as fast, functions as the resonant foundation for its upper octave brother. The
tone quality of this fast-ascending passage should be bright, with the sounding point close
to the bridge.
A similar ascending passage is found in m. 40 of the Tchaikovsky, Violin Concerto,
op. 35, Mov. I where the chromatic ascending passage is not in octave-double-stops.

Figure 2.27 Tchaikovksy, Violin Concerto, Op. 35, Mov. I, m.40
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Figure 2.28 Goleminov’s Viola Concerto, Movement III, Allegro assai, mm.1-42
Section C has a somewhat equivocal tonal profile (mm. 186-258). The lively folk
horo from the beginning is here substituted with a pastoral melody, in slower 2/4 meter
similar to other Bulgarian folk songs. It creates a thematic contrast through expressive
melody, notes in longer values, and nuanced dynamics.
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Figure 2.29 Folk song, Hei, Ravna Zlatna Dobrudzha57
Starting from mm. 186; there is a strong modulation to C Major until measure 197,
which is when it starts moving towards the F mixolydian sound. The last chord (mm. 201202) is a third inversion Edim7, which conclusively resolves F. At m.198, there is another
ambiguity - an overlap of a dominant chord and a resolution (simultaneously). At mm. 203,
the F Mixolydian mode enters into the inner voices as a counter melody, for ten measures.
Such independent lines should not be confused with modulations (they should be perceived
as separate entities such that the vertical analysis is unaltered or seen as a kind of substrate
on which another harmonic idea is implicitly superimposed. At mm. 207 G# is a chromatic
passing tone, and the assumed conflict between Eb and E results from a modal mixture. The
vertical and horizontal notions are functionally simultaneous, so the result is something
like in measure 208 — a V7 over an F Phrygian scale. At mm. 209, there is a modulation
to F Major. At mm. 220, the Phrygian inflection comes in the vertical line with a lowered
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http://cbma.projectkn.com/images/docs/2013/sbornici/collection-bg-41-60.pdf.
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second degree - again, a partly ambiguous Neapolitan chord. (The melody laid over the
Neapolitan is clearly in F Major.) The lowered second degree holds on a pedal note for
three measures (until mm.222). Measure 226 is a mixture of a IV chord with ii and i. At
mm. 229, the polychord could be labeled as B7 because the E and the C# are suspensions
from the previous chord. At measure 230, the B natural is a chromatic passing tone, and
the F is a suspension from the downbeat creating the French +6. At mm. 247, there is a
modulation to B♭ minor. The section from mm. 259 to 262 is non-functional and not simply
aligned with one key; this is why it appears here with chord name rather than the Roman
numeral.
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Figure 2.30 Goleminov’s Concerto, Movement III, C section, mm. mm. 186-258
The refrain at the end of the movement starts at measure 351 resumes the articulate
folk dance from the beginning of the movement, often accompanied my major 7th and halfdiminished chords. The melody is in D Phrygian mode; in m. 352, it changes to D Locrian
mode by adding an A♭ to the D minor sonority. At measure 359, the melody goes back to
D Aeolian mode. The double stops in the viola at mm.366-369 establish the Gypsy Aeolian
mode [with raised #4ˆ]; vertically, the #4ˆ is associated with the German augmented chord.
Variants of this sonority continue through the Coda, starting at m. 374. A series of
chromatics are introduced from mm. 383-389; the virtuosic ascending chromatic scale in
sixteenth-note octaves [in the viola] leads to a functional D minor key - in the final
measures 389-391.
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Figure 2.31-Goleminov’s Viola Concerto, Allegro assai, mm.331-392
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A review of the score’s musical components with their necessary vertical,
horizontal, and transitional relations allows a reasonably informed and thorough reading of
any substantive work. By considering and actively understanding formal, harmonic,
motivic, textural, voice-leading, articulation, as well as other elements and dynamics - the
performer increases chances of finding and sharing musical meanings perhaps largely or
variously intended by the composer [as well as – hopefully – specifically resonated in and
by the diligent experience of the interpreter-performer]. Again, related findings hopefully
get incorporated, here, into a somewhat distinct, insightful, and communicative
performance. Without a thorough analysis of the score - as part of a greater analysis of the
work with its different kinds of sources and goals - the performer relies only on a kind of
famished instinct. Of course, this situation is wisely avoided. In Musical Structure and
Performance58, Wallace Berry urges performers to engage in exhaustive analysis, then
weigh the relative importance of what has been found, then use those findings to determine
which elements should be emphasized in performance. He encourages performers to merge
those many analytical details with their own expression, thereby presenting a performance
that is pleasing to the intellect and the emotions59. He cautions that overwhelming the mind
with analytical details during performance can become paralyzing to expression and
suggests prioritizing those details as well as merging them with one’s own artistic view
through conditioning and practice60. He adds that the performer’s interpretation can
become enriched over time as further analysis and thought take place61.
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Wallace Berry, “Points of Summation,” in Musical Structure and Performance (New
Haven: Yale University Press, 1989), p. 221.
59
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Ibid. pg 6
Ibid. pg x-xi

61

Ibid. pg xi
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The poetic pressure set up between actively fulfilled conservatoire and nativist
expectations [concerning style] may here finally be among the most expressive of
phenomena. A fairly personal set of contrasting dynamics form this often deceptively
nonchalant work. They distill both Goleminov’s lived ambivalences and those of the
ancient source to which he was ever more given, genealogically, archeologically, and
officially, as regards soundly ‘Bulgarian’ music. Perhaps the eclectic had early become so
normal for its maker that its formal and technical upshots are all the more challenging.
Compellingly, there is also a parallel, here, to an ambivalence between Goleminov, the
theorist, and Goleminov the artist. On the other hand, it was not lost on him, despite his
command of systematic analysis, the fact that systematic review is [and always will have
been] a subset, both in making and studying, of the ‘emergent solution set’ called the
composition proper. This is so in the sense that proto-quantitative study fits within the
qualitative study as deductive fits inductive. Intuition by no means ousts per se analysis
here; it, nonetheless, orders it ‘strategically poetically.’
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CHAPTER 3
TECHNICAL ETUDES/STUDIES BASED ON THE CONCERTO

Any viola player interested in performing Goleminov’s Concerto for Viola No.1
should consider the fact that the composer was a virtuoso violinist/violist and a diligent
composer-researcher engaging art music partly by addressing the question of what
constitutes the deepest and/or truest source of Bulgarian national music. Notably, he wrote
the concerto without a particular performer in mind. Many of the passages require mastery.
Interpreters of the concerto must consider the pressing interests of the composer,
particularly his fascination with combining that reflecting the ancient, binary source of
genuine Bulgarian music: Bodily, rite-like rhythm with proto-liturgical modes in everextending line or story.
Again, some passages are steeped in the bodily —intensive vibrato, timbre, and
rhythm. Other moments allude to Slavic-Orthodox melody,62 certainly in parts of the solo
viola part. These must be executed in a somewhat simple, even reverential manner –
compellingly devoid of demonstrative vibrato, slide, or other more sensational gestures.
Still, other sections subtly combine these. Goleminov is a composer whose vision thrives
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…that is, [to rhapsodize a bit as does the best in Goleminov’s concerto] a notion rife not
only with emotive, danced color-line [metaphors of the humane or soundly spiritual] but
with a kind of genealogical and volitional commitment to the organic, teleological,
revelatory and/or eschatological Extending that is Life. Here, under very probable
Orthodox influence [more so than that either of the Ottoman or Totalitarian or
propagandist, pandering folkism] a story unfolds as that [pre-consciously] participates in a
peculiar set of parallel movements. The once simple and physical transfigures; the bodily
becomes the personal, robustly interrupted craft becomes Art - power-fraught rite becomes
other-centric, transformative communion - the post-lapsarian Thracian and Slavic become
one (Bulgarian). And, this, as domination becomes sane autonomy-in-cooperation – as
academicism becomes humane Creation (that no less personal than it is collective, and vice
versa).
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via evocative braids of that more typically considered to be oppositional. Curiously, this
contrast-rife conciliation in music clarifies individual artistic intention by clarifying
Bulgarian identity – as if they are one and the same.
The folk aspects that are important, for Goleminov, tend to be those that point to an
ancient and substantive dignity with which primitive and ‘evolved’ [or spiritual] roots
come together somewhat early - not ‘propagandistically superimposed’ but derived, as it
were, from an ur spring. How does ‘story,’ as a notion, inform Goleminov’s viola work in
ways unique to Bulgaria? The primary way in which folk aspects ‘inform’ the concerto is
via a kind of ongoing conciliating vigil – one that amalgamates ‘the presumed disparate.’
This has great and lasting implications on different scales. For instance, it relates to how
identity and active reconciling are even organically if tacitly related. Perhaps it shows most
explicitly in the viola’s linear sewing-together of – among much else - Bulgarian and
French sensibility, Academe and farm, as well as 20th existential crises and, of all, the
Hollywood aesthetic in film scoring.
A careful study of the solo viola line in the context of the full score is required if
one is to understand how to best execute each ‘statement.’ Before undertaking this
concerto’s presentation, the performer might first understand something of the substance
of Goleminov’s mature style and how he often conceives of it as active thought - Wisdom.
This includes a breadth of sources and influences (as well as a sense that the most intensive
creations in chamber music are a kind of philosophy). His interest in finding and
interpretively amplifying the qualities that are deep within each instrument is often also
quite relevant.
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The forms and structures that Goleminov uses somewhat typically are, of course,
little less derived from his advanced education in Paris. The exact way this goes forth
makes Goleminov and his art very special indeed, particularly in light of how the latter can
be experienced, perhaps by the less awake, as ‘conservatory or [even] Hollywood tropes
or formulas.’63 This writer chooses to see such aspects as – perhaps - finally being part of
one of the more subtly commanded poetic strategies in the concerto. But, in candor,
Goleminov could not have glimpsed such, could he? Apart from the ironism that post-dated
his active career, it might be quite difficult to glimpse the functioning, poetic truth in this
contrast between more personal solutions and what became broadly recognized TV music
strokes.
But I must remind, I refer here probably to all of ten to twenty measures of the fully
orchestrated accompaniment. Again, on an ever-more broad perspective, the more classic
conservatoire and commercial moves here arguably become a foil of the real soul in the
music, much in the way that superficial nostalgia and nationalist props can tacitly
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It would be interesting to figure out how much of certain phrases might be self-aware
imitations of show or film music as opposed to more general influence as to contemporary
orchestrational solutions. This is true particularly where it comes to a number of
‘illustration-like’ moves in the orchestrated accompaniment not far from the concerto’s
conclusion. When hearing two or three brief moments in the concerto that seem quite
reminiscent of, say, a Laurel & Hardy or Warner Bros. production, one recalls the fact that
major composers from eastern Europe participated variously in the American film industry.
This was variously controversial, of course, from an aesthetic if not from an academic
standpoint. It is no less probable that Goleminov is simply imitating formulas, here or there,
that only then – that is, contemporaneously – had just become useful as accompaniments
not of virtuosic viola but of silver screen figures. To extend the issue, it is as-probable that
kitsch or pastiche perforates this score where the composer least expected it – via this or
that just-fashionable trope in cadence or orchestration. The overall issue makes one further
wonder whether Benjamine might have been as or more concerned for late modern impacts
on classical art music as he was for [photographic] imagery (as pertaining to effects of
under mass [re-]production).
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underscore more substantive senses of identity, emotion, and spirit. Here a largely
preconscious poetry pressing stereotype and ‘true type’ against each other further suggest
an allegory about art as vigil – about a kind of Substance that provisionally pretends
superficiality (also just enough, perhaps, to remain altogether without threat, whether to
hosting Academy schola…or Polit Bureau).
More technically, the work’s often interchanging pagan and sacred - folk and
classical reflections require a unique attending of possibility - certainly regarding tone and
phrase qualities. An effort to really “sing” long lyrical lines seems paramount here (as if in
the style of the now-proverbial triple mystery of Bulgarian voices). Compelling
performances will demand a growing ability to produce a broad range of timbral qualities
– cleanly and with confidence. In an advanced educational context, the performer–student
must have reached a technical level of mastery sufficient for the effective reading of such
works and studies as the well-known Hoffmeister, Stamitz, Campagnoli, and their
equivalents. The most significant challenges of Goleminov’s concerto exist in generating
stylistically appropriate gestures that relate to an over-arching vision, rather than a simple
to the executing of feats [or tropes]. Goleminov’s constructive acknowledgment of the
range of influences and inspirations creates a great set of challenges, even to the physically
and critically well-prepared. A sketch of his influences would begin with the Western
European influence of the Paris Conservatory, and more specifically, of a contemporary of
his, Darius Milhaud, particularly in the case of his viola works. Rather than slavish
copying, Goleminov actively engages via simultaneous imitation and contrast.
Goleminov’s initial statements in the first movement might bring to mind the florid
beginning of the well-known Milhaud Viola Sonata No.1, op. 240, (1944). Additionally, a
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Tchaikovsky influence is easily glimpsed in the same movement, where one may recall
aspects of Tchaikovsky’s celebrated violin concerto. One can also note meaningful selfimitation in reflecting on parallels between Goleminov’s Viola Concerto No. 1 and several
of his smaller-scale works, such as the Petite Suite (Ballade/Brise-langue/Plainte de jeune
fille/A la Vielle) and the Prelude for Viola.
My original etudes below suggest some aspects typical of Goleminov’s viola work.
An example here might be a harmonic and rhythmic asymmetry that allows several of the
etudes to achieve a more general notion of evocation. Of course, the latter is no less relevant
to richer moments in the Concerto for Viola No.1. These incidental etudes incorporate a
certain ambivalence of both vertical ([chromatic] interval/pitch) and horizontal
([polyrhythmic] durations of notes/rests) ‘ratios.’ Goleminov’s expressed vision often
seems to embody emotions as dynamic, change-prone realities that are intensive within
themselves while underscoring so-called extra-musical emotions and spirits.64 This may be
seen as suggesting a somewhat ‘Heraclitian’ default (change as reality’s basis or
cosmological bias) that both arguably suggests the liturgic side of an ancient influential
binary regarding Bulgarian style, according to Goleminov and that blends with more
classic notions of explicit symmetry/stability. The latter includes the plain repetition of
Goleminov’s mature style, as often seen in his viola concerto.

64

Here, I would cite a remote but helpful comparison to what some color theorists call
‘simultaneous contrast’ - simultaneous similarity and difference among adjacent aspects.
This strengthens a composition by strengthening a given relation among factors - while
showing the latter to be that much more distinct. To illustrate how Goleminov
acknowledged certain influences or inspirations as a way of establishing his own voice, I
have tried to develop some similar scenarios in these etudes - creating a compact world of
musical contemplations based on Goleminov’s concerto. This would not be possible
without his constructive vision, in the form of similarly imitative contrasts, whether the
latter be another’s vision, that of a people, that of a broad international circumstance or
zeitgeist, or that of a kind of spiritual moment.
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The relative ability to amplify kinds and degrees of a psychic vagueness that are
poetically strategic is underscored in Goleminov's art, particularly as exhibited in this
Concerto. The utter auditory, emotive, and physical flexibility demonstrated in these brief
etudes often parallel similar aspects in the Concerto. These are variously drawn from the
work to illustrate fundamental musical and technical issues as well as questions that emerge
during the course of the work's reasonably thorough engaging. These etudes perhaps
suggest unique and concrete cases of performer-composer empathy. If so, this would be
consistent with a kind of proto-improvisatory spirit, too - one more or less hidden amidst
the Concerto's conspicuously well-planned structures.65
Let the etudes be understood both as and through a kind of <<empathy as riskily
invasive [re-]creativity.>> Textual clarifications such as for the directing of dynamic
levels, etc. are minimal here, arguably requiring a deeper involvement consistent with
‘active or Creating empathy.’ In the latter, anticipating empathy reads melodic-rhythmicharmonic ideas as having dynamical implications. This approach suggests how the
composer’s lack of explicit guidance regarding motivating poetics is not an absence per se
but an invitation into a more in-depth registry of the music that will direct concerning
relative ‘feel’ and ‘volume,’ say. This finally but indirectly assists a kind of re-creation or
properly ‘synergistic’ sense of the concerto’s active and soulful engagement, interpreting,
and communicative presenting.
In the book A Self-Portrait66, Paul Tortelier states [to paraphrase], it may help the
interpreter to re-create with a greater understanding if he is at least to some extent a
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That is, one often variously associated with an intensive if festive nature in much
Balkan folk lore and work.
66

Tortelier, Paul, and David Blum. Essay. In Paul Tortelier:
A Self-Portrait, 86. London: Heinemann, 1984.
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composer himself. If one has been reasonably serious within a somewhat similar
compositional process, s/he may find herself far more responsive in interpreting, than in
the alternative case. Tortelier continues, if you think merely instrumentally, it is easy to
overlook the freshness, the expressive message of the notes. But when you relive the
miracle of creation, when you ‘improvise along with the composer’ [before the notes have
been committed to paper], you will feel the tension of these details as they
evolve... ...Each performance will become a living experience. Therefore, one might
observe that the interpreter-performer wisely becomes a kind of apprenticed composer.
Respective characteristics of these etudes would underscore [and analytically order]
musical conceptions in (1) the Marin Goleminov masterpiece and (2) its possible
interpretations.
The famous German flute virtuoso and composer J.J. Quantz (1697-1773) wrote on
the subject of the pedagogical application and advantage of playing in chamber ensemble
for truly musical advancement.
Si le Duo pour les instruments
avait l’avantage, de pouvoir percer avec
plus d’éclat qu’il ne fait, dans un
Auditoire nombreux, et qu’il ne servit
pour ainsi dire que d’ombre aux
morceaux chargés d’harmonie: cette forte
de composition serait peut-être moins
négligée dans ce siècle. Les Maîtres nous
en fourniraient en plus grand nombre, ne
fut-ce que pour avoir le plaisir de
s’exercer dans le double contrepoint; et
les amateurs de musique ne tarderaient
pas a trouver du goût à ces prétendues
bagatelles.

[TRANSLATED
INTO
ENGLISH…] If the instrumental duo had
the advantage of being able to pierce with
more brilliance than it does in a broad
audience, and it did not only serve, so to
speak, like a shadow to pieces charged
with harmony: this strong composition
may be less neglected in this century.
The masters provided them to us in large
numbers, if only to have the pleasure to
practice in the double counterpoint, and
the amateurs of music did not delay in
finding a taste for these so-called trifles.
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Cependant les Duos ont des beautés et des
avantages qui leur font propres. Non
seulement deux amateurs peuvent par
leurs moyen s’entretenir tout seuls et
d’une manière très agréable, en formant
ensemble une musique parfaite dans son
espèce; mais même les commençens
peuvent en retirer de grands avantages, en
s'exerçant assidûment à jouer des Duos
bien travaillés. On apprend d’abord à
observer exactement la juste valeur des
notes, et à ne pas s’écarter de la mesure,
vu-que les parties vont presque toujours
par mouvement contraire, et forment pour
la plupart un contraste entre elles.
Insensiblement, on devient par-là plus
sensibles aux effets de l’harmonie, à
l’imitation, et aux ligatures; d’autant plus
que l’harmonie qui constitue le Duo, se
fait toujours entendre toute entière. Par-là
même on se met enfin en état d’exécuter
soi-même avec précision et justesse toute
partie qui n’est pas analogue à l’autre par
rapport au mouvement et qui est obligée,
pour ainsi dire, de tenir ferme quand
l’autre procède par son mouvement
particulier et conséquemment on se voit
à-même, de pouvoir passer ensuite avec
succès à l’exécution des pièces à trois, à
quatre parties et plus.

[TRANSLATED…] However, the
duos have beauties and advantages that
make them worthy. Not only can two
amateurs discourse alone and in a very
pleasant way by playing them, forming a
perfect piece of music together in its
space, but even beginners can reap great
benefits by practicing diligently at
playing the duos which work well. One
first learns to observe the value of the
notes, and does not deviate from the
measure, seeing that the parts almost
always go through contrary movement
and form for the most part a contrast
between each other. Imperceptibly, one
becomes more sensitive to the effects of
harmony, imitation and ligatures, all the
more since the harmony that constructs
the duo is always heard completely. By
the same token, one finally sets out to
execute oneself with precision and
accuracy in all parts, which is not
analogous to the other in movement and
which is obliged to stand firm when the
other proceeds by its particular
movement; and consequently one finds
oneself able to successfully execute
pieces in three parts, four parts, and more.

Quoique dans le Trio les deux
parties supérieures concertent entre elles,
et qu’elles puissent à cet égard tenir la
place d’un Duo; cependant, comme en
étudiant on n’est pas toujours à-même
d’entendre la Basse, l’harmonie n’est pas
non plus complète, quand la Basse
manue.

Notwithstanding, in the trio, the
two superior parts are in concert with
each other, and they pass in this respect to
take the place of a duo; however, like
when a student is not always capable of
hearing the bass, the harmony is not
always complete when the bass is
missing.
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Quanz 67prescribed himself the following seven rules for composing duos, which
he believed were founded on reason and experience:
Un Duo tel que je le suppose, doit
être composé de façon 1) que l’harmonie
en soit toujours complète autant que faire
se peut suivant les règles de la
composition à deux parties. Bien loin de
faire désirer une troisième partie par
dessous, il ne faut pas même qu’une
Basse y puisse trouver place. C’est tout le
contraire du Trio, ou la Basse peut, et
même est quelquefois obligée, pour ne
pas être inactive, de suppléer par ses
intervalles à ce qui manque à une des
parties supérieures. Mais c’est pour cette
raison aussi que l’on ne peut pas toujours
se dispenser d’employer dans le Duo
certaines progressions de Basse, quoique
la règle veuille, que l’on ne peut pas
toujours se dispenser d’employer dans le
Duo certaines progressions de Basse,
quoique les évite autant qu’il est possible.

1)That the harmony is always as
complete as possible following the rules
of composition by the two parts. Far from
needing a third part from below, it is
likewise unnecessary that bass finds a
place. This is always different in a trio,
where the bass can, and at the same time,
is obliged, not to be inactive, but to
supply by the intervals what is missing
from one of the superior parts. But it is
for this reason that one cannot always do
away with using certain bass progressions
in the duo, though the old rule is that we
avoid them as much as we can if it is
possible.

2) Les imitations et les Variétés
des desseins étant plus sensibles dans le
Duo que dans toute autre pièce, elles y
doivent être employées préférablement,
et elles y sont même nécessaires, pour ne
pas tomber dans le plat et l’insipide.

2) Variations are more sensible in
the duo than in all other pieces; they
should be used and are even necessary not
to fall flat and insipid.

3) Les imitations doivent être très
justes et rǵulières, dans quelque intervalle
qu’elles se fassent. Toutefois celles à la
Quinte supérieure et la Quarte inférieure,
et à l'unisson, sont les plus commodes.
Les deux parties y doivent participer
également tour à tour, de façon que l'une
semble toujours enlever le dessein à
l’autre.

3) The imitations must be correct
and regular in their intervals. However,
those at the major fifth and the minor
fifth, and in unison, make the most
suitable. The two parts must participate
equally, turn by turn, in a way that seems
always to raise the aim of the other.
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Gioacchino Quanz, “Avant-Propos,” in Sei Duetti a Due Flauti Traversi (Giorgio
Ludovico Winter a Berlino, 1759), p. I-III.
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4) Pour produire une fugue,
s’entend que le sujet soit tellement
imaginé suivant les règles du double
contrepoint, qu’il admette partout un
contre sujet mélodieux. Dans le Duo
comme dans toutes sortes de fugues, les
sujets doivent être alternativement
rebattus dans les deux parties, et autant de
fois dans l’une que dans l’autre, mais par
des modulations différentes. Bref, il faut
observer toutes le règles d’une fugue à
deux parties.

4) To produce a fugue, the subject
is so imagined along with the rules of
double counterpoint that it always
acknowledges
a
melodious
countersubject. In the duo, like in all
sorts of fugues, the subjects must be
alternatively shuffled between the two
parts, and as much time must be spent in
one as in the other, but with different
modulations. In short, it is necessary to
observe all the rules of a fugue by two
parts.

5) La trop fréquente répétition du
sujet pouvant à la fin devenir ennuyante,
il y faut remédier par des passages ou des
traits de rapport, dont on entrelace la
fugue dans l’espace d’une répercussion à
l’autre. Ces passages doivent être
gracieux, mais corts. Ils peuvent ou tenir
du Concerto, ou être établis sur des
progressions de Tierce ou de Sixième. Il
faut éviter cependant d’initier les
fanfares. En général, les progressions de
Sixième ou de Tierce conviennent plus à
l’Adagio qu’à l’Allegro. Elles sont plus
gracieuses que celles du double
contrepoint. Une diversité judicieuse à
cet égard fera un bon effet.

5) The too frequent repetition of
the subject can become tedious, and, in
the end, it is necessary to remedy this by
passages or features of connection, which
in a fugue one interlaces in one
repercussive space with another. These
passages must be graceful but short.
They can be taken from the concerto or
be established on the progressions of the
third or the sixth. It is necessary,
however, to avoid imitating bands. In
general, the progressions of the sixth or
the third suit the adagio better than the
allegro. They are more graceful than
those of double counterpoint.
One
thoughtful change in this respect makes
for a good effect.

6) Le Duo ne souffre ni de pauses trop
longues ni trop fréquentes; excepté quand
un nouveau dessein paraît, et qu’on ne
l’accompagne pas d’un contre sujet.

6) The duo does not suffer very long or
very frequent pauses, except when a new
pattern appears and when one does not
accompany it with a countersubject.

7) Mais il ne faut introduire, aucun
nouveau dessein, qui ne se puisse
commodément répéter à la suite. Il n’y a
rien de si aisé que de coudre ensemble un
mélange d’idées sans rapport. Mais y a-til de la beauté où il n’y a ni ordre ni
symétrie?

7) But it is never necessary to introduce a
new pattern which cannot conveniently
follow with a repeat. There is nothing
harder than stitching together a mélange
of ideas without a connection. Is there
beauty where there is no symmetry?
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Pour ceux au-contraire qui, au
premier coup d’oeil, estiment ces pièces
trop faciles, je les prie de faire attention,
que la beauté de l’exécution ne dépend
pas tant de la difficulté des passages, que
du rapport de l’exécution au sujet, de sa
justesse et de sa clarté. Quiconque y
voudra bien faire attention trouvera que
chaque pièce a ses difficultés.

For those on the contrary who, on
first glance, estimate these pieces too
easy, I pray you to pay attention, that the
beauty and the execution do not depend
only on the difficulty of the passages, but
on the connection of the execution to the
subject, on the accuracy and the clarity.
Whoever wants to pay close attention will
find that each piece has its difficulties.68

I am here showing (to suggest one of Polanyi’s notions about knowledge beyond
only-systematic review) that the creative Whole, masterful or otherwise, must finally be
studied both analytically per se and so holistically and empathetically that constructive
work turns out to be a kind of residue of such a study. By composing these humble pieces,
therefore, I am extending a form of analysis that, arguably, is pure [if always invasively
influenced] ‘construction’ that is - as opposed to only-‘descriptive’ work.
How might these etudes contribute to a curriculum? The possible contribution of
such pedagogical compositions to a curriculum might, in hope, be multi-faceted. Firstly, it
would model for the student a not negligible (but often neglected) form of study directed
to greater works. The creation of small works for the sake of glimpsing a work more
thoroughly is far handier than the infrequent practice might suggest. Rather than
considering it impracticable, the serious student of any work might work to imitate as well
as possible that which s/he would understand. Perhaps my working hunch is true: Even a
lesser imitation will give the unique opportunity to the understanding regarding great works
– senses that cannot be obtained in any other way.
Additionally, it would give the student an opportunity to glimpse how grammars
are different from cultural statements and how music theory, say, is a crucial part of a
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practice that finally and largely outruns it, hopefully – eventually – in profoundly holistic
and humane ways. What would the learning outcomes be for the student who works
through them? The outcomes of responding to such etudes performatively and making
more of such little compositions would pertain to customary criteria related to correct
technical usages, consistency of expressive interpretation, and a number of other criteria
relevant both to making and interpreting.
The original excerpts from the Concerto, which respectively inspire the etudes, are
here presented underneath each one.
3.1 Etude I
‘Socratic Intonating - Mutual Arrival at Non-conclusion’
Here I attempt to demonstrate explicit aspects of the dialectic that may seem
essential to any fine solo work and surely at work in the Goleminov Viola Concerto.
Playing the present concerto without substantive responsiveness – as it were, moving ‘from
authentic empathy to mutually constructive imagination’ might leave the presentation
insufficient to the substantive vision, work, and – arguably - instrument of Goleminov.
The first etude below is an ensemble piece for two violas; when repeated, the voices
switch places. It loosely emulates the passage in mm. 68–93 in the first movement of the
Goleminov Concerto. The second voice emphasizes the marcato passage starting in m. 85,
while the first voice emphasizes the earlier melodic passage. The etude should allow an
increased awareness of the interpretive dynamic that Goleminov folds into many parts of
his work. In explicitly considering the dialogue-like aspects of several statements here, the
soloist intensifies her/his interpretive engagement. This etude should also help improve
intonation and, therein, communicative tone and phrase.
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The etude is without an established key, though D is the perceived tonal center.
With a melody light, songlike, spontaneous, and naturally flowing, the passage in mm.68
–93 is notable for its similarity to aspects of Tchaikovsky’s well-known Violin Concerto
No.1, also in D minor.
While practicing the etude, judiciously (accordingly) use the bow to achieve full,
vibrant, and responsive sounds; keep it near the bridge. Balance the weight of the bow and
employ a sufficient variety of strokes to create a range of tone colors, emotions,
expressions, and communication. Use a moderate amount of vibrato so that passing from
an open string to a stopped note occurs smoothly, without a noticeable change of color or
texture. For further evenness of sound, pay attention to the stopped notes preceding and
following open strings; gradually, intermittently reduce and increase vibrato intensity to again, and among other effects - create a smooth transition to and from open strings.
The two voices in this etude are set in opposite registers, one in a high register and
the other in a low one. When one voice rests, the other voice continues with melodic
material, creating some degree of homogeneity. It is important that the sense of connection
is sustained when each voice includes consecutive rests. Anticipating the transfer of the
melody from one voice to the next will help maintain melodic continuity. Mentally and
physically anticipate the passing or receiving of the melody to create crucial seamlessness.
As a practical matter, moving the bow towards the next starting point is also
essential. Play into the wood of the bow during string crossings to allow for continuous
sound production. Do not treat the pauses abruptly but carry anticipation towards the next
phrase. Without anxiety or rushing, keep the flow of sound going responsively between the
two voices. The final two measures serve as a kind of cadence - one resolving after the
repeat sign - that is, directing back to measure one.
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Arguably, there is no ultimate conclusion or ultimate cadence. Additionally, the
voice entries are staggered, creating an uninterrupted faux texture. Overlapping harmonies
develop a sense of flexibility and complexity, providing emotional value or energy and, at
points, some excitement. The melody undulates in a broad asymmetrical curve; pauses in
both voices accomplish a constructive segmentation.
Restless chromaticism and significant leaps underscore a probable abundance of
emotion. The two voices often switch their tessiture while shifting registers; so that there
is finally no designated high and low voice. The discords, such as major seconds and
tritones, are often sustained. The interval of the augmented second, as well as the octave,
feature prominently here. I, as the composer of these etudes, intend for the augmented
seconds to convey a sense of longing. At the end of the etude, both violas shift to the higher
registers and sustain an unresolved tritone in the dramatic conclusion.
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Figure 3.1 Etude I, ‘Socratic Intonating - Mutual Arrival at Non-conclusion’
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Figure 3.2 excerpt from the Concerto: Mov. I, mm.68-93
3.2 Etude II
‘Meaningful Repetition Within Resonance’
Etude II is an ensemble piece for two violas; it is based on the first movement of
the Goleminov viola Concerto, mm.188–212. The fast, solo passages are not particularly
difficult for the left hand as regards dexterity and technique. Rather, the difficulty stems
from the intonation challenge; the attention of the performer should be focused on the
chromatic, diatonic, and enharmonic characters in these passages. Arguably, there is no
established key. The etude elaborates on the sixteenth-note practice regimen, partly through
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breaking the ostinato-like mode of consecutive subdivisions––switching to syncopations,
triplets, and dotted eighth-note figures.
The inspiration for Etude II comes from the tradition in string playing in which one
approaches mastery of equal note passages via a breakdown into identical rhythmic
repetition, adding rhythmic and pattern variety. This etude should uniquely assist in the
performance by a student of non-repeating chromatic or semitone passages. Written in an
alternating two-viola setting, one viola plays drone-like tones underneath a fairly elaborate
rhythmic passage in the other voice; the two voices are equally divided, sharing the melodic
and technical–accompaniment passages equally. Periodically having Viola 1 play the Viola
2 part, and vice versa should be beneficial as additional practice. Etude No.2 creates
patterns of antiphonal give and take––not merely by repeating the melody handed from one
voice to the next, but by both violists anticipating their turns and focusing on variation as
a possibility, including the rhythmic pulse represented by units of fast triplets,
embellishments, suspensions, and syncopations featured here. Rapid, light finger-falls are
needed for the featured successions of quick, short notes. Practice the embellishments here
separately: trills, upper mordents, and lower mordents.
One goal here is that the etude be played with ease and with a rich sound. Both
violists should listen carefully to each other, actively agreeing on tone, phrasing,
intonation, and articulation. Aim for full resonance and sustain, perhaps a poetic protodrone quality in long notes. Often play even the sixteenths and triplets in as sustained a
manner as possible, if also with some lilt and sway between them but without stops, as
such, between notes. Practice the two voices together, so they sound as uniform as possible.
To focus on left-hand technique, practice the sixteenths and triplets in legato style with
solid evenness. Aim for effortlessness - relaxed finger placement with each finger staying
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close to the strings. Use a slur over each measure, as if to force attention towards the
important work of the left hand. (Playing slurred in one bow stroke, the rhythm will largely
be controlled by the fingers of the left hand.) After you play the passage with fluency,
remove the slurs and play the separate bowings. As always, give the highest possible
priority to intonation. Again, and of course - intonation should be a great priority; let your
listening be vigil-like. ‘Actively agree’ on productive, meaningful senses of tone, time, and
phrase. Consider the two voices as being equal, rather than a soloist/accompanist or first
and second voice scenario. Of course, this equality amounts to one compositional voice
such that the active interpreting of efficacious ensemble is required and emphasized.
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Figure 3.3 Etude II, ‘Meaningful Repetition Within Resonance’
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Figure 3.4 excerpt from the Concerto: Mov. I, mm.189-200
3.3 Etude III
‘Scalar-Toccata; Vertical Extending
in Guise of [Quasi-] Horizontal Extending’
The music in Etude III examines scalar motifs within a toccata form. These
monophonic and scalar structures are intended to explore extended harmonies and modal
mixtures, mainly superseding the more straightforwardly diatonic. On a strictly physical
level, the etude emphasizes left-hand finger dexterity. It is designed partly to showcase the
desired aspect of the performer’s virtuosity. Of course, the performer will more readily
achieve this aspect when playing the piece at the suggested tempo (quarter equals = 155
M.M.). As the tempo increases, the student should use a metronome. The rhythm is steady
and energetic; passages with four-measure phrases have an improvisatory character.
Written without an established key, the key of D is largely perceived as a functioning tonal
center. The etude contains a number of string crossings that challenge the right hand, with
the left hand staying in first, second, and third position. This gives the ear significant
opportunity for meaningful musical maturation: the strategic and well-anticipated hearing
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of intervals might initially be attempted at moderate tempi, gradually moving up to the
assigned tempo (quarter = 155 M.M.). The performer should first play it through and then
again, well under tempo (quarter = 39 M.M., then quarter = 77 and 116 M.M.); she might
focus on the right hand, practicing the preparation of string changes early to ensure a
smoother transition between strings. Next, with a focus on the left hand, she might practice
placing the left-hand fingers on the prescribed notes before bow placement, then quickly
moving to the finger pattern preceding the next bow change.
This etude has a moto perpetuo feel and could beneficially be practiced with
different bowing variations. It is inspired by the passage in the concerto at mm. 377-401.
It modifies this portion extensively––examining it from a different angle. The legato
phrasing is omitted, and the focus is on intervallic expressions. The fast tempo and separate
bowing make this etude moderately challenging; after practicing it carefully, the performer
should be able to make it both playable and musically pliable.
Playing the etude with slurs will help to create an even left-hand finger treatment.
Checking the intonation by relating each note, one at a time, to its adjacent notes will assist
the student to constructively hear the intended intervals. Adding one note at a time helps
with clarity, coordination, and purity of tone. Suggested working dynamics range from a
whispering piano to a bold forte. Adding accents on every third note would bring the etude
closer to the concerto excerpt. When practicing with accents, make sure that a preparatory
pause precedes each accent. During that pause, additional pressure would wisely be applied
to the bow. The student can improve the tone by playing this excerpt close to the bridge;
the legato bow strokes and string crossings found in the concerto could be improved by
practicing such passages of this etude on open strings. Since the entire technique of bowing
is based on the fundamental bow stroke called detaché (simple and accentuated), Etude No.
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3 modifies the legato, accentuated legato, and detaché bowings from the suggested excerpt
by using simple detaché throughout the etude. As violists will know, simple detaché occurs
when the bow is pushed and pulled without accenting the change of the bow. Simple
detaché is chosen because it is the basis for the legato stroke. Detaché is the simplest and
most important bow stroke and arguably the basis of bow technique. This etude should be
practiced in all parts of the bow but avoiding whole-bow strokes because the tempo is too
rapid. The last bow stroke suggested for practicing this etude is the collé, thus practicing
the clicks, the starting point for accented bow strokes. This is a pinched stroke at the frog.
The student could play different rhythmic and bowing combinations (for example, rhythms
and accents) during the first eight measures, practicing the left hand before the
setting of the bow. As always, the greater whole should remain in view; performers should
approach these technical aspects as the means to poetic, expressive ends.
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Figure 3.5 Etude III, Scalar-Toccata; Vertical Extending in Guise of [Quasi] Horizontal
Extending’
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Figure 3.6 excerpt from the Concerto: Mov. I, mm.377-401
3.4 Etude IV
‘Ambivalence: Somber/Tranquil’
Etude IV is written for two violas. It has a contrapuntal texture, complex rhythms,
and is written in a slower, walking-pace tempo (quarter = 74 M.M). Independence of each
part up to the last five measures is achieved by the use of characteristic intervals and
rhythms, and by placing players apart in call and response. Kept in the lower registers in
both violas, this etude is useful for improving intonation by relating notes between the two
violas, one note at a time. Play it slowly, using a long bow-stroke on the string. Initially,
move slowly from one interval to the next and make sure these are in tune. Avoid actually
'playing one line at a time'; focus on the context of the complete etude. Concentrate on
musicality, such as phrasing and expression - after the intonation has been polished.
Numerous suspensions and syncopations throughout require a careful focus on intonation.
Avoid constant use of vibrato while practicing for intonation. Practice this etude in softer
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dynamics and play the sixteenth notes more loudly. This etude explores the middle and
lower registers of the viola primarily. The student should focus on responding to the other
voice and on sound blending. This etude is an exploration of irregular beats; its bulk is
related to and based on the thematic material presented at the opening of the Goleminov
viola concerto's second movement (measures 1 through 26). The essential feel of both the
excerpt and the etude is a kind of spirit between somberness and tranquility. The slow
tempo will often predispose responsive performers to largely meditative, reflective, and
perhaps somewhat mysterious music-making. One goal is that the contrapuntal voices be
played in a manner such that they could be heard separately at the same time as two distinct
voices, not quite as any simple amalgamation or harmonic construct but as somewhat
resiliently linear, if not finally independent. The sound and sense here will benefit from
active and soft introversion.
When each performer gives each note a new bowing, notice the fresh clarity that
may result. Later, when you play the actual legato passage of the concerto itself, the
separate clear bows may have helped the performers with establishing precise and equal
notes, in the slurred passage. Play the etude with not an iota of the mechanistic; let flowas-pure-expression dominate. When you start learning the original excerpt of the concerto,
slightly accent each note within the legato stroke, then polish the individual phrases by
playing separate bows (then separate staccato strokes, and then accented legato strokes
before adding the printed slurs altogether). Emphasize the lower voice with louder
dynamics. Do not let any of the voices become inaudible, but make sure you delegate the
importance of each voice according to the phrasing and melody. As is well-known, sound
production in an ensemble can be anticipated somewhat as pyramid-like, with lower voices
producing more sound in order to support higher voices. Also, melodic and moving notes
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are to be played more strongly regardless of register. The contact-point, where the bow
meets the string, for this etude should fall between the central point of the string and the
fingerboard; a dark and dense sound color is required. The speed of the bow and the
distance from the bridge will largely determine, of course, the pressure used; therefore,
consider decreasing the pressure when playing between the central point and the
fingerboard. Aim to keep the left hand free of tension and use a slow vibrato. Preserve the
sense of musical continuity, keeping the flow of the etude as paramount. Similar rhythmic
figures are traded between the two voices. Given the difficulties inherent in the original
excerpt, the etude provides one with a form for studying the tonal relationships found in
the main passage. Listen for a consistent and harmonious blend of timbres. The original
excerpt calls for espressivo playing in the solo viola part; similarly, the etude evokes a
fairly expressive musical stream through augmentation and diminution. Aim for consistent
blending at the resolutions following each suspension. Perhaps experiment, too, with
setting the metronome on off beats - seeing clicks as indicating beats 2 and 4 (instead of
all four beats or beats 1 and 3).
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Figure 3.7 Etude IV, ‘Ambivalence: Somber/Tranquil’
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Figure 3.8 excerpt from the Concerto: Mov. II, mm.11-26
3.5 Etude V
‘Intensify With Care’
Etude V is set in the key of D minor. It is through-composed with two longer
phrases at the beginning, followed by four shorter phrases, and then by two longer phrases.
The etude is built of small melodic and rhythmic units. The structure is not symmetrical,
and the melodic and rhythmic figures never repeat without variations. The cadences are
somewhat determined, and a pause follows them. This exercise helps to develop swiftness
in the raising and dropping of the fingers. Practice this etude exclusively with a left-hand
block-finger technique. Start at a slower tempo in order to focus on ensuring optimal
technique, intonation, and sound. Gradually speed up to faster than the performance tempo,
then practice as close as possible to the performance tempo (a quarter = 150 M.M). Make
sure every finger falls easily in tune, so the passage is reasonably comfortable physically
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and relatively easy to play. Listen for proper intonation, sound production, meaningful and
consistent tone quality, as well as even time and rhythmic acuity.
Proper posture and weight distribution should be maintained to avoid unnecessary
and/or undue stress.
Dramatic phrasing is emphasized in this etude; the eighth notes should sound
melodic; use a broad, singing spiccato instead of a short and high-bouncing stroke. The
stroke should be horizontal, with the bow kept low to the string. The fingers and wrist of
the right hand should be elastic so as not to get too much dryness and grit in the sound.
Play the whole exercise in the first position. Compare the stopped notes with the intervals
of unisons, fourths, fifths, and octaves, aiming to use the adjacent open string if applicable.
An example for checking the intonation in a D minor scale in two octaves, in the
first position, would sound like this: in order to make this interval practice more accessible,
the student is advised to practice the intervals of fourths, fifths, unisons, and octaves with
no tempering. Tune the fifths just, or without beats, at precisely the ratio 3:2, the fourth at
4:3, the octave at 2:1, and the unison at 1:1. Once the student has successfully tuned these
intervals just, then he/she can practice tempering.
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Figure 3.9 Etude V, ‘Intensify With Care’
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Figure 3.10 excerpt from the Concerto: Mov. II, mm. 66-90
3.6 Etude VI
‘Build – Then, Tender/Inward Reply’
The form of this etude is ABB’. It is highly chromatic, and the phrases are of
variable length. The introductory A section is three measures, and the following B section
contains two phrases of 4+6 measures. This irregularity and the fast notes contribute to the
whimsical quality of the etude. Written in the key of D minor, the beginning is more
leisurely, and gradually it intensifies, piling up suspense before settling into a gentle calm.
The element of suspense escalates with chromatic melodic tension in the middle and end
of the etude. B’ is a repetition of B in a slower tempo, which follows the fundamental laws
of musical aesthetics; that is when a musical section is repeated, it should be varied or
elaborated so it could sustain interest. B and B’ have the same form and content, which
provides unity, and the different tempos in which they are played offer variety. The form
and content of B and B’ are the same, except for the change of tempo, which provides a
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difference of expression. B’ follows B after a brief pause, so there is a sense of nonstopping flow. It is primarily in the first position; use the block technique for securing
excellent intonation.
When performing for the second time in Adagio (a quarter equals 70), the mood
should be serene, meditative, tender and inward, and should be played slowly with great
expression using lengthened and prolonged strokes of the bow. Maintain excellent
intonation regardless of the chromaticism. The repetition of the B section as B’ in slower
tempo creates variety and cohesion by combining a pattern with its variation. There is no
particular dynamic scheme, which gives freedom to the performer for choosing dynamic
effects. When practicing under tempo, slow drawing of the bow, known as allonger
l’archet, may be applied. Aim for expressive continuity among phrases, while keeping the
sense of spontaneous energy. Play it the first time in soft dynamics, emulating a soft
whisper (a quarter equal 150). Avoid playing it predictably, try the second time to think of
it as a kind of reply to the first reading; play it in a more articulate declamatory style, for
example. Work on sculpting the individual phrases. Aim for freedom, balance, and
effortlessness. The lyric quality of this etude is variously connected to the original excerpt
from the second movement of the concerto - measures 120 through 137.
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Figure 3.11 ‘Build – Then, Tender/Inward Reply’

Figure 3.12 excerpt from the Concerto: Mov. II, mm. 120-137
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3.7 Etude VII
‘[Broken] But Dancing Chords’
Etude VII is a tonal exercise in the key of D minor. A dance feel, and arpeggiated
chords are focal here. It is through-composed with clear content, monophonic texture, and
somewhat systematic variation in terms of rhythmic motives.
Practice this etude slowly using spiccato, then strengthen the rhythmic control of the
fast passages by practicing accelerando and ritardando. Keeping the fingers close to the
string helps with the faster runs; let the left-hand fingers hover above the string. Practice by
exaggeration, play with such low fingers that they barely clear the strings at all when they
lift. The bowing can be practiced in spiccato or sautillé. Use spiccato or sautillé as a further
practice method to gain the feeling of moving the left-hand fingers quickly to keep up with
the right hand. Sautillé works slower near the balance point, faster near the middle and the
upper half of the bow. The dropping action of the left-hand fingers should be fast; pay
attention to the drop and lift-off of the finger action. This etude is to be played with joy and
ebullience. It is based on the opening part of the rondo, and it is filled with high spirits and
cheerfulness. The goal of etude VII is to help the student performer gradually achieve
effortlessness in the Goleminov's fast passages. There is a strong correlation between the
present etude and the referenced, original excerpt from the concerto. The main difference is
that the open D string is used as a drone in the original excerpt, yet the etude utilizes it as a
point of arrival, instead. This is an excellent etude for practice with a metronome; try playing
one bow stroke on each beat, regardless of how many notes fit in each stroke (that is, as a
practice method).
Etude VII is variously similar to the original excerpt - measures 17 through 52 in
the third movement. The string crossings here could be practiced as double stops with
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separate bowing. Practicing double stops at string crossings would improve intonation and
placement of the fingers in relation to each other. Another approach to playing more
quickly is to use the block technique, which entails dropping or lifting fingers at the same
time when there is string crossing and keeping the left hand in position. Use this blocking
technique exclusively when practicing the fast passages. This is a good exercise for bow
coordination, where the right hand follows the left hand after the entirely stopped fingers.
Practice motives of three or four notes going forwards then backward, creating loops. For
example, if the performer chooses a four-note motive of 1-2-3-4, later play it 4-3-2-1, 3-21, and 2-1, which would mean four ahead and four back, or four forward and three back,
or two notes back. Focus on keen intonation, clean tone production, impeccable rhythm,
and relative physical comfort. This would be a good exercise for practicing right-hand
finger flexibility in bow changes; practice playing at the frog with minimal bow use and
producing a sound only by the flexing fingers of the right hand. Try to match the
articulation throughout the etude; whichever articulation you decide to use, remain
consistent. Try not to mix and match articulations; aim for a unified rhythmic pulse and
fluidity. Practice with opposing rhythms, meaning that the equal eighth notes printed will
be practiced as dotted patterns: a dotted eighth note with a sixteenth, then a sixteenth
followed by a dotted eighth note. After practicing the modified rhythms, the etude is then
to be played steadily with the printed note values. This etude focuses on rapid string
changes. Aim for higher bow contact points on the upper strings (bowing closer to the
bridge), and lower contact points for the lower strings (bowing further from the bridge).
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Figure 3.13 Etude VII, ‘[Broken] But Dancing Chords’
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Figure 3.14 excerpt from the Concerto: Mov. III, mm. 17-52
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3.8 Etude VIII
‘Strumni: Highland Source’
This etude was written in the style of traditional Balkan polyphonic/multipart
music. Typical Balkan drone music is polyphonic. Стръмни, pronounced Strumni, is a
term that describes the steep mountains and highlands where this music originates. In terms
of Western classical music, the typical Balkan drone, and its music is not strictly
polyphonic; the drone parts have no melodic role and can perhaps better be described as
multipart. Balkan instrumentalists endeavored to imitate the ancient, archaic, old-style of
polyphonic singing. Their music was written in the style of incipient polyphony (known
previously as primitive polyphony), which includes antiphony, call and response, drones,
and similar intervals.
This etude is a tonal exercise largely without an established key. It involves
polyphonic writing with three lines playing at the same time; polyphonic texture, imitative
polyphony, part-crossing, staggered non-canonic entrances, deliberate use of dissonant
intervals, and repetition are variously employed. The voices move in similar, oblique, and
contrary motions in multi-melodic harmony. The three violas are not designated to play
strictly at the low, middle, and high register and the texture is written in an Andante
(somewhere near a quarter equals ninety) - a comfortable walking pace, in fact. The
polyphonic texture extends throughout the whole exercise, consisting, again, of three
simultaneous lines of independent if interdependent melody. Polyphony here is mainly
successive, where voices are written in order; each new voice fits in a particular manner,
into the whole. It constitutes through-composition with dynamic anomaly – melodic
content meaningfully fragmented or altered; here, moments of intentional-poetic
dissonance are entailed.
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The continuous drone here has a rhythmic and staggered function, requiring
musical phrases/breaths before the placement of the moving voice. Polyphony that includes
a drone is called iso-polyphony (where iso refers to the drone). The latter accompanies the
iso-polyphonic singing and is related, primarily, to the ison of Byzantine church music,
where the drone group accompanies the song with staggered entrances of both melody and
drone parts. The No. 8 ‘Strumni’ etude borrows largely from this tradition.
String polyphonic style, less structured meter, and strong dissonances (seventh,
seconds, fourths) construct this etude. When the drone is present in two voices
simultaneously, it is, of course, considered to be a double drone; the texture of this etude
is frequently one leading voice with a double drone, but it entails an alternating of one viola
to the next. Parallel motion between the voices can be often be observed.
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Figure 3.15 Etude VIII, ‘Strumni: Highland Source’
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Figure 3.16 excerpt from the Concerto: mm.186-223

3.9 Etude IX
‘Melodic Imp: Convince Me That I Am Improvised’
This etude is tonal, emphasizing the key of D minor. The form mirrors a cadenza.
Practice the phrasing at a performance tempo. The string-crossings should be practiced as
double stops. Concentrate on keeping the bow near enough to the bridge. The Andante
tempo provides a chance to use more bow. Tune the stopped pitches of A, D, G, and C with
the open strings. Tune all the sharps and flats to the natural directly above or below,
listening to the half-steps in a linear fashion. There are four main cadences marked with
fermatas. Try not to restrict the largely improvisatory impulse. The triplet figures of the
middle section connect the first ‘improvisatory’ section and the second highly chromatic
section.
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Keep the spirit of spontaneous construction in the first half of the etude.
Communicate the music as a living experience, keeping the extempore attitude in the first
half and playing the second in a more restricted way. Think of each note and finger in
relationship to the other notes or fingers - in terms of ‘rich tone supporting accurate
intonation.’ Also, consider the possible improving of tempo control by practicing speeding
up (accelerando) and slowing down (ritardando). Practice the patterns in the following
combinations: slow-fast-slow, fast-slow-fast, then fast to slow, and slow to fast. Practice
the triplets by starting on the first note, on the second note, and on the third note of the
passage. Aim for a depth of the tone, perhaps particularly in the latter part of the etude, by
using greater bow-speed. Play smoothly with heavy accents, within an unbroken legato
stroke (making a series of pulses with the bow). Begin each accent not with a sharp attack,
but by sinking the bow deeply into the string. The tone of each pulse should be dark,
vibrant, and entirely free of scratchiness. Avoid playing horizontally along the surface of
the string; rather, the bow should sink deeply into the string for large and full tone. Play
slowly, feel the hair sinking into the string with each note and practice with increasingly
more weight into the string; see how deeply into the string you can go without breaking the
tone. After working on tone production, change the legato stroke back to the simple
detaché, where the bow-speed and pressure stay the same from one end of the stroke to the
other.
The bow strokes of the motives should connect seamlessly. Use the slurs as a model
for a perfect legato in the separate bow-strokes. To achieve seamless and smooth bow
changes, slightly slow the bow an instant before the bow changes direction and, at the same
time, very slightly lighten the pressure. The effect to the listener should be of the smoothest,
most seamless bow change imaginable, with absolutely no break in the tone. Avoid playing
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with vibrato; focus on the right hand and left hand, evenness of sound, and excellent
intonation.
Play the first part of the etude primarily in the first position and use the open strings
wherever they are appropriate. Playing in the lower positions throughout could help
towards a clearer and cleaner sound. There are three main reasons for using open strings:
for ease, for clarity, and for emphasis when needed. Open strings are also useful in the
melodic figures with string-crossings so that the groupings of notes fall into a logical
progression. Playing in the first position and using open strings brings open sonority, ease,
clarity, vibrancy, and freedom in playing. More effort should be put towards excellent
intonation rather than rhythmic accuracy.
There is plenty of room for personal performer’s input in terms of tempos and
dynamics. Please pay special attention to the leading notes, as they have a special
connective function between moving notes. Consider the melodic figures in the upper
register and lower register as being sung by two separate voices having a dialogue, and the
middle range figures are transitional. In this particular etude, try using expressive
intonation as a means of maximum expression for each interval- playing sharps slightly
higher than usual and flats slightly lower than usual.
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Figure 3.17 Etude IX, ‘Melodic Imp: Convince Me That I Am Improvised’
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Figure 3.18 excerpt from the Concerto: mm.351-380
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3.10 Etude X
Lyric Supplemental Study
This study focuses on the functional/musical application of artificial harmonics69,
achieved by playing them through the three possible options - through thirds, fourths, and
fifths above the original theme. These are individual harmonics played on one string at a
time, not double-stop harmonics.
The opening statement of Goleminov’s concerto is the basis of this study. One of
the goals here is to teach the student-violist how to play the three different types of artificial
harmonics by placing them sequentially, first playing the main theme in its original
structure - both tonally and rhythmically - but changing the type of harmonic used each
time the melody is repeated. Its first appearance is in its pure version, without added
harmonics. The second appearance is in the form of third intervals; the third appearance is
in intervals of a fourth. The last is in fifths.
Among other things, the student here develops the required level of left-hand
dexterity as well as the significant stamina needed to execute artificial harmonics in a
musical and effortless manner effectually. These harmonics should be played with a view
of artistry more than to a simple overcoming of technical difficulty. Transpositions in
different keys are here achieved through writing the main theme in its original tonal and
rhythmic aspects while adding the harmonics through which the entire passage is
modulated into different keys. For further study, the student is advised to transpose the
original melody, chromatically ascending in half steps up to the octave. This allows the
student to practice the 12 “cardinal” versions of the main theme, as well as 36 artificial

69

“…Artificial harmonics (indicated by placing a lozenge a fourth above a written note)
may have been introduced by Paganini––see Guhr (1829).”
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harmonic versions. Given the fact that the viola is not a transposing instrument, studying
the harmonics in this way should enhance the performer’s ability to think more flexibly in
more complex transitions and modes.
The study may be performed in a moderate tempo, with a quarter note equaling
seventy beats per minute. It could additionally be repeated in loops, where the scholarperformer focuses on reaching the solid pitch, substantive timbre, communicative phrasing,
as well as a somewhat immediate or anticipatory and expressive sense of the actual sound
of the resulting harmonics.
The passages could be tuned by playing first without harmonics and then adding
them later. Practicing without a thumb at the neck would help to lighten the fingers. It is
instructive to perform the harmonic exercises without vibrato. Harmonics are best bowed
near the bridge. Practice the artificial harmonics by first playing only the lower finger and
having ready the upper finger, hovering above its place on the string, but not stopping the
string with the upper finger; then, switch and play only the upper finger, not as a harmonic,
but as a fully sounding note, thus only the upper finger will sound, and the first finger will
stop the string lightly as before. In finding the exact placement of the upper finger, it is also
helpful to alternate between the lower finger and the harmonic.
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Supplemental Study:
VIOLA HARMONICS
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Figure 3.19 Lyric Supplemental Study, Viola Harmonics
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Figure 3.20 excerpt from the Concerto: mm.68-76, Mov. I
3. 11 Study XI
‘Headline:
Empath/composer-performer Transfigures Technical Problem Into Art’
Etudes one through ten examine selected excerpts in some aspect/s. The concept
behind this last study is suggested in the notion of ‘pulling the lens back,’ giving the
scholar/performer a chance to compose one’s own exercise/s as a mode of differently and
better knowing her/his subject. A detailed analysis of the concerto and the techniques
required to perform it have been discussed adequately.
Study XI asks that the reader create her/his practice regimen, drawing inspiration
from the processes demonstrated in numbers one through ten above. The scholar-student
is advised to search through Goleminov’s concerto to look for technical and lyrical
passages that represent notable moments and/or challenges from the concerto. After
selecting one or more passages, the student might isolate two or three components from
the selected excerpt, organizing these into a small musical statement - that is, an exercise
as demonstrated in numbers 1 through 10.
The traditions of western music were perhaps uniquely challenged by composers
throughout the 19th century; by the turn of the 20th century, a new and distinct musical
landscape had emerged. New musical trends before the turn of the twentieth century
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sometimes multiplied fresh rhythmic and extended or so-called non-functional harmonies.
Related traditions of the late romantic style can also be seen in Goleminov's mid-twentiethcentury works. Writing throughout the modern period, his eclectic synthesis of folk music
and innovative symphonic senses more than complemented his personal voice and artistic
vision.
Marin Goleminov was both a great composer and a great performer. While there
have been other composers who are also performers, few have excelled in both areas,
particularly to the extent that Goleminov did. Classic academies and conservatories have
generally provided specialized training, often not requiring performers to study
composition nor requiring composers to study performance. However, it has long been
recognized that an empathic connection necessarily exists between effectual composers
and performers, even when hundreds of years separate them. To perform his work
effectively, within a more considerable effort to communicate the composer’s vision and/or
values, the performer must examine the work largely through the eyes of a composer, as
possible. To do this, the performer might benefit from studying composition with
significant identificatory energy. Analyzing the work theoretically is indeed crucial and is
now often seen as more important than was previously the case in performers’ conservatory
training; practicing composition should give the performer additional insight into an
otherwise neglected but vital element of the composer’s art.
Through this and similar exercises, the performer may improve her/his active
interpretation, developing a greater sense of the symmetrical empathy, too, with which
Goleminov prepared this deeply soulful score for audiences and - surely - the performer.
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Figure 3.21 Headline:
Empath/composer-performer Transfigures Technical Problem Into Art’
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3.12 Summary
Considerable curiosity and empathy should rightly serve the loftiest conceivable
goals, whether the composer’s ‘ideal intent’ or something else; perhaps these attitudes may
do so while being quite down-to-earth and personal as well. Where it comes to reasonably
thorough interpretations of reasonably thorough texts [of whatever discipline or genre], one
subtle eye on probable fallacies and the other on all that may be studied to humane effect
may seem healthy and crucial.
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CHAPTER 4
CONCLUSION
Overview
Goleminov’s musical vision is significant in Western music and, dynamically so,
in his home country Bulgaria. His major work for the viola variously underscores this point.
It establishes his role, too, as an exemplary artist undaunted by bringing folk and classical
materials to the creating of deeply personal, compelling and challenging work, for both
interpreter-performer and thoughtful audience participants. Unsurprisingly, the composer
of this world-class work diligently influenced a good number of the most prominent
contemporary composers (the so-called third and fourth generations of such in Bulgarian)
among whom are Emil Tabakov and Michail Goleminov, whom he carefully taught at the
National Academy of Music in Sofia. Given the limited musicological publications that
might discuss ‘tertiary’ Bulgarian composers, a list of those whom Goleminov directly
influenced or taught is neither extant nor complete. Even so, it is clear, given his role in
Bulgarian music and society, that his influence has been substantial. The following editions
of The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians and of The Harvard Biographical
Dictionary of Music devote somewhat cursory articles to Goleminov. While brief, these
hail Goleminov as a “founder of national musical expression” and define his style as being
harmonically “sophisticated and melodiously rich,” drawing inspiration from the archaic
Bulgarian folk and spiritual traditions.
4.1 Problems and Limits in This Research Plan
Relevant limitations in the current study pertain to the relative access one might
obtain to Goleminov’s works, even in his native country. His works were published in
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Bulgaria only; because of this, the best research on his compositions involves in-depth work
in Bulgarian musical archives. Relatively little has been published about his viola works
and almost nothing on the “western European” influences in his works. When Bulgaria was
under communist dictatorship, any information about the music from western countries was
banned, while influences from those countries were plainly rejected. There are no collected
editions, critical editions, thematic catalogs, or any monuments published which deal
directly, and in the main, with Marin Goleminov’s works. This is entirely out of step, of
course, with the nature of his artistic contribution. Due to the limited critical work available
on Goleminov’s oeuvre, I have concentrated on the first publications preserved in the
archives of the National Bulgarian Library.
4.2 Significance of the Research
This qualitative research will be variously beneficial for instruction in viola
performance. When programming this concerto, players might benefit from becoming
aware of some of the details surrounding the piece’s conception. The performers will also
benefit from effectively presenting a sufficiently responsive vision of the work.
Additionally, Goleminov’s view of the viola’s communicative possibility here constitutes
an area meriting further careful research. The findings presented here should meaningfully
expand the perspectives of readers and researchers interested in discovering Marin
Goleminov and his sense of aesthetic potentials for and by the instrument. There does not
seem to be an extant research guide for Bulgarian viola repertoire – that is – as there are,
with the research in the string quartet, concerto, opera, etc. Furthermore, in these guides, the
indices do not indicate or include Goleminov’s instrumental music. This is an unfortunate
state of affairs, given the substantive nature of his accomplishment. The music community
is in significant need of a thematic catalog as well as collected and critical editions related
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to Goleminov’s fine work. The present document might contribute to such a collection.
4.3 Findings, Implications and Prospects for Additional Research
The significance of this study is important for the viola repertoire and presents a
basis for further research of substantive viola music and, surely, that written by Goleminov
(and related Bulgarian composers). The different kinds of analysis in this monograph should
aid in the Concerto’s preparation and performance; they should also provide a basis for an
investigation into comparisons of various works from the Western European viola
repertoire. As a point of departure for a variety of perhaps subtly-related future studies, this
document might also be helpful.
The reasonably curious will quickly discover the deep humanity in Goleminov’s
artistry. I would humbly claim that it affords a wealth of inspiration most relevant to art
and study as a unity. Could others have been chosen? As always - surely. But it often does
seem that the deeper this violist has moved into the multi-faceted accomplishment of this
performer-composer-teacher, the more exponentially her own productive sensibility has
increased.
The appendices provided with related tables containing representations of the
diatonic, chromatic viola gamut and all-natural and artificial harmonics possible on the
viola. These have practical application in studying the left-hand spectrum of possibility of
the instrument and serve as preparation for practice and performance.
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX A
VIOLA DIATONIC GAMUT
C3

G3

D4

A4

D3

A3

E4

B4

E3

B3

F4

C5

F3

C4

G4

D5

G3

D4

A4

E5

A3

E4

B4

F5

B3

F4

C5

G5

C4

G4

D5

A5

D4

A4

E5

B5

E4

B4

F5

C6

F4

C5

G5

D6

G4

D5

A5

E6

A4

E5

B5

F6

B4

F5

C6

G6

C5

G5

D6

A6
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APPENDIX B
VIOLA DIATONIC GAMUT, PITCH REGISTERS AND STRING POSITIONS IN
THE CONTEXT OF C MAJOR/IONIAN SCALE
(default refers to un-stopped, open string)
default
C3
default
G3

default

D4

default

A4

1st position

D3

1st

A3

1st

E4

1st

B4

2nd position

E3

2nd

B3

2nd

F4

2nd

C5

3rd position

F3

3rd

C4

3rd

G4

3rd

D5

4th position

G3

4th

D4

4th

A4

4th

E5

5th position

A3

5th

E4

5th

B4

5th

F5

6th position

B3

6th

F4

6th

C5

6th

G5

7th position

C4

7th

G4

7th

D5

7th

A5

8th position

D4

8th

A4

8th

E5

8th

B5

9th position

E4

9th

B4

9th

F5

9th

C6

10th position

F4

10th

C5

10th

G5

10th

D6

11th position

G4

11th

D5

11th

A5

11th

E6

12th position

A4

12th

E5

12t

B5

12t

F6

13th position

B4

13th

F5

13th

C6

13th

G6

14th position

C5

14th

G5

14th

D6

14th

A6
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APPENDIX C
VIOLA CHROMATIC GAMUT; COMPREHENSIVE TABLE OF ALL
UNSTOPPED AND STOPPED PITCHES ON THE VIOLA AND THEIR
RESPECTIVE REGISTERS
default

C3

default

D3

C#3/D♭ 3
1st

C#3/D♭ 3
2nd position E3
C#3/D♭ 3
3rd position
C#3/D♭ 3
4th position

C#3/D♭ 3
1st position

C#3/D♭ 3
5th position

G3

default

D4

default

A3

C#3/D♭ 3
1st

E4

C#3/D♭ 3
1st

B4

C#3/D♭ 3
2nd

B3

C#3/D♭ 3
2nd

F4

C#3/D♭ 3
2nd

C5

F3

C#3/D♭ 3
3rd

C4

C#3/D♭ 3
3rd

G4

C#3/D♭ 3
3rd

D5

G3

C#3/D♭ 3
4th

D4

C#3/D♭ 3
4th

A4

C#3/D♭ 3
4th

E5

E4

C#3/D♭ 3
5th

B4

C#3/D♭ 3
5th

F5

F4

C#3/D♭ 3
6th

C5

C#3/D♭ 3
6th

G5

D5

C#3/D♭ 3
7th

A5

E5

C#3/D♭ 3
8th

B5

F5

C#3/D♭ 3
9th

C6

G5

C#3/D♭ 3
10th

D6
E6
F6

A3

C#3/D♭ 3
5th

B3

C#3/D♭ 3
6th

C#3/D♭ 3
7th position

C4

C#3/D♭ 3
7th

G4

C#3/D♭ 3
7th

C#3/D♭ 3
8th position

D4

C#3/D♭ 3
8th

A4

C#3/D♭ 3
8th

E4

C#3/D♭ 3
9th

B4

C#3/D♭ 3
9th

F4

C#3/D♭ 3
10th

C5

C#3/D♭ 3
10th

C#3/D♭ 3
11th position

G4

C#3/D♭ 3
11th

D5

C#3/D♭ 3
11th

A5

C#3/D♭ 3
11th

C#3/D♭ 3
12th position

A4

C#3/D♭ 3
12th

E5

C#3/D♭ 3
12th

B5

C#3/D♭ 3
12t

C#3/D♭ 3
6th position

C#3/D♭ 3
9th position
C#3/D♭ 3
10th position

C#3/D♭ 3

A4

C#3/D♭ 3

C#3/D♭ 3
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C#3/D♭ 3

13th position
C#3/D♭ 3
14th position
C#3/D♭ 3

B4

13th

C5

C#3/D♭ 3
14th
C#3/D♭ 3

F5

13th

G5

C#3/D♭ 3
14th
C#3/D♭ 3
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C6

13th

G6

D6

C#3/D♭ 3
14th

A6

C#3/D♭ 3

APPENDIX D
COMPREHENSIVE LIST OF NATURAL AND ARTIFICIAL HARMONICS ON
VIOLA
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PART II.
PROGRAMS AND PROGRAM NOTES OF RECITAL REPERTOIRE
Recitals List
Recital 1
05/03/2009
J.S. Bach: Sonata for Viola Da Gamba and Harpsichord No. 3, g minor, BWV 1029,
(1717-23)
Ludwig van Beethoven: Duet Viola and Cello in Es Dur, WoO 32, (1796-1797)
Paul Hindemith: Der Schwanendreher, (1935)
Recital 2

02/07/2010
Julius Röntgen: Viola Sonata in c minor, (1924)
Ralph Vaughan-Williams: Suite for Viola, (1933-1934)
Rebecca Clarke: Viola Sonata, (1919)
Recital 3

03/08/2010
Wolfgang A. Mozart: String Quartet K 465, (1785) (Macauley Chamber Music
Competition Winners)
Recital 4

05/02/2010
David Amram: The Wind and The Rain, (1964)
Emanuel Vardi: Suite on American Folk Tunes for Viola, (1944)
Sergey Prokofiev: 8 pieces from Romeo and Juliet, op. 64, arranged for Viola and Piano,
(1935)
Witold Lutoslawski: Bukoliki for Viola and Cello, (1952)
Recital 5

05/07/2010
Johannes Brahms: String Quartet No. 2 in a minor, Op. 51, (1873)
Recital 6
12/09/2011
Ludwig van Beethoven: String Quartet No. 15, op. 132 in a minor, (1825)
Recital 7

03/02/2011
Henri Vieuxtemps: Capriccio pour Alto Seul ‘Homage à Paganini’, in c minor, op.
Posthumous
Krzysztof Penderecki: Cadenza for solo Viola, (1984)
Bela Bartok: Viola Concerto, (1945)
Recital 8
09/23/2012
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Johannes Brahms: Clarinet/Viola Trio in a minor, op. 114, (1891)
Recital 9
David O’Fallon: Viola Concerto, (2015)

10/29/15

Recital 10
02/18/2017-Viola Lecture-Recital
Marin Goleminov: Viola Concerto (1953)
Additional Performances
Joseph Baber: Sonata No. 2 for Viola and Piano, op. 1,5, No. 2 (1962)
Antonin Dvořák: String Quartet No. 12 in F major, Op. 96, The American Quartet,
(1893)
Franz Schubert: String Quartet No.14 in D minor, D. 810, Death and the Maiden, (1824)
Rebecca Clarke: Lullaby and Grotesque for Viola and Violoncello, (1916)
Paul Hindemith: Duett für Bratsche und Violoncello, Schnelle Achtel, WoO, (1934)
Johannes Brahms: Zwei Gesänge für eine Altstimme mit Bratsche und Klavier, (1863)
Ernest Chausson: Chanson Perpétuelle, op. 37, (1898)
Mark O’Connor: String Quartet No. 2, ‘Bluegrass’, (2005)
Program Notes
Recital 1
05/03/2009-Viola Recital
Johann Sebastian Bach (1685-1750):
Sonata for Viola Da Gamba and Harpsichord No. 3, g minor, BWV 1029, (1717-23)
Ludwig van Beethoven (1770-1827):
Duet Viola and Cello in Es Dur, The Eyeglass duet, WoO 32, (1796-1797)
Paul Hindemith (1895-1963):
Der Schwanendreher, (The Swan-Turner) (1935)

Johann Sebastian Bach (1685-1750): Sonata for VDG (Viola Da Gamba) and
Harpsichord in G Minor, BWV 1029, (1717-23), transcribed for viola
The Sonata for Viola da Gamba and Harpsichord №3 in G Minor, BWV 1029 is
the third and last one in the set of Sonatas №1027–1029 (Bach-Werke-Verzeichnis
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Catalogue) composed in the years of 1717–1723. This particular sonata set was first
published in Leipzig in 1860 by Breitkopf und Härtel after Mendelssohn initiated
significant interest in Bach’s music. This piece is splendidly graceful, intimate, lofty, and
expressive; in fact, it demands — from both the viola da gamba (VDG) and the
harpsichord — superior technical abilities as somewhat typical of many High Baroque Era
(1700–1750) works. These require virtuosity and a unique vigilance of response — that
which allows what might otherwise be less dynamic, more mechanical practices and
challenges to thrive as compelling Art.:: The authentic instrument for which the Sonata
BWV 1029 is intended is the baritone viola da gamba, the so-called leg viol, as opposed to
the viola da spalla (shoulder cello) or the viola da braccio (arm viola). This instrument is
held somewhat as is the contemporary cello — that is, between the knees and without an
endpin. The characteristic timbre is sonorous, dark and somewhat quiet, primarily due to
its design with lower tension stringing, its number of strings (6, other types of da gamba
instruments have 5 to 7 strings), and tuning in fourths and thirds on the notes: D2, G2, C3,
E3, A3 and D4 (according to the International Music Notation ITN, where the middle C is
referenced as C4). In contemporary times, the Sonata BWV 1029 is often performed either
on viola or cello, both of which are four-string instruments, tuned in fifths — and with a
design most different, as compared to the VDG; typically, these will seem brighter than the
VDG’s timbre; additionally, they are played with contemporary Tourte bows, instead of
the typical Baroque bow (elongated at the tip and with ‘frog-button’ unit). The bow-hold
for baritone viola da gamba is underhand/undergrip, being an anticipation of the bowtechnique known as ‘German’ technique for double bass, say. The sonata BWV 1029 is
written in the mode of the Baroque sonata da Chiesa (church sonata style), but instead of
having four movements- slow-fast-slow-fast, it contains three (similar to the 3-movements
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structures of the Brandenburg Concertos): a brisk Vivace, a reverent Adagio and a cantabile
Allegro. This sonata/concerto style was popular in Germany at the beginning of the 18th
century. Bach achieves a sense of structural contrast rather than of dynamic contrast - the
first movement is in ritornello form, the second in slow Sarabande-dance form and the
third- in fugue/cantabile over bass ostinato form. The Baroque Doctrine of Affections
(Affektenlehre) applied here establishes the perceived essential affect (not emotional effect)
but spiritual operation in each movement: joy-Vivace, admiration -Adagio, and love Allegro.
Ludwig van Beethoven (1770–1827): Viola and Cello Duet, in Es Dur,WoO 32, With
Two Eyeglasses Obbligato, (1797)
The Viola and Cello duet in E flat major, Woo 32 (Werk ohne Opuszahl-work without
opus number) is a two-movement piece - Allegro and Minuetto. The Minuetto was
discovered in 1940. Musicologists placed the two movements together because of the
instrumentation, the suggested continuation of a larger musical piece (perhaps a suite or
sonata), the key of the piece, and the time these were written - that is, according to
Beethoven’s notebooks. During the 18th century, compositions for two string instruments
gained popularity. They became miniature versions of the viol consort music. Their
similarity to the consort viol style is related to the pairing of instruments (often the viol
consort consists of pairs of the same string instruments), of the instrumental interplay
between them, range, tessitura, and voice movement. The first published duo for viola and
cello was by Beethoven’s teacher, from his early Viennese years, Johann Georg
Albrechtsberger in 1783.
Beethoven, whom himself played viola wrote duets for violin and viola, violin and
cello as well as viola and cello. Such duos have a somewhat pedagogical function, where
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one of the parts is written in more of a masterly manner while the second is arguably
prepared for the advanced amateur, say. In the case of the viola and cello duet, the two
voices in the Allegro alternate in imitation-like walking bass and arpeggios, call-andresponse fragments, contrasting arco (with a bow) and pizzicato passages, virtuosic parts in scalar, chordal, and high register fashion - the Minuetto bears lighter character in
counterpoint and canonic textures. Beethoven composed the viola and cello duet in order
to perform it with his friend, the amateur cellist Baron Nikolaus Zmeskall; the two friends,
Zmeskall and Beethoven, were brothers in their ailing (Brüder in Bedrängnis) - both had
failing eyesight and needed to wear spectacles in order to read music; Beethoven, therefore,
gave the duet the sobriquet “With Two Eyeglasses Obbligato.”
Paul Hindemith (1895-1963): Der Schwanendreher, (The Swan-Turner) (1935)
1. Zwischen Berg und Tiefem Tal (Between Mountain and Deep Valley)
2. Nun Laube, Lindlein Laube (Now Shed Your Leaves, Little Linden!)
3. Seid Ihr Nicht der Schwanendreher (Are You Not the Swan Turner?)
Der Schwanendreher (The Swan-turner) is the third viola concerto out of four by
the German composer Paul Hindemith (1895-1963), completed on October 13, 1935, in
Berlin.

His

other

viola

concertos

are

Kammermusik No.

5

Op.36/4

(1927); Konzertmusik Op.48 (1930); Trauermusik (1936). Most of his compositions were
scrutinized and banned from a performance by the Nazi activists because of his avant-garde
style and his direct association to Jewish composers. The time of the composition of Der
Schwanendreher immediately follows the completion of Hindemith’s opera Mathis der
Maler (Matthias the Painter), concerned with the life and works of the Reformation
German artist of Christian religious paintings, Matthias Grünewald (1470/80-1528). In this
opera, the composer examines the topic of the artist's social obligation despite abusive
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governmental power; thus reflecting his situation under the Nazi’s regime. Der
Schwanendreher portrays that similar to operatic sentiment – worry, uncertainty, despair,
hopefulness, faith, search for light and redemption, but in subtler ways. Hindemith
premiered the concerto on 14 November, 1935, with the Amsterdam Concertgebouw
Orchestra and the Dutch conductor, Willem Mengelberg (1871-1951). The program notes
written by Hindemith give light to the story of Der Schwanendreher:
“Ein Minnesänger kommt zu einer glücklichen Versammlung und teilt, was
er von fern gebracht hat: Ernste und fröhliche Lieder, ein Tanz zum Schließen.
Durch seine Inspiration und sein Können erweitert und verschönert er die Melodien
wie ein echter Musiker, experimentiert und improvisiert. Dieses mittelalterliche
Bild war die Grundlage für die Komposition. “
“A minstrel comes to a happy gathering and shares what he has brought
from afar: Both serious and light-hearted songs and a concluding dance. By his
inspiration and skill, he extends and embellishes the melodies like a true musician,
experimenting and improvising. This medieval picture was the basis for the
composition.”
Here Hindemith revives neoclassical aesthetics by connecting traditional preromantic musical forms with new contemporary tonal language. The neoclassicism and
extended Romanticism are seen in the aspects of the program concerto, featuring traditional
sonata form in the first movement, but with a solo introduction, rather than an orchestral
one - sounding quasi-cadential and introductory at the same time. There are a typical
classical ABA second movement and a Classical concerto-style third movement featuring
a theme with twelve variations. Hindemith also combines Neo-Baroque polyphonic
techniques of writing, inspired by J.S. Bach with extended tonalities and familiar Medieval
and German folk tunes. The name of the concerto is derived from the name of the Medieval
folk tune that is quoted in the last movement Seid ihr nicht der Schwanendreher? (Are You
Not the Swan-Turner?).
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Recital 2
02/07/2010-Viola Recital
Julius Röntgen (1855-1932):
Viola Sonata in c minor, (1924)
Ralph Vaughan-Williams (1872-1958):
Suite for Viola, (1933-1934)
Rebecca Clarke (1886-1972):
Viola Sonata, (1919)
Julius Röntgen (1855-1932): Viola Sonata in c minor (1924)
The importance of the viola as a solo instrument emerged in the Late Romantic
period. It already had an established reputation as being solid harmonic support carrying
the inner harmonic lines and a warm core in the string chamber ensembles and orchestral
settings. Composers such as J.S. Bach, Mozart, and Beethoven were fond of the instrument
and gave it prominent lines in their works. The rise of the viola virtuosos was another
reason why the composers became more inspired to explore the possibilities of composing
for viola.
Julius Röntgen (1855-1932) composed His first Viola Sonata eight years before his
death. In 1925 it was followed by two more viola sonatas-one in As dur and on in a moll.
This last compositional period was considered by the musicologists and music theorists to
be of most considerable interest to study, because of composer’s exploration of the
contemporary tonal languages and forms, particularly, avant-garde music and its
amalgamation with traditional forms.
The British composer and musicologist Donald Tovey (1875-1940) praised
Röntgen’s style in The Times magazine:
“Röntgen's compositions, published and unpublished, cover the whole range of music in
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every art form; they all show consummate mastery in every aspect of technique. Even in
the most facile, there is beauty and wit. Each series of works culminates in something
that has the uniqueness of a living masterpiece.”
The Viola Sonata in c minor (1924) consists of four movements, all connected
thematically with recurring throughout all-movements themes founded in the first
movement, an equal balance between the viola and the piano and impressionistic/modern
tonal language.
1. Allegro Assai
2. Andante mesto-lento quasi fantasia
3. Allegro Molto-scherzo
4. Un poco sostenuto-Allegro molto
Ralph Vaughan Williams (1872-1958): Suite for Viola (1933-34)
The Suite for Viola by Ralph Vaughan Williams consists of eight movements
for solo viola and orchestra. The Suite is dedicated to the famous English
violist Lionel Tertis. He premiered it in 1934 at the Queen's Hall, London. The
following are the suggested groupings of the Suite’s movements.

Group 1
1. Prelude
2. Carol
3. Christmas Dance
Group 2
1. Ballad
2. Moto Perpetuo
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Group 3
1. Musette
2. Polka Melancolique
3. Galop
The Prelude opens the piece with improvisatory and rhapsodic fashion in broad tenuto
detaché sixteenth and eight notes alternating in animated 9/8 and ¾ meter (thus creating a
bridge to the Christmas dance’ ¾ meter); tonal modulations and swift key changes. The
Carol has a singing-like melodic quality, and again the meter alternates in 4/4 and 5/4,
switching between the two in every next measure in soft, gentle long lines. The Christmas
Dance is a rustic fast-paced peasant dance tossed in ¾ and 6/8 which includes chordal
pizzicatos and chordal arcos. The Ballad reminds of the Prelude in terms of the C major
key and switching meters ¾ and 6/8 between the two main sections- Lento non-troppo and
Allegro non-troppo (Tranquillo). The Moto Perpetuo is in 3/8 count, a continuous stream
of sixteenth notes in successions of hemiolas combined with successions of dissonant and
consonant intervals, thus creating moving episodes of tension and release. Musette is a
short slow peasant song in duple meter, muted throughout and ending with sheer harmonics
in pianissimo dynamic. Polka Melancolique is a vigorous dance in 2/4 and ¾ alternating
meter patterns with a quasi-cadenza in the middle and ending with a brief cadenza. The
Galop is the last movement of the Suite, in ABA form, a stylized English dance in a simple
duple 2/4 and a compound duple 6/8 meter, containing hemiolas, numerous modulations
to closely-related and distantly-related keys such as A Major, f# minor, G major, D major,
C Major and E flat major, and emulating country-style life with horses. A characteristic
trait of Vaughan Williams music is his use of folk melodies, and here the Galop is an
excellent example of this trait, particularly in the animated and ferocious Rodeo part. The
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piece also characteristically finishes with a short cadenza similarly as the cadenza in the
Polka Melancholoque and the quasi-cadenza in the Ballad.
Rebecca Clarke (1886-1972): Viola Sonata (1918)
Rebecca Clarke (1886-1979) was an English violist and composer. She pursued a
degree in composition at the Royal College of Music (RCM), London, Sir Charles Villiers
Stanford (1852-1924) being her mentor. One of the first women to be hired as a
professional player in an orchestra, her career coincided with the rise of first-wave
feminism in England. After 1910 her vocal music gave place to her strings music.
As to compositional output, hers includes vocal and instrumental music and focuses
on small-sized ensembles instead of large-scale works; she did not write orchestral works.
Limiting her scope to chamber ensembles allowed her financial control as well as the
occasional chance to participate as a pianist.

[1]

She largely favored one-movement

compositions, including songs and, somewhat particularly, lullabies. One of her most
famous compositions is her Sonata for viola from 1918, published in 1921, which is also
one of the most popular sonatas in the viola repertoire; it was awarded the second prize at
the Elizabeth Sprague Coolidge competition in 1918. Premiered on September 25, 1919,
by Louis Bailly (1882-1974), viola and Harold Bauer (1873-1951), piano, it is an
undeniable staple of the contemporary viola canon. In sonata form, it has three movements:
Impetuoso, Vivace, and Adagio-Allegro. It is a passionate piece of literature with rich
texture; the latter prompted composers to orchestrate it (for example Ruth Lomon).
The opening is an introduction until measure 13, introducing two motives: it starts
with a motive in ascending open fifths and forte dynamic, starting on A in a dotted eight
note, establishing the key of e minor over sustained for twelve measures of Esus4 chord in
the piano and fortissimo. The second motive (measure 2) is in whole-tone writing. The
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viola line, in the beginning, is in the style of improvisation emphasizing E Dorian
mode and the main theme starts at measure 13 with the change of time signature from 4/4
to ¾ and poco agitato. Tonal contrast is achieved through the use of modes, whole-tone,
and octatonic sonorities, in addition to diatonic key areas. The use of modes and folkinspired melodies connects the work of Rebecca Clarke to this of Ralph Vaughan Williams
(they were both graduates in composition from the Royal College of Music) There is a
cyclic approach to the themes, polytonalities, it is textually rich, military sounding motives;
French influence on Rebecca Clarke’s harmonic choices allowed an achieving of very
particular colors (see the harmonic textures of Debussy and Ravel). The main theme in
measure 13 includes extended harmonies-7th, 9thchords with e flat centered sonority.
Harmonic parallelism of dominant chords is also used as nonfunctional harmony;
additionally, frequent arpeggiated chords in the left hand of the piano are prominent. A
sense of continuous transition is also created - by frequent metric and dynamic changes.
Enharmonic substitution often indicates tonal ambiguity here. The development section,
furthermore, is not as chromatic as might be expected, for a sonata form; but it is based on
the expanded version of motives 1 and 2.
Clarke changes the characteristic for the sonata form, contrasting themes by
softening them and transforming the structure of original themes harmonically and
texturally; in the second movement, Clarke displays the sound possibilities of the viola,
distinctly exploring techniques such as double-stops, chords, bariolage, playing with mute,
pizzicato, and harmonics for achieving different timbre colors.
The second movement scherzo is in ABAba form. It shares the similarity in texture,
rhythm, harmony, and dynamics with the “Grotesque” movement from the Lullaby and
Grotesque (for viola and cello). The opening of the third movement starts with an eight-
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measure minor pentatonic melody in sarabande style, carried by the solo piano.
English folk influence and focus on melody instead of diversity in developmental
texture is exemplified in this movement, and this simplicity is a result of a new trend in
English music which stands against the complexity and multi-textured German music in
the turn of the century.
Example: The second motive (measure 2) is in whole-tone writing

Example: The opening of the third movement starts with an eight-measure minor
pentatonic melody in sarabande style, carried by the solo piano.
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Recital 3
03/08/2010
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart (1756-1791):
String Quartet, op. 10 no. 6, K 465, Dissonance (1785) (Macauley Chamber Music
Competition Winners)
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart published his String Quartet in C, op. 10 no. 6, K. 465
“Dissonance” in 1785. It is the final quartet of the op. 10 collection, written between 1782
and 1785, which Mozart dedicated to Joseph Haydn. Thought to be a response to the
publishing of Haydn’s op. 33, Mozart’s op. 10 quartets demonstrate his admiration for
Hayd n’s work. Mozart wrote, the works were the “fruit of long and laborious endeavor.”
While the dedication is clear evidence of Mozart’s regard for Haydn, it is Mozart’s the
compositional style in the op. 10’s that speaks most to the mutual respect between the two
Austrian composers. Between 1781 and 1782, Haydn wrote his six quartets op. 29-34,
which he described as having been written in a “new and special manner.” Haydn’s op. 2934 presented significant innovations in the genre of the string quartet; op. 33, in particular,
motivated other Viennese composers to attempt the following suit. Of particular interest to
historians are the achievements made by Haydn in op.33, namely, ‘thematische Arbeit’ (the
flexible exchange of musical functions and development of motivic material by all the parts
in the primarily homophonic texture).” “That Mozart sought to emulate Haydn’s quartets
op.33, but not to imitate them slavishly, can hardly be doubted.” 70
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Counterpoint, imitation, and chromaticism abound in Mozart’s op. 10’s, somewhat
as they do in Haydn’s quartets from the same period. Just as Haydn had done, Mozart’s
quartets from op. 10 do not present mere four-part harmony; each voice seems to have a
somewhat colorful life of its own; musical ideas also jump seamlessly from one voice to
another. It suggests a fresh notion of conversation or dialogue – “four-part discourse.”
Mozart’s op. 10 quartets have been called “prime examples, together with those of Haydn
and Beethoven, of the ‘classical’ quartet, as opposed to the quartor concertant or quatuor
brillant.”
Recital 4
05/02/2010
David Amram (1930):
The Wind and The Rain, (1963)
Emanuel Vardi (1915-2011):
Suite on American Folk Tunes for Viola, (1944)
Sergey Prokofiev (1891-1953):
8 pieces from Romeo and Juliet, op. 64, arranged for Viola and Piano, (1935)
Witold Lutoslawski (1913-1994):
Bukoliki for Viola and Cello, (1952)
David Amram (1930): The Wind and The Rain, (1963)
David Amram is a composer, french horn player, and conductor; his music is
dramatic and lyrical, often "marked by rhythmic and improvisatory characteristics of jazz."
He was born in Philadelphia on Nov 17th, 1930. With a keen interest in jazz and classical
music, Amram attended Oberlin Conservatory of Music, studying horn, and received a
Bachelor of arts from George Washington University in 1952. He played horn with the
National Symphony in Washington D.C. from 1951-2. The next three years he was in
Europe, performing with the Seventh Army, with chamber music ensembles, and in jazz
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sessions. In Paris, he performed with Albert Mangelsdorff, Bobby Jaspar and Lionel
Hampton. In 1955 Amram moved back to America to continue his education at the
Manhattan School of Music. There he studied with Mitropoulos, Gianni, Schuller, and he
became a member of the Manhattan Woodwind Quintet. In Manhattan, Amram performed
with Charles Mingus, Oscar Pettiford, and George Barrow. In the 1950s and '60s, many of
Amram's commissions were for jazz bands, television, films, or incidental music for
theatre. Amram composed several film scores that would be narrated by Jack Kerouac. In
1966 he became the "first composer-in-residence of the New York Philharmonic Orchestra
(1966-7)." In educational workshops, Amram collaborated with Eddie Gomez, Jerry
Dodgion, and Vic Juris. Amram toured with the State Department to Brazil, Kenya, Cuba,
and the Middle East. The State Department tour to Cuba in 1977 featured Dizzy Gillespie,
Stan Getz, and Earl Hines. "Amram's activities may seem somewhat peripheral to jazz, but
his horn battle with Julius Watkins on Pettiford's Two French Fries is impressive."
Amram's musical achievements prompted Moravian College and St. Lawrence University
to award honorary degrees to him in 1979 and 1994.
David Amram wrote The Wind and the Rain in 1963. The piano begins alone with
sparsely voiced chords setting the gentle mood of the Andante introduction. The viola
enters with a lyrical and slightly forlorn melody. The music gains energy with a heroic and
optimistic theme for the viola and more sumptuous chords for the piano. A scherzando
section follows, then the music becomes broader and more dramatic with strong statements
from the viola in double and triple stops, and the piano with chords spanning the low bass
and high treble. The texture thins suddenly, like clouds clearing after a storm, and the piano
plays the peaceful harmonies from the beginning of the movement while the viola plays
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harmonics. The hopeful theme is presented again by the viola and is accompanied lightly
by the piano, with the same hint of melancholy as before. The movement resolves quietly.
Emanuel Vardi (1915-2011): Suite on American Folk Tunes for Viola, (1944)
1.

Beginning

2.

Song

3.

Not so square dance

4.

Ad lib & Slow Walk

5.

Middlw Fiddler in 3/4 time
Emanuel Vardi is viewed as one of the extraordinary viola players of the twentieth

century. His recordings of virtuoso music performed on the viola have an outstanding value
and his Suite on American Folk Tunes is cast in five movements, based on American folk
tunes. As might be anticipated, the viola’s singing potential is here front and center. It is
lyrical and dream-like and evolves rhapsodically, exploring the high registers in the viola.
The influence of American folk-style can be heard in the plainly melodic passages and
double-stopped intervals. The straightforward ‘diatonic-pentatonic’ freshness of American
song is variously shown to be a fine foil of this ‘matron voice’; of course, in the hands of
a virtuoso such as its composer, such literature and the kinds of variations into which it
easily flows bring a buoyancy defying the ‘matronly’ - a fine argument for the viola’s equal
status with the singing violin, and another good question regarding the injustice by which
violinists enjoy a repertoire exponentially out-running that for viola. The Suite was
dedicated to his first wife, Margaret, and published by G. Schirmer with copyrights secured
in 1946 and 1950. It was later reworked, adding an additional first movement, renaming
the other movements, and updating “I Will and I Must Get Married” into a “contemporary
rock feel” of jazzy sonorities and rapidly changing meters renamed “Not So Square
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Dance.” The Suite for Viola & Piano based on American folk songs was self-published by
the Emvar Music Publishing Co. in 1977.
Sergey Prokofiev (1891-1953): 8 pieces from Romeo and Juliet, op. 64, arranged for
Viola and Piano, (1935)
This is a collection of eight dances arranged for viola. It includes the following
movements: Introduction, The Street Awakens, Julia the Young Girl, Arrival of the Guests,
Dance of the Knights, Mercutio, Balcony Scene, and Romeo and Juliet meet Father
Lorenzo. It was transcribed for viola in the style of a suite by the acclaimed violist of the
20th century Vadim Borisovsky (1900-1972) few years after the publication of the ballet.
Prokofiev approved of this transcription. Borisovsky preserved the main leitmotifs and the
deep and rich orchestral texture of the original orchestral score through full exploration of
the viola tessitura range, dynamics, bowing techniques and harmonics.
Witold Lutoslawski: Bukoliki (Bucolics) for Viola and Cello, (1952)
Witold Lutoslawski was born in Warsaw in 1913. Witold was the youngest of Józef
Lutoslawski and Maria Lutoslawska's three children. In 1914 the Lutoslawski family
moved to Moscow. In 1918 Józef and his brother Marian were executed by the Bolsheviks,
and Maria took the three children to Ukraine. After the war, Maria moved the children back
to Warsaw and Witold began piano lessons. In 1927 he began studies at the Conservatory
while still in high school. In 1931 he began studying Mathematics at Warsaw University
while continuing private studies in music. In 1946 Witold married Danuta Boguslawska.
Until 1956 Lutoslawski wrote a great deal of music, he called "functional music"71 which
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allowed him to pay the bills. This included songs popular songs, songs for children, for
radio, and theatre.
His Bukoliki for viola and cello is an arrangement of an earlier five-movement work
for piano from 1952, the arrangement for viola and cello was published in 1962. The title
implies a pastoral scene. According to Steven Stucky: "Each of the movements is based on
folk tunes of the Kurpie forests taken from the collection by Father Wladyslaw Skierkowski
(one of the many musicians who was murdered in the Nazi concentration camps). However,
these are no mere settings of folk songs. The borrowed material is developed motivically
and combined with newly invented material so smoothly that there is no effect of
quotation."72
The Kurpiowska forests are to the northeast of Warsaw. Lutoslawski was a fan of
Bartok,and shared his interest in folk melodies. The harmonic language of Bukoliki
includes, "diatonic tonality, bitonality, modality, and synthetic scales."73
Recital 5
05/07/2010
Johannes Brahms (1833-1897):
String Quartet No. 2 in a minor, Op. 51, (1873)
Johannes Brahms was born in Hamburg on May 7th, 1833 and lived through April
3rd, 1897. Known as one of Germany’s most famous composers, many musicologists
consider him to have been the musical “successor to Beethoven,” especially in his
symphonic and chamber music. His piano works and songs represent a musical kinship
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with Schubert and Schumann; Brahms’ choral music demonstrated his respect for
“Renaissance and Baroque polyphonists.”74
Brahms' mother was named Johanna Henrika Christiane Nissen; she was a
seamstress. His father was named Johann Jakob. Johannes Brahms had one older sister,
Elise, and one younger brother Fritz, who was a musician. From a young age, Johannes
developed an affinity for reading; his personal library in his later years contained over 800
titles.
“The enthusiasms of Brahms's formative years were the poetry of the German
romantics, the novels of Jean-Paul and E.T.A. Hoffman, and the music of Bach and
Beethoven.”75
In the latter half of the 1860's Brahms' spent three years preparing Ein Deutsches
Requiem; during this time, he also wrote many songs, a cantata, choral music, and works
for solo piano. 1873 saw a return to one of Brahms' most celebrated genres, chamber music;
he wrote his op. 51 string quartets no. 1 in C minor and no. 2 in A minor. The Joachim
Quartet gave the first performance of the A minor quartet on October 18, 187376. Both
quartets were published in 1873 and dedicated to the physician Theodor Billroth, who was
also a musician and a fan of chamber music.
“The C minor Quartet reflects a new stylistic phase, characterized by motivic
density and formal compactness. The first movement churns with chromatic turbulence,
rarely settling down into stable key areas or broad themes. Its language resembles that of
the First Symphony in the same key, which was gestating at this time. The movements are
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linked thematically in a way that lends the work a breathless unity. The A minor Quartet is
more overtly lyrical, but still concentrated in technique. The Andante, whose theme is
generated from the constant rhythmic-metric displacement of the interval of a 2nd, was
justly singled out by Schoenberg as a miracle of the musical economy.”77
These two quartets represent a monumental contribution to the chamber music
literature. While the first quartet in C minor was "written under the specter of Beethoven",
remarks Melvin Berger, "the spirit that informs the second belongs to Bach."78 F-A-F is a
motif used by Brahms throughout his works; it has a hopeful and heroic quality. F-A-E is
a motive he has used in multiple works as well, having somewhat of a more forlorn quality;
it first appeared in his op. 5 violin sonata written for Joachim79. Berger writes that
"Joachim’s personal motto was the notes F-A-E, standing for Frei, aber einsam (“free, but
lonely”)."80 It may be equally plausible that Brahms wrote the motive first and Joachim
simply gave it a nickname. In any case, Brahms apparently had a more optimistic view of
life than the violinist. Berger writes that "Brahms chose as his motto F-A-F, Frei, aber froh
(“Free, but glad”)."81 Brahms used both F-A-E and F-A-F motives throughout the A minor
quartet.
“The quartet opens with the gracefully arching F-A-E theme, followed by a threenote upbeat, which also appears later in the theme of the last movement. The development
section is an outstanding demonstration of

polyphonic writing, replete with canons,
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inversions, and retrograde motion, in which the melody is, respectively, imitated, turned
upside down, and played backward.”82
“Over a sinuous, implacable line in the viola and cello, the first violin sings the
warmly lyrical theme of the second movement. As this melody is extended, the first violin
and cello, in canon, interrupt with an outburst that is almost operatic in character. When
the first violin comes back with the opening melody, however, it is a false return in the
wrong key. Finally, the cello sets things right by bringing the melody back in the expected
key of A Major.”83
“The Quasi Minuetto is marked by a charming archaic quality. Two sparkling
interludes, though, come along to disturb the calm flow. Following each of the interludes
are passages that display the telling effect of Brahms’ skills. In an amazing double canon,
the first violin and viola play a slowed-down augmentation of the interlude theme in
imitation, while the second violin and cello have a variant of the Minuetto theme, also in
imitation. The Finale sparkles with the musical and rhythmic energy of a czardos, a fast,
wild Hungarian dance. Alternating with the varied statements of the czardas tune is a
relaxed, waltzlike melodic strain. The coda starts with the cello and the first violin giving
out the opening melody slowly and quietly in canon; then the entire quartet plays it even
most softly, with notes of longer duration. Eventually, the four instruments pick up speed
and volume, bringing the music to a brilliant conclusion.”84
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Recital 6
12/09/2011
Ludwig van Beethoven (1770-1827): String Quartet No. 15, op. 132 in a minor, (1825)
In 1822 Ludwig Beethoven received a letter from Prince Nikolay Golitsïn. Golitsïn,
who was a cellist, wrote from St. Petersburg hoping to commission three string quartets
from Beethoven; he offered to pay what he asked. Beethoven priced the quartets at 50
ducats each, and the Prince agreed. These quartets would become op. 127, op. 130, and op.
132. Op. 130 originally included op. 133 as its finale. In 1823 Beethoven completed his
Ninth Symphony, and several months later he received a new letter from Golitsïn, who
wrote, “I am really impatient to have a new quartet of yours.”85 Beethoven started work on
the quartets and completed op. 127 in 1825. Op. 132 "was interrupted by a serious illness
in April 1825."86 The following month he moved to Baden for "fresh air,"87 and in time he
started feeling better, "it was at Baden that the A minor quartet was largely written."88 Op.
127 was finished in March 182589, published in 1826, op. 132 was completed in November
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182590, published in 1827, and op. 130 was completed March 182691, revised 182792 and
published in 1827.
“Beethoven's illness and recovery touch directly on the music of the Quartet, which
takes as its centerpiece a magnificent Adagio titled “A Sacred Song of Thanks from One
Made Well, to the Divine; in the Lydian Mode.” Though not specifically programmatic,
the Quartet, whose overall structure follows the minor-to-major, dark-to-light progression
familiar from the Fifth and Ninth Symphonies, evidences what Joseph de Marliave called
“the habitual state of mind of the composer: the fight against destiny, the triumph of joy
over pain.” Maynard Solomon observed that “music here appears to become an implicit
agency of healing, a talisman against death.” Basil Lam summarized the structural logic of
the A minor Quartet in the following manner: “No other composition in all Beethoven's
works shows the unintegrated contrasts of this Quartet. Once he had become possessed by
the unique vision of the Heiliger Dankgesang [‘Holy Song of Thanks’], no solution of the
formal problem was available other than to surround it with sound images united only by
their total diversity.” The Adagio, then, is not only the central element in the fivemovement structure of the Quartet but is also its expressive heart. The movement's form
alternates varied versions of a hymnal theme of otherworldly stillness based on the ancient
church modes with a more rhythmically dynamic strain marked “feeling a new strength,”
a technique also used in the Fifth and Ninth Symphonies. The Heiliger Dankgesang is one
of the most rapturous creations in 19th-century music.
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To support a slow movement of such magnitude requires surrounding music of
considerable breadth and emotional weight, and Beethoven chose to precede it with a large
sonata form and a fully developed scherzo-and-trio. The opening movement, craggy and
sometimes even belligerently willful in its progress, is based on several terse ideas
presented in the exposition: a slow-moving motive in melodic half-steps - a melancholy
violin line with dotted rhythms -a -playful little imitative episode that serves as the formal
second theme; and - a more lyrical strain presented by the violins above a galloping triplet
accompaniment. There is a brief development section, mostly based on the half-step motive
and, then, the melancholy melody (before the apparent recapitulation of the themes begins).
Though the themes are presented in proper order and balance, they are not adjusted as to
key, and another full recapitulation, suitably transposed, is required before the movement
can end. The long scherzo, in A major, developed almost entirely from the violin motive
heard in the fifth measure, is paired with a central trio whose flowing themes are often
rhythmically displaced.”93
“Beethoven followed the transcendent Heiliger Dankgesang with one of his most
glaring formal incongruities a little march of four-square structure whose emotional
blandness provides an almost shocking descent from the exalted realms of the Adagio. This
movement lasts only a short time, however, and it is linked to the finale by an instrumental
recitative, as Beethoven had done in the Ninth Symphony. The last movement is based on
a theme that he had initially been intended for that Symphony, but which here becomes the
subject for a vast sonata-rondo that gains the hard-won, victorious luminosity of A major
in its closing pages."94
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Rodda, Richard E., "String Quartet No. 15 in A minor, Op. 132." The Kennedy Center.
http://www.kennedy-center.org/artist/composition/3077.
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Recital 7
03/02/2011
Henri Vieuxtemps (1820-1881):
Capriccio pour Alto Seul ‘Hommage à Paganini’, in c minor, op. Posthumous
Krzysztof Penderecki (1933):
Cadenza for solo Viola, (1984)
Bela Bartok (1881-1945):
Viola Concerto, (1945)
Henri Vieuxtemps (1820-1881): Capriccio pour Alto Seul ‘Homage à Paganini’, in c
minor, op. Posthumous
The Capriccio in C minor for unaccompanied viola is the last of six pieces for
unaccompanied violin; it was issued posthumously - under various opus numbers
(generally between 1881 and 1887). Lento is the opening direction;<<con molta
espressione>>; it is largely built up from introductory materials and comes to a climax
prior to hushed plucked chords, at the ending. Vieuxtemps transcribed an excerpt from the
composer F. David’s successful pictorial ode-symphonie, done in 1844. La Nuit is
understandably of a gently evocative nature. The Allegro con fuoco and Scherzo were each
published sometime around 1884; they have been characterized as movements of a perhaps
unresolved sonata. But there is no conclusive evidence that the composer had been
considering such work when writing these movements. The primary, Bb major theme is an
Allegro typical of the composer; it easily sings. This commences a movement in sonata
form which makes some unique technical demands on the instrument and performer. An F
minor Scherzo is somewhat sinister in sound, initially; two trios are framed here: the first
is in B flat while the second is in F.
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Krzysztof Penderecki (1933): Cadenza for solo Viola, (1984)
Commissioned in 1983 by Venezuela (to mark the bicentenary Simon Bolivar's
birth), Krzysztof Penderecki's Viola Concerto had its first performance in Caracas, in
1983. Quite different from the monumental sounds and textures of Penderecki's earlier
concertos, the Viola Concerto is closer to a kind of chamber music while preserving its
distinct virtuoso sense. The one-movement form is used, and it actively compares tempos,
for instance, in distinct ways. Fast movements are predictably playful, in a scherzo-like
manner. Cadenzas before the two "scherzos" are interlude-like in function. As to a main
theme, it is arguably on the brink of the sentimental but remains poetically valid.
Introduced by lone viola in piano dynamics, it grows from a minor second motif and returns
variously, via inversion, for instance. It does not occur more than once in a basic form. The
chief characteristic here is economy; the apparent desire to say much with little seems to
have been the composer's quite-fruitful preoccupation. Extra and transcribed versions of
this work result from Penderecki's typical process; he was recorded as indicating that, even
if writing for a given instrument, he writes 'above' it ("Studio" 1993 no. 8, p. 18). He played
a cello version by B. Pergamenschikov in 1989.
Bela Bartok (1881-1945): Viola Concerto, (1945)
Bartók began this concerto in the summer of 1945; it remained unfinished at his
death. The first performance was given in Minneapolis - on December 2, 1949. The original
ensemble conception entails three flutes and piccolo, two oboes, two clarinets, two
bassoons, three horns, three trumpets, two trombones and tuba, timpani, bass drum,
cymbals, snare drum, and strings.
When Bartók died of leukemia, a viola concerto was left in a pile of manuscript
pages on his bedside table. On September 8 Bartók had written "...I am very glad to be able
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to tell you that your viola concerto is ready in draft, so that only the score has to be
written..."
William Primrose, who commissioned the unfinished work, had given up hope of
ever playing his concerto. Only in 1949, when Ernest Ansermet passed along the rumor
that the work was being rewritten for cello, did Primrose press the case, discover that the
concerto was indeed playable, and finally secure a copy of the music that was rightfully
his. (“Prepared for publication from the composer’s original manuscript by Tibor Serly.”)
The three-movement concerto echoes the classical simplicity of the Third Piano
Concerto. A slow, brief interlude, largely for the viola alone, leads to the second
movement. This music (for which Serly borrows the adagio religioso marking Bartók used
for the parallel movement of the Third Piano Concerto) is conceived in Bartók’s favorite
arch form: serene chorale passages framing an outburst. Another allegretto leads to a short
finale, the last of Bartók’s folk dances (complete with droning bagpipes).
Recital 8
09/23/2012
Johannes Brahms (1833-1897): Piano Trio, for clarinet/viola, violoncello and piano
op. 114, (1891)
Near the end of his life, Brahms wrote several works featuring the clarinet, inspired
by hearing Richard Mühlfeld play the instrument. The piano trio op. 114 (1891), the quintet
op. 115(1891) and the two sonatas op. 120, (1894). Op. 114, 115, and 120 all include the
words "for clarinet or viola." The music is well suited to the clarinet, and the works were
explicitly written for Mühlfeld; however, it is clear that Brahms also intended these works
to be performed by violists.
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The piano trio op. 114 sounds like a love story between the violist and the cellist,
with the pianist playing the symphonic soundtrack. The two lovers sing their arias, and
embark on a journey together, while the piano represents the symphony, the narrator,
highlighting and commenting on the love story between the viola and cello at times and at
other times setting the scene. Brahms allows the pianist to take center stage at key
moments, presenting symphonic interludes between love songs, all the while enduring such
a technical endeavor as playing one of his piano concertos or sonatas. The pianist is
featured heavily in this work, and the technical demands are extreme.
I, Allegro, a rising heroic melody is sung by the cellist and violist in sweet harmony.
Calling and responding like birdsong, then singing together as one, this movement is
exceedingly lyrical. This first movement is vast in scope, featuring extremely technical
passages for the viola and cello, culminating with a passage where viola and cello climb
all around the instrument in whispered pianissimo, a delicate nocturne-esque cadence that
vanishes into thin air with the viola and cello sounding a harmony many octaves in range.
II, Adagio, the violist begins with a beautiful melody, accompanied delicately,
becoming a sweet aria as the cellist answers the violist's call. The viola and cello then sing
their song together in harmony and reach a dolcissimo cadence. As the music prepares to
change key, the violist and cellist search together with the cellist leading the way to the
new key area. Once in the new key, the violist and the cellist take the place of the
orchestra/piano/soundtrack, accompanying the pianist with quiet noodling passage-work,
while the pianist is allowed to state the theme solo, much like a film soundtrack signaling
a key arrival point in the story, though in this case, it is also the arrival of the development
section. The cellist makes an emphatic call for his beloved, and the violist responds in
harmony. Next, the violist sings her song, unimpeded by countermelody, accompanied only
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by delicate pizzicato arpeggios in the cello and chords in the piano so soft that one would
think mice were playing them. The high point of the movement sees rich harmonies and
features a joyful call and response from the viola and cello; happy and peaceful and content,
the movement ends with a whisper.
III, Andante, a graceful dance, with a melody motivically similar to that of the first
movement, the pianist/orchestral soundtrack is again allowed to present the theme, which
leads to variations. Each instrument presents acrobatic accompaniment arpeggios, one after
the next.
IV, Allegro, the finale beings with a heavy and declamatory statement from the
cello, which is answered by the violist in a more lyrical fashion. This movement opens like
a disagreement but quickly turns to an agreement, as the two lovers again sing their song
together. The cello then gives an impassioned soliloquy, which is responded to by the viola.
After this duet, the viola and cello close the cadence in the key of the development, where
the pianist is again given a center stage. The piano now presents an orchestra's-worth of
sound in Brahms' most symphonic style, the viola, and cello again in agreement; the music
crashes to a halt in the new key. A jolly rhythm propels this section along, and as the
harmony tries to reach more remote keys, the music becomes momentarily timeless,
weightless– then a pianissimo motive from the piano, then another one, suddenly an
avalanche of sound as the entire ensemble roars into the coda, resolves the theme with a
thoroughly authentic cadence and crashes to a halt at the double-bar.
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Recital 9
10/29/15
David O’Fallon: Viola Concerto, (2015)
Movement 1: Moderately, with flexible motion
Movement 2: Adagio
Movement 3: Lively
O’Fallon’s Viola Concerto came to existence as a project intended to meet the
requirements for sponsorship from the Chicago chapter of the American String Teachers
Association (ASTA); the latter had a goal to encourage emerging composers to write new
and compelling music for developing string ensembles. The composer participated with
four new pieces. The Viola Concerto was one of them. Being a music educator and an adult
beginner on the viola, Mr. O’Fallon process was helped and informed by distinct aspects
of both circumstances. Creating relatively fresh and compelling music for younger
musicians – those with particular limitations both technically and musically -- is, of course,
a challenge in several ways. The composer here developed optimal and artistically
meaningful challenges for the developing viola student; the concerto was conceived as
needing to significantly promote the further development of its performer’s potential
sensibility and skill. The learning experience needed not to be limited, as such, to ‘current
level’; rather, it was to challenge the ‘advancing player’ and/or address her/his ‘potential’
more so. Among his perhaps more intimate ‘challenges to self,’ the artist has wanted to see
himself as more or less ‘contemporary,’ that is, in developing the style. Herein he has hoped
that the work might perhaps transcend that perhaps easily dismissed as an obvious ‘type.’
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Recital 10
02/18/2017-Viola Lecture-Recital
Marin Goleminov (1908-2000): Viola Concerto No. 1
Allegro non troppo
Larghetto
Allegro Assai
In his Concerto for Viola (Концерт за Bиола) No. 1, Marin Goleminov presents a
uniquely individual style. His signature sound blends his idiosyncratic style with
eclecticism and multi-cultural Nationalism. Goleminov presents a syncretism of diverse
styles and trends, combined with his unique voice. His Concerto for Viola rivals the work
of Bartok and Hindemith.
The Concerto for Viola composed by Marin Goleminov is representative of a
particular musical syncretism between certain Western European traditions and tendencies,
and national music styles of Bulgaria; as such, it provides opportunities for various
hermeneutical possibilities, achieving eclectic purpose and significance by effortlessly
blending established Classical forms and musical syntax pertaining to the Balkans.
Goleminov's Concerto exhibits high musical complexity, advanced sonic textures,
significant technical difficulty as well as great creativity. By stepping back and isolating
the structural components, analyzing them, perfecting them in terms of technique, and then
reasonably and consciously transmuting them into sincere, humane resonating feelings and
incorporating them into the global, cultural and historical context of the Concerto, the
performer becomes empowered to create an inspired realizing of the printed score.
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Additional Performances:
Joseph Baber: Sonata No. 2 for Viola and Piano, op. 15, No. 2 (1962)
Antonin Dvořák: String Quartet No. 12 in F major, Op. 96, The American Quartet, (1893)
Franz Schubert: String Quartet No.14 in D minor, D. 810, Death and the Maiden, (1824)
Rebecca Clarke: Lullaby and Grotesque for Viola and Violoncello, (1916)
Paul Hindemith: Duett für Bratsche und Violoncello, Schnelle Achtel, WoO, (1934)
Johannes Brahms: Zwei Gesänge für eine Altstimme mit Bratsche und Klavier, (1863)
Ernest Chausson: Chanson Perpétuelle, op. 37, (1898)
Mark O’Connor: String Quartet No. 2, ‘Bluegrass’, (2005)
Op.15 Sonatas
No. 2 Sonata for Viola and Piano No. 2 in D Major (Spring 1962)
The musical style of Joseph Baber exhibits influences found in American folk-song,
nineteenth-century Romantic symphonic literature, hymns, as well as cinematic and American
popular music. In his academic compositions, techniques emphasizing sophisticated linearchromatic structure are often in the foreground. At the same time, Baber continues to compose
more plainly tonal works derived largely from a lively and well-informed imagination. In
discussing his compositional style, Baber has spoken about how, at points, aspects of both
modernism and romantic writing merge as a matter of mature insight; undue, sensational, or
'genericizing' late-modernisms are kept at bay. The dark or doubt that might visit some late-Mod
moves on his part he sees as largely occasional. Additionally, he’s spoken about how - perhaps as
with the harmony of part and whole emerging in any fine work of art, “the difference between
essence and appearance is sometimes overcome.” “This is the basis of the perfection of the work
of art,” reflects Baber. Many of his works are pleasingly difficult to place squarely in given
categories of style. He is not prone to "settle," furthermore, allowing unresolved or insufficiently
personal work to "just go as it is" (even given typical time restraints). When work is commissioned,
Baber edits and re-edits to achieve a level of inner conviction - one often heeded to significant
effect.
Here, Baber reflects on several more-general but pertinent questions:
Being a violist has influenced me in specific ways. The two that first come to mind are that
1) because of my instrument I think about music linearly and 2) also write in a way that doesn’t
seek the limelight. Those two things are likely the most important in the makeup of my style, but the
strong possibility is that those two elements were already present in my nature and that I chose the
viola because of them.
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Another factor is that, as a violist, orchestral playing was readily available to me at an
early age, exposing me to an enormous amount of classical literature. In addition to that, I quickly
learned that being a violist provided great scholarship opportunities, allowing me to attend all four
of the universities that contributed to my education with little financial burden.
Historically, I believe a composer’s primary instrument does play a part in the character
of the music that is produced. Bach and Mozart were both keyboardists as well as string players
and their music is widely idiomatic. Haydn, as a violinist, had a more specific cast to his
style. Chopin, as a piano specialist, created music that was brilliant but narrower in scope because
of its genre. Composers like Sibelius and Berlioz, as non-keyboardists, produced music of a
distinctly different character than other Romantic and Post-romantic composers.95
Op.15 Sonatas
Sonata for Viola and Piano No. 2 in D Major (Spring 1962)
Moderato–The Moderato starts with and sustains by no means a winsome spirit. It
maintains freshness and often suggests a lively and empathic conversation ‘cum Danza.’ Its lightheartedness and effervescence are heard as so much substantiveness. Fluid attentiveness that is
mutual as it is diligent appears again and again here, as an emotive motif. The short piece is in D
Major and written in 4/4. In measures 18, 25, 76, and 86 - the meter gets compressed to 2/4 for a
bar. The symmetry of these instrumental partners defies any notion that, for instance, the pianoforte
accompanies.
Andante–in 6/8, the almost Grave tempo (eighth=72–arguably a kind of a ‘double slow’
were the 6/8 counted in 2/4) constructs somewhat of an ABA form, with the B section containing
a modulation from D minor to C major. The piu mosso presents animato [‘pseudo-ostinato as
compelling melody’] that uniquely draws-in the listener.
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(Questions presented for the composer’s reflection: To some, it could seem far-fetched - this idea
of the composer's accomplished instrumental experience having deep or specific impacts on his
greater aesthetic/conceptions compositionally. What are your thoughts on this. More specifically do you believe being an accomplished violist has influenced your conceptions and craft as a
composer? [How if so?] As to general evocation/evocativeness, the viola arguably maintains a
unique position - among serious performers and appreciators alike. What might be some of your
reflections on the viola? Whether from historical accounts or something more freshly contemplative
- have you ever gleaned a sense that a given composer was deeply influenced by his instrument [the
viola]? [How?] Is composing from the viola somehow expressly advantageous to glimpsing the
orchestra's potential/possibility? Some have indicated that the viola became favored as patience
with Paganinian pyrotechnics flagged. Do you see the instrument as more given, somehow, to
contemplation or expression? Might operating daily amidst the richness of its tone directly impact,
for instance, a near-intuitive sense of the connection between timbre and both music's vertical
[pitch] and horizontal [rhythmic] dimensions, or their effectual reconciling?)
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Allegro–The ABA Allegro in ternary form (with two outer sections being in D major in
Allegro tempo) maintains an exciting call and response ultimately or partly via an interesting
pattern of hesitations. A kind of inner dialogue, in the soloist’s early melody, quickly becomes
another kind of interaction - between a ‘solo/accompaniment’ dynamic and that of a ‘dialectic’
among the two instruments. There is, then, a long-toned inner section, the reflectiveness of which
never becomes demonstrative or disproportionately heavy. After this, another dialogue-dance
ensues; it resolves without any questioning remainder.
Premiered with Baber and Rita Fusek. Middle of Mvt. 3 Rondo is a portrait of Gomer
Jones. Baber's Second Sonata from 1962 was a return to the tonal style of his youth. He dedicated
the sonata to Gomer Jones, one of his composition teachers.
On May 14th, 1962, the Viola Sonata No. 2, Op 15, was performed at Michigan State
University. He performed it on a recital of student compositions with pianist Rita Fuszek at the
MSU Music Auditorium. [1] Gomer Jones and H. Owen Reed discussed the traditionalist sound of
the sonata. [2] Having fulfilled his composition requirements with his First Sonata, Baber felt free
to write the Second Sonata in a non-modernist manner. Reed felt that Baber was repudiating the
hard-won gains of modernism, as indeed Baber was, being under the spell of springtime and
Deonne Orvis. Baber agreed with Owen Reed, as the First Sonata was the only one he played
throughout the next decade. His opinion of the two sonatas has now reversed. The first is certainly
the student work.
Consequent performances of the Op. 15 Viola Sonata, No. 2, occurred on a Piano
Graduation Recital on December 14th, 1964. The program included: Baber's Sonata for Violin and
Piano, Op. 23; Vitali: Chaconne; Mozart E minor, K. 304; Baber: Sonata; and Fauré: Violin Sonata,
performed by Kazu-e Nohmi, Violin, and Minako Mizutani, Piano.
The violist Matt Young played the sonata on May 21, 1999, with and Bill Adams playing
piano at the Barness Recital Hall, University of South Florida, Tampa. Matt was a student of
visiting viola professor Dorotea Hoffman, wife of composer Joel Hoffman of the Cincinnati
Conservatory of Music. In October 2009, it was performed at the third annual Kentucky New Music
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Festival, and the Central Kentucky Chapter of the Society of Composers, by Lubitza Braikova,
viola, and Erica Rumbley, piano, at the University of Kentucky Singletary Center for the Arts
Recital Hall. On November 23, 2009, it was programmed along with pieces by Vieuxtemps,
Shostakovich and Mozart by Matt Young, viola, and Bill Adams, piano at the UK SCFA Recital
Hall, Lexington.
The second viola sonata was written in the spring of 1962 during Baber’s last months at
Michigan State University. He had fulfilled his compositional requirements during the prior year
and was staying an extra half year to satisfy some university requirements and to receive a June
graduation.
He contributed to the annual composers’ program the second sonata, which he wrote very
quickly and spontaneously. Baber felt free of the “guidelines” that had made the first sonata
acceptable in satisfying his degree. The result was an April outpouring of good feelings about one
of the happiest episodes of his life, his college years in East Lansing, a very beautiful and idyllic
(and usually cold) place.
The overall tone of the sonata is that of springtime; the details contain portraits of Baber’s
many friends and teachers. These include people like his stalwart roommate, and his turn-of-thecentury landlady (a pianist who had studied with Leschetizky and Busoni in Berlin), and his mentor
Richard Klausli (the church choirmaster who had used Baber as his composer-arranger for four
years), and Ethel Armeling (the voice teacher who sang his songs), and Lyman Bodman (who not
only taught him viola literature but took him into his home). The piece is about Gomer Jones, the
witty and sardonic Welsh composer and pianist, a student of Elgar’s, who had been Baber’s
unofficial composition teacher. The middle section of the last-movement, rondo, contains music
reminiscent of Elgar and Bach, two of Jones’ favorite composers.
If the first sonata is the result of the influence of H. Owen Reed, who was ostensibly his
teacher, and his classes in contemporary style, then this second sonata is clearly influenced by
Gomer Jones: classical and spontaneously romantic, here Baber composed without the
contemporary "guidelines" young composers were required to follow in their coursework. There
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are no frequent meter changes and no atonal or bi-tonal tendencies in this work; it is harmonically
fluent and uncompromisingly melodic. H. Owen Reed and Gomer Jones got into a heated
discussion at the reception following the concert, and Baber was able to hear statements such as,
"hard-won advances of musical modernism," on one side and, "balderdash!" from the other.
Baber agreed with Owen Reed’s opinion that his classwork in modern idioms was his
“real” and original music, and that his second sonata was only a “study” piece, an exercise in an
antique style. The first sonata became Baber’s signature piece. He played it countless times
throughout the next twenty years; he performed the first sonata for his Fulbright audition, on NHK
radio in Tokyo, at an MTNA convention in Chicago, and every college, he visited. He recopied it
often, won a contest with it, saw it selected along with other works by Eastman students, to be taken
on a State Department recording and exhibit tour. At the same time, the second sonata remained in
pencil in a large cardboard box in his attic until 1998.
Antonin Dvořák: String Quartet No. 12 in F major, Op. 96, The American Quartet, (1893)
Antonín Dvořák was born in Nelahozeves Bohemia on Sept 8, 1841. He lived until May 1,
1904. He was regarded as one of the greatest and most influential composers of what would later
become Czechoslovakia. While his chamber music and orchestral music may be his most famous
works, he was also a prolific composer of opera. Much of Dvořák's music is associated with the
Czech nationalist musical trend, along with his contemporaries Smetana and Janáček; however,
Dvořák's music presented much less representation of Czech history and mythology than his
contemporaries. His early career produced several popular operas, several symphonies and he
revealed some very experimental chamber music. In November of 1873, Dvořák married Anna
Čermáková, and in the same year, he accepted a job as a church organist. In 1875 he won the
Austrian state prize, he wrote the opera Vanda, his famous Serenade for Strings, a remarkable string
quintet, a piano trio, a piano quartet, and his fifth symphony. Working at this rapid pace, his
international notoriety continued to grow. While Dvořák had been writing historically significant
music for nearly two decades, Jan Smaczny identifies his mature period as ranging from 1878-
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1890. At the beginning of 1891, Dvořák accepted a job teaching composition at the Prague
Conservatory, yet it was the offer to direct the National Conservatory in America that caught his
interest the following year, he arrived in New York in September 1892 with his Wife, Daughter,
and Son. The following month he gave his première performance of his recently composed Te
Deum as conductor at Carnegie Hall. Once in America, Dvořák chose to develop and uniquely
individualistic style, blending the musical traditions he found in America with his own personal
style. African Spirituals and Native American music influenced Dvořák. In 1893 Dvořák spent a
summer in Spillville Iowa, where he composed his 12th String Quartet in F, Op 96, 'the American,'
he also wrote Op 97 a string quintet in Eb during the same year.
“Though there was little musical stimulation for Dvorák in Spillville (considerable energy
had to be expended to find a piano for his rooms), his creativity blossomed there. On June 8th, just
three days after he arrived, he began his F Major Quartet and finished the sketches in an astonishing
72 hours. “Thanks be to the Lord God. I am satisfied. It went quickly,” he scribbled at the end of
the manuscript... Dvorák's ‘American’ Quartet, the chamber counterpart to his ‘New World’
Symphony, is among the sunniest and most endearing creations in the instrumental repertory. A
shimmering halo of string sound opens the work and serves as the cushion for the viola's
presentation of the folk-like main subject, which, like several of the other

themes of the work, is

hewn from the gapped pentatonic (i.e., five-note) scale common to much indigenous music of the
world, from the Orient to Bohemia and Scotland to the Indian and Afro-American songs of the
New World. A cloud of darker emotion draws briefly across the music for the presentation of the
complementary subject, but the mood brightens again for the closing theme, a delightful melody,
as sweet as a lullaby, entrusted to the first violin. The development section concerns itself first with
permutations of the main subject and then with an imitative treatment of a motive derived from the
dark-hued complementary theme. The full recapitulation of the earlier themes brings balance,
formal closure and complete fulfillment to this most satisfying movement.”96
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Rodda, Richard E. "String Quartet in F Major, Op. 96 "American"." The Kennedy Center.
http://www.kennedy-center.org/artist/composition/2919.
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“The Lento, wrote Otakar Sourek, is distinguished by the lyrical beauty of its melodic line,
the emotional purity, and depth of its expression, the peculiar charm of its pellucid harmonies, and
by its natural flow and variety. The movement’s beautiful main theme, first sung by the violin
above a sad, undulating accompaniment, is both calm and melancholy, touched perhaps in equal
amounts by the composer’s own homesickness and by the poignant expressions of heartache that
he admired in the spirituals he had learned in New York from his student Henry Thacker Burleigh.
The song soars higher, and the mood becomes brighter as the movement progresses, but the
plaintive tone of the opening again settles upon the music as it reaches its closing measures. The
vivacious third movement, deliciously equivocal, in its rhythmic implications, is built from two
contrasting strains of music. One (in F major) is lively and dance-like, the other (F minor) is more
lyrical and mysterious, and their juxtaposition yields the movement’s structural organization:
ABABA. A delightful Spillville anecdote attaches to the high violin phrase that is heard about
twenty measures after the beginning. It seems that a bird had settled in the tree just outside the
window of Dvorák’s study, and persistently filled the composer’s room with its songs. Dvorák
compensated for these interruptions to his creative process by borrowing the song of what he called
this damned bird red, with black wings (identified as a scarlet tanager by the composer’s biographer
John Clapham) for the heme of this passage. The finale is a rondo built on a dashing folk-dance
melody announced by the violin. The second of the movement’s episodes, a choral passage in the
style of a Czech hymn, is a touching souvenir of the composer’s idyllic summer in Iowa. This
masterwork of the fullest efflorescence of Dvorák's mature genius recalls the main theme one last
time to close in a spirit of joyous optimism."97 It is interesting to note, that if one listens to the call
of the scarlet tanager, it is immediately apparent that Dvorák has extremely accurately transcribed
this bird's call into his composition. Dvořák returned to his post in New York; however, a
significant financial supporter of the Conservatory in New York faced bankruptcy as a result of the
economic crisis earlier that year, Dvořák's salary was delayed, and he began to miss Bohemia. He
97
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started work on his Cello Concerto and, in April 1895, Dvořák and his Wife returned home. He
concluded his agreement with the National Conservatory in America and resumed his family life
in Bohemia. The death of his sister-in-law occurred as he was completing his cello concerto, so he
honored her memory in the second and third movements of the concerto, including a quotation
from one of her favorite songs, Lasst mich allein. Dvořák continued working at the Prague
Conservatory in the fall of 1895 and traveled to London to conduct the first performance of his
Cello Concerto in March of 1896 and attended the funeral of Johannes Brahms in 1897. Dvořák
devoted much of his remaining years to writing operas. In his own words, Dvořák commented on
the following: "I consider opera the most advantageous of genres for the nation…large sections of
society hear such music and hear it very often."98
Franz Schubert: String Quartet No.14 in D minor, D. 810, Death and the Maiden, (1824)
Schubert was born in Vienna on January 31st, 1797; his death occurred on November 19th,
1828. Schubert was from Vienna, unlike many other notable composers who moved there. His
chamber music, orchestral music, and piano works rival those of every other famous composer;
however, it is Schubert's contribution to the genre of Lieder for which he is best known. Schubert
composed more than a thousand Lied or solo songs. Many are collections or song-cycles and all
feature music which reflects the action and emotions presented in the text through musical motives,
Gretchen am Spinrade is one early example, and the Erlkönig is a later one.
Schubert composed the Lied, Der Tod und das Mädchen, in February of 1817, published
in 1821 as op.7/3 (D. 531). In March of 1824, he composed a theme and variations for string quartet,
based on this lied. It was published in 1831 as String Quartet No. 14 in D minor. Later musicians
noticed that the quartet shared a theme with the lied and attributed the title Der Tod und das
Mädchen to it. Otto Erich Deutsch, the musicologist responsible for cataloging Schubert's works,
identified it as the 810th work by Schubert.
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“How Schubert exploits theme and variation form to create a relationship between the
movement and his lied “Death and the Maiden” that spans more than just the harmonic level. In
String Quartet no. 14, known colloquially as the “Death and the Maiden” quartet, Franz Schubert
presents us with four movements of pure musical genius. The second movement, Andante con
molto, is a movement of particular brilliance. The piece, a theme and five variations with the coda,
draws its theme directly from Schubert’s 1817 lied Der Tod und das Mädchen (Death and the
Maiden). So beautiful and powerful is the piece that it has become the defining movement of the
string quartet. Schubert achieves this strict adherence through the skillful use of musical momentum
and dashed expectations throughout the movement’s variations in order to recreate the tension that
is present in the song but on a much grander scale. The song is a setting of a text of the same title
by German poet Matthias Claudius. In the text, a young maiden desperately begs Death to spare
her soul, arguing that she is too young to die. Death replies calmly, telling the maiden that he is a
friend, that he does not come to punish her and that she will sleep softly in his arms. The poem can
be split into two sections with distinct feelings – that of the fearful maiden and that of the
reassuringly calm Death."99
Rebecca Clarke: Lullaby and Grotesque for Viola and Violoncello, (1916)
Rebecca Clarke was born in Harrow, London on August 27th, 1886. She was also given
the middle names Thacher and Helferich, though she went by Rebecca Clarke for the majority of
her career. She was raised in England and attended the Royal Academy of music at age 17 in 1903.
In 1905 she left the school suddenly when a teacher, Percy Miles, made inappropriate advances
toward her and proposed marriage. In 1907 she began composition studies at the Royal College of
Music. She began a career in music performance as a violist and in 1912 became the first woman
hired by a professional orchestra. From 1919-1924 Clarke toured the world, including America,
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and received much acclaim. During her tours in America, she also achieved much notoriety for her
compositions. Her Viola Sonata in 1919 and her Piano Trio in 1921 were very popular and caught
the ear of Elizabeth Sprague Coolidge, who was so enamored with Clarke's work that she
commissioned Clarke's Rhapsody for Cello and Piano in 1923.
Few composers have contributed to music as Clarke has, yet the majority of the 20th
century has seen musicologists not giving her anywhere near enough credit. In the last 20 years,
there has been some improvement, with as many as 30 articles and books written about Clarke. In
the 1970s, the New Grove Dictionary was about to reduce the short paragraph they had for Ms.
Clarke to only one sentence, hardly noting that she wrote anything. In a 1977 interview, Clarke said
“I take this opportunity to emphasize that I do indeed exist…and that my viola sonata is my own
unaided work!”, clearly demonstrating how underappreciated this composer remains. Fortunately,
on the occasion of her 90th birthday, several American radio stations broadcast her works and
reintroduced the public to this great composer. Scholarly discussion and research of her work took
off near the end of her life and continues to increase today. The New Grove Dictionary now contains
a 1100word biography of Clarke.
Clarke’s father was from Boston and her mother German yet they raised Rebecca in
Harrow, and she remained in the U.K. until her fifties. At the Royal College, she was the first
female student of renowned composition professor Sir Charles Villiers Stanford, who also taught
at Cambridge. She was also a close friend of Ralph Vaughan Williams and Eugene Goossens.
Clarke’s first instrument was the violin, but she was later persuaded to play viola and became one
of the most respected violists of her generation.
Ms. Clarke worked as an orchestral musician under Henry Wood in the early years of the
BBC orchestra. Henry Wood’s pedigree includes having declined the directorship of the New York
Philharmonic and the Boston Symphony to further the musical culture in England. Clarke became
a highly sought after collaborator for new music ensembles and chamber music. She frequently
toured as a renowned chamber musician; sharing the stage with such iconic figures as Pablo Casals,
Artur Rubinstein, Jacques Thibaud, George Percy Grainger, Jascha Heifetz, Myra Hess, Bronislaw
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Hubermann, Artur Schnabel, Guilhermina Suggia, Joseph Szigeti, Jelly d’Aranyi, and Adila
Fachiri.
Rebecca Clarke composed a significant number of songs and several works for the chorus,
but her chamber music compositions have won her the most acclaim. Clarke rarely dated her works,
leaving researches to speculate. Morpheus for viola and piano, possibly composed in 1917, was a
great success and the first piece where Ms. Clarke employed the pseudonym “Anthony Trent” at
the top of the score. All of Rebecca Clarke’s works for stringed instruments demonstrate a unique
understanding of the capabilities of the instrument. Especially regarding works for viola, her
understanding of the instrument’s capabilities is surely the result of her excellent playing technique.
This facility for writing music that suits the instruments is more apparent in her Two Pieces for
Viola and Cello than in her works with piano. The first movement, Lullaby, is simple in its phrasing
but rich in harmony and sonority. According to musicologist Calum MacDonald, this Lullaby is
warmer, more vibrant, and more pleasing than her previous Lullabies for Viola and Piano. Clarke’s
writing surpasses the limitations of the duo medium through the judicious use of double stops in
the cello.
Near the end of 1918, Rebecca Clarke began composing her most substantial work to-date,
her Sonata for Viola and Piano. She started composing this piece on a trip to Honolulu and finished
it in Detroit. The Viola Sonata was entered in Elizabeth Sprague Coolidge’s Pittsfield Competition
in 1919 under the name Anthony Trent. The Sonata tied for first place with Ernest Bloch’s Suite
for Viola and Piano. The deciding vote was cast by Coolidge, ranking Clarke 2nd and Bloch 1st.
Clarke had previously developed a friendship with Coolidge, making it possible that Coolidge
could have identified Clarke’s Sonata in the supposedly anonymous competition. Once the results
were released, judges and music aficionados were shocked to discover a woman could have tied
for first. Clarke entered the competition again in 1921 with her Trio for Violin, Cello, and Piano.
The trio again placed second. Clarke and Goossens were both commissioned by Coolidge to
compose works for the 1923 Berkshire Music Festival, and Clarke wrote her Rhapsody for Cello
and Piano.
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In addition to composing and performing, Rebecca Clark has also written several articles
for a journal titled Music and Letters. In one article she traces the development of the viola’s role
in the history of string quartet writing, in another article Clarke draws some very insightful
conclusions about appreciating and performing the string quartets of Beethoven.
“With the onset of World War II, she moved to the United States, where she devoted herself
to composing while she supported herself by working as a nanny. During this time, she reacquainted
herself with James Friskin, a member of the Juilliard School of Music piano faculty, whom she had
met as a student at the RCM. They married in 1944. The majority of her music has never been
published and remains the property of her estate.”100
Rebecca Clarke was one of the most critical voices in music history.
Paul Hindemith: Duettsatz für Bratsche und Violoncello, Schnelle Achtel, WoO, (1934)
Paul Hindemith was born in Hanau on November 16, 1895 and died in Frankfurt on
December 28, 1963. “The foremost German composer of his generation, he was a figure central to
both music composition and musical thought throughout the inter-war years.” Paul Hindemith was
the eldest child of Robert Rudolf Hindemith and Maria Sophie Warnecke. Robert Rudolf insisted
that his children endure rigorous musical training regardless of their interest in the subject; he was
“intent that his three children should become professional musicians.” Paul was closer to his mother
than to his father. His sister Toni studied piano, and his brother Rudolf studied cello. In January of
1918, Hindemith was forced to join the military and “survived grenade attacks only by good luck”
as he wrote in his diary. At the end of the war, he returned to Frankfort and continued to lead the
Frankfurt Opera orchestra. In the ’1920’s he wrote some of his most important compositions and
played viola in the Rebner Quartet. In 1924 Paul Hindemith married Gertrud Rottenberg, who an
actress, a singer, and enjoyed playing the cello. Gertrud would often travel with Paul and admired
his work, and he dedicated many of his compositions to her.
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In 1927 Hindemith began teaching composition at the Berlin Musikhochschule and was
reputed to be a good professor. In the early 1930s, when Hindemith realized the Nazi takeover of
German politics was not going away and seeing all his Jewish colleagues fired from their jobs, he
started planning his exit. He wrote the Duet for Viola and Cello in 1934, one year before his
masterpiece Der Schwanendreher. In April of 1935, he took a job in Turkey, several years later he
moved to Switzerland, and in 1940 he emigrated to America and began teaching at Yale University,
he would later accept a post teaching at Harvard. Regarding any differences between the music
Hindemith composed before leaving Germany, and the works written after, he was told in 1949:
“New Music enthusiasts at the Darmstadt summer courses had dismissed his most recent
compositions as ‘old iron’. In response, Hindemith commented, ‘It is an honor to belong with the
“old iron.” Music history is full of old iron, and it was always more durable than new bullshit’
(unpublished letter to Schott, July 29, 1949).”101
Often juxtaposing experimental and radical musical ideas with the traditional or even
ancient, the Duet for Viola and Cello shares this feature with his grander works. "At surprising
moments amid the complex counterpoint, the composer recalls the rustic drone of a medieval
hurdy-gurdy. If at times the capricious work seems unsettled, it is no mistake: though the pulse and
tempo remain essentially constant, Hindemith playfully manipulates metrical groupings. Duple and
triple seem in the constant struggle until a resolution that seems humorously simple by
comparison."102
Hindemith wrote this duet in a very short time, reportedly only three hours, understanding
that famed cellist Emanuel Feuermann would be playing the cello part and Hindemith would be
playing viola part. Significantly challenging for both instruments, neither musician had much time
to prepare, the work was written quickly, practiced briefly, and then recorded.
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Johannes Brahms: Zwei Gesänge für eine Altstimme mit Bratsche und Klavier, (1863)
Later in Brahm's career, "Gestillte Sehnsucht" and "Geistliches Wiegenlied" were
published as Op. 91. "Gestillte Sehnsucht" was composed years later than the second. The text of
"Gestillte Sehnsucht," by Friedrich Rückert, contrasts a golden country evening to restless
love. The viola carries the melody first; over the piano's descending broken chords, it creates
anticipation, largely through rhythmic means. The vocal melody intertwines with that of the viola;
the piano provides a harmonious atmosphere. In the second stanza, breezes are suggested: the active
viola line completes melodic statements of the vocal one. A minor mode is converted to and the
third stanza changes to some distress. The text expresses lost love or its unique torments. Viola
and piano here contrast in short 'two versus three' rhythmic statements. Piano and viola contrast
with two-against-three rhythms. Cadences of the fourth stanza are then in the minor; the text
references sleep, or one's falling into it. This is, of course, analogous to death. Melodically identical,
the last stanzas arguably return to the beginning: voice and viola rhythmically augment the final
phrase. They then close, in a soothing manner. Viola and piano then finish out the work; back to
the major, they leave hope and the possibility of resolution. This seems to have been an
unsuccessful attempt, on Brahm's part, to reunite a couple close to him.
Stilled Longing
Steeped in a golden evening glow,
how solemnly the forests stand!
In gentle voices the little birds breathe
into the soft fluttering of evening breezes.
What does the wind whisper, and the little
birds? They whisper the world into slumber.

little birds, You yearning desires, when will
you fall asleep?
Alas, when no longer into the golden
distance does my spirit hurry on dreamwings,
when no more on the eternally distant stars
does my longing gaze rest;

You, my desires, that stir
in my heart without rest or peace!
You longings that move my heart,
When will you rest, when will you sleep?
By the whispering of the wind, and of the

Then the wind and the little birds
will whisper away my longing, along with
my life.

(Translated by Emily Ezust)
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Brahms composed “Geistliches Wiegenlied” after the birth of Joachim and Amalie’s first
son, in 1864. The viola begins the famous German lullaby, “Josef, Lieber Josef mien” (harkening
to Jesus‘birth and Joachim’s paternal instinct). Piano and Voice lines invert the viola’s hymn. This
provides very fine counterpoint; it creates continuity, too. As with the first song, there is a
contrasting second section. It changes the mood by changing tonality and meter. This trio-like
working presents each part as somewhat equal in interest and structural import. The final repetition
of the ritornello, “stillet die Wipfel, es schlummert mein Kind” ends the voice line; it is followed
by an abbreviated statement - that is, of the opening viola hymn.
Geistliches Wiegenlied
You who hover Around these palms In night
and wind, You holy angels, Silence the
treetops! Here sleeps my child.

Oh, now in sleep,
Gently softened,
His pain fades,
Silence the treetops!
Here sleeps my child.

You palms of Bethlehem In the roaring
wind, How can you today Bluster so angrily!

Fierce cold
Comes rushing,
How shall I cover
The little child’s limbs?
Oh, all you angels,
You winged ones
Wandering in the wind,
Silence the treetops!
Here sleeps my child.

Oh roar not so,
Be still, bow
Softly and gently; Silence the treetops! Here
sleeps my child.
The child of heaven
Endures discomfort;
Oh, how tired he has become Of earthly
sorrow.

(Translated by Lawrence Snyder and Rebecca Park)
The two songs share several commonalities even if not initially a set per se. These are the
only two Brahms sketched for contralto, viola, and piano. “Gestillte Sehnsucht” and “Geistliches
Wiegenlied” emphasize particular abilities - of both voice and viola. Compellingly, similar ranges
of the two are allowed, furthermore.
Ernest Chausson: Chanson Perpétuelle, op. 37, (1898)
Amédée-Ernest Chausson (1855-1899) grew up in a wealthy upper-class family. He
studied arts from an early age and is associated with correspondence that shows his contemplative,
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reflective and often pensive nature: “This relative solitude, along with the reading of a few morbid
books, caused me to acquire another fault: I was sad without quite knowing why but firmly
convinced that I had the best reason in the world for it.”
Chanson Perpétuelle, op. 37 is Chausson’s third to last work; composed in 1898, it bears
an obvious Franck influence. Wagner, Brahms, Turgenev, Dostoyevsky, and Tolstoy also seem
ubiquitous in his aesthetic. That of Jules Massenet reveals itself in vigilantly proportioned lines and
balanced harmonies. Without entirely obscuring Chausson’s voice, the rhetorical is here often
overwrought. It may otherwise approach the routine (as might Franck). The chanson does not lack
individual vision; however; it is filled with refined creations that mark mature works. Its
emotionality is sometimes powerful through dramatic and symphonic quality. Thematic material is
finally of a higher nature; its crafted ‘teleology’ is often strong. This finally makes it a work worthy
of celebration that rewards patient attending. Where genuinely concerned with Chausson and his
time, the listener will discern far more than the derivative.
Perpetual Song
Trembling trees, starry sky
My beloved has gone away
Bearing with him my desolate heart.
Winds, let our plaintive noises
Let your songs, charming nightingales,
Tell him that I die.
The first night he came here,
My soul was at his mercy;
I no longer cared about my pride.
My glances were full of promise.
He took me into his trembling arms
And kissed me near the hair.
1 felt a great quivering.
And then, I don’t know how
He became my lover.
I said to him: “You will love me
As long as you are able.”
I never slept as well as in his arms.
But he, feeling his heart fade,

Left the other day
Without me, for a foreign land.
Since 1 no longer have my friend,
I will die in this pool, among
The flowers under the sleeping current.
Arriving on the shoreline,
I will speak his name to the wind.
In a dream that I await him there.
And like in a gilded shroud
With hair tousled at the wind’s whim,
I will let myself go.
The happy hours of the past
will glimmer on my face,
And the green reeds will entrap me.
And my breast, shuddering
under the caress of their entwinement,
will believe it submits to the embrace of
the one who left.

(Translated by Theresa Andrasy-Sokol)
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Mark O’Connor: String Quartet No. 2, ‘Bluegrass’, (2005)
The quartet called “Bluegrass,” by ‘cross-over virtuoso’ Mark O’Connor appears to be his
second in the genre. It dates from about 2005. This eclectic work brings bluegrass into some
compelling and challenging syntheses, with several other genres and modes: fugue, gospel, and
modernistic angularism, with its less predictable intervallic structures. The second movement, a
scherzo with a “perpetual motion,” that haunts no less than it moves entails a somewhat adolescent
sense that veers radically from the Romantic possibilities of virtuosic display. In having an
opportunity to witness both the pedagogical and instrumental integrity of its composer at close
range, one is said to be more and more hesitant to dismiss any portion of such works, that can
initially tempt exactly such dismissal. However, as with folk-based works from abroad and from
an earlier age - this work and superficial responses to it afford a distinct opportunity for the
constructive and critical parsing of pastiche from the richly folk-rooted.
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Lexington Catholic Diocese, Music Director, 2016–present
Lexington Chamber Orchestra, Viola player, 2016–present
University of Kentucky, Graduate Teaching Assistant, 2007-2011
Asbury University, Strings Clinics Teacher and Musicology assistant, 2011-2014
Brevard Music Center, Viola Teaching Assistant, 2008
Private Viola Teacher, 2005–present
Scholastic and professional honors
Orchestra Scholarship-University of Kentucky, 2015-2017
McCauley Chamber Music Competition-Louisville, 2010
Verdi String Quartet Fellowship-University of Kentucky-2007-2011
Elebash Music Scholarship-University of Alabama 2005-2007
Award from Provadia Viola Competition, 1996
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